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Editor's 
NOTEBOOK 
When we get articles and letters in for publishing, we tend to read them 
with an objective view. However, we realize 
through some of the letters how upset 
many dancers/callers are with the new list-
ing from ACA. We stay neutral on such 
controversy, but sometimes it is difficult. 
Our greatest desire is for Square Dancing 
to remain an activity that will please the 
masses. In looking at the whole picture, we 
are wondering if this has been chucked 
down the drain. We definitely see changes 
in the activity, and sometimes it is not in the 
best interest of square dancing. In making 
changes of any kind, we should always 
seek out the most advantages "change." If 
we stop and think of what the dancers 
REALLY want, perhaps we can start to see 
beyond the end of our noses. CALLERLAB 
has been the tried and true organization for 
twenty years, and perhaps they are not 
always right in their decisions, but that or-
ganization has given us guidelines that did 
not exist before 1975. We should try and 
remember how horrendous it was, calling 
everything that came out in print before the 
ink was dry. Poor dancers. It's our respon-
sibility to serve the dancers instead of our-
selves. 
• • • • • 
Easter comes at exactly the right time of year. With the beauty and newness 
of the Spring season, comes this glorious 
reminder that a fresh beginning is not only 
possible but also necessary to overcome 
obstacles. 
The Easter story is not about bunnies, 
Easter eggs, or bonnets. Rather the true 
meaning of Easter can be better realized 
when you recall that huge boulder that was 
placed before the tomb as a barrier to the 
followers that sought His resurrection so 
many Easters ago. 
In retrospect that immense, immovable 
stone can signify the problems we face 
today as leaders in our square dance ac- 
tivities. Problems of unification, coopera-
tion among members, guiding clubs 
through financial crisis, lack of adequate 
classes; all can rightly be termed boulders 
to be moved from our path if solutions are 
to be reached. 
While these stones may seem immov-
able, our problems unsolvable, our ill-
nesses overwhelming, we must face them 
with confidence, and with a willingness to 
try anything and everything. 
As square dancers and as leaders, we 
are not immune to problems! We all have 
boulders to face, both big and small. Eve-
ryone has a stone he or she can't move, a 
problem that can't be solved at the mo-
ment, a burden of one kind or another. 
We are writing of, or suggesting, mir-
acles as the answer. On the realistic side 
our efforts must be directed through imagi-
nation, ingenuity in our planning, and just 
plain down to earth common sense. 
Can you do it? Can you face your par-
ticular problem of the moment with confi-
dence, enthusiasm, and with trust that an 
answer can be forthcoming? 
What will you do about your personal 
stone, your obstacles, your barriers? Will 
you cancel out, stop trying, resign without 
a struggle? Don't let that stone remain im-
movable. 
• • • • • 
The Burleson's Encyclopedia supple-
ments are in the process of being printed. 
Hopefully, they will be in the mail in the not 
so distant future. 
We apologize for the mix up in the March 
issue concerning Line Of Fire and Calling 
Tips. V 
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This month we have a Caller Outline featuring 
\\\ 	BY- LINE 	
Harold and Phill Bausch. It will warm your heart. In 
Feedback you might be interested in the two letters 
concerning the list introduced by the ACA. 
For the ladies Hemline carries some very good 
and delightful suggestions concerning slenderizing 
your square dance clothes. Be sure and read Antje Klinkenberg & Hans Tschimer's article about 
their enormous efforts to start dancing Advanced. What is the best kept secret in Square Danc-
ing? Check out this article and then share the information. Of great interest is the article by Harry 
Gerwin on Promoting Square Dancing and lastly Practice Random Kindness & Senseless Acts of 
Beauty. 
"Oregon 'n' More in '94!" 
1 28th National 85 30 Jerry Sleeman 91 59 Scope Records 26 
2 Alaska '94 71 31 John's Notes 107 60 Shirley's 28 
3 ASD Alaska 5 32 Kalox 4 61 	Silver Sounds 47 
4 Ashton 34 33 Kirkwood Lodge 36 62 Sophia Ts 106 
5 Badge Holders 46 34 Kopman Cruise 77 63 Square Dance Videos 84 
6 Bill Davis 90 35 Kopman's 14 64 Square Dancers Closet 89 
7 Blackwood Travel 107 36 Las Vegas 24 65 Square Dancetime 86 
8 Buffalo Wallow 100 37 Lou Mac Records 27 66 Stitch In Time 55 
9 Burdick 107 38 MacGregor 50 67 Supreme Audio IF 
10 Capitol Engraving 66 39 Meg Simkins 49 68 Suzies Ruffles 35 
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16 DJ Records 17 45 NSD Directory 45 74 Triple R 51 
17 Ed Fraidenburg 106 46 Palomino Records IB 75 Tumbling Leaves 40 
15 Elite Records 41 47 Parrish Ranch 11 76 Vee Gee 58 
19 English Mountain 56,74 48 Promenade Travel 29 77 Walt Cole 106 
20 ESP/Jo Pat 54 49 R & R Video 21 78 Western S/D Ranch 97 
21 Firecracker Fling 76 50 Ramblin' Rose 67 79 Western Squares, Intl. 82 
22 Fontana Fantasy 30 51 Random Sound 82 80 W1SSCO 53 
23 Four Bar B/Quadrille 43 52 Rawhide 48 81 	Yak Stack 16,62,88 
24 Gold Star Video 63 53 Red Boot 42 
25 Grenn 75 54 Reeves Records 35,92 
26 Hi Hat 8 55 Rhythm Records 17 
27 Hilton 32 56 Rockin M Records 10 
28 IAGSDC 30 57 Roundalab 25 
29 J & J Manufacturing 45 58 Royal Records 69 
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TEA{ p(i)  by Jeannie Briscoe 
I
t seems to me that we take too much for 
granted when we talk about getting be-
ginners into classes. We desperately 
need to beef up our forces. When I hear 
some people talking about not having a 
beginner class for some reason or another, 
it's difficult for me to keep my mouth shut. 
It seems like some dancers don't want to 
have a class every year. It's easier to let a 
year slide so they won't have to dance with 
the new-corners. Lord save us from those 
kind of selfish people. 
We tend to take our new dancers for 
granted in that we think the beginner class 
will always be there. Not so! If we don't 
settle down to a routine with class, we 
might as well kiss the influx of new people 
goodbye. 
Our new people have a hard enough 
time learning all there is to learn on the 
Basic and Mainstream. It takes many 
months for new people to feel comfortable 
with our activity. Why make it more difficult 
to get people interested in square dancing 
by not having a class every year? When 
people ask about classes and we say "Oh, 
we've decided not to have a class this year, 
you'll have to wait till next year," doesn't 
that sound "dumb"? What if every profes-
sion did this? Most of them wouldn't last as 
long as a snow ball in Panama. We must 
see the importance of having classes every 
year. 
There are no real answers to why 
square dancing is low at this time, but not 
having a class every year could be a major 
liability. If we don't have new people com-
ing in every year, where are we going to get 
the next batch of new dancers year after 
year? We all know that everyone who has 
been dancing for any number of years, has 
used up all their resources in their friends 
and no longer know anyone who is not 
square dancing. It happens very easily. We 
all get so involved with square dancing that 
sometimes it takes up our whole lives. We 
no longer can find time or ways to make 
friends outside the activity. Sometimes 
when we do have a few stray friends still  
hanging around, it's almost biblical that 
they DON'T want to square dance. No rea-
son, just not interested. 
When we get it together and keep up the 
classes for new people, we might see a 
change in the structure of our activity. The 
importance of new people in square danc-
ing is tantamount to the perpetuation of it. 
Get a more positive attitude and go out 
there and try to induce some new people 
into our world. 
KEEP TRUCKN' ✓ 
KALOX -Edell-Longhorn 
NEW ON KALOX: 
K-1327 Fire Ball Mail 
by John Saunders 
K-1326 who's The Blonde Stranger 
by John Saunders 
RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX: 
K-1325 What It Means To Be Blue 
!by John Saunders 
K-1324 My window Faces The South 
by John Saunders 
RECENT RELEASES ON LONGHORN 
LH-138 Two Timin' Blues 
LH-193 Freedom 
LH-144 	Bailin' The Jack 
LH-1022 Goodnight Little Girl 
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO: 
B-419-A Side By Side 
by Jack & Ann Von der Heide 
B-419-8 Sweet Dreams 
by Richard & JoAnne Lawson 
RECENT RELEASES ON BELCO: 
B-418-A Cold Cold Heart 
by Ken Croft & Elena de Zordo 
B-418-B Piano Roll Blues 
by Richard & JoAnne Lawson 
NEW ON CROW: 
C-002 Oklahoma Hills 
by Bill Crowson 
C-001 Calendar Girl 
by Bill Crowson 
2832 Live Oak Dr. Mesquite TX 75150 
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The Ultimate Square Dancing Experience! 
7-Day Alaskan Cruise 
Aboard the Regent Sea 
September 9th-16th, 1994 
* Top Name Callers from around the Country. * 
* Virtual non-stop dancing * 
* Seminars and Instruction * 
* The Unbelievable Beauty of Alaska * 
* Complimentary Shoreside Activities * 
* Salmon Bake / Square Dancing Extravaganza * 
at the Thane Ore House in Juneau 
* Complimentary copy of * 
Porthole, The Intelligent Cruise Magazine 
Experience Seven Exciting 
Days of Cruising. 
Visit Glacier Bay, 
the "Gold Rush" Town of 
Skagway, Ketchikan 







low cost airfare 
available from 
most cities. 
PPI-CRUISING THE WORLD 
PHONE: 800-929-4548 
1 0 FAIRWAY DRIVE, SUITE 200, 
DEERFIELD BEACH, FLORIDA 
33441-1802 




RA_ti LOIN IF  11  NENESS 
AND &EMU! °JESS 
ACTS F LEAUTIC 
by Bernie Marcus 
This article was picked up from a com-
puter bulletin board where it was posted 
by an anonymous author. Please dupli-
cate it and share it with friends - it's a 
great message, one to hold close each 
day of your life. 
I
t's a crisp winter day in San Francisco. 
A woman in a red Honda, Christmas 
presents piled in the back, drives up to 
the Bay Bridge toll booth. "I'm paying for 
myself and for the six cars behind me," 
she says with a smile, handing over 
seven commuter tickets. One after an-
other the next six drivers arrive at the toll 
booth, dollars in hand, only to be told, 
"Some lady up ahead already paid your 
fare. Have a nice day." 
The woman in the Honda, it turned out, 
had read something on an index card 
taped to a friend's refrigerator, "Practice 
random kindness and senseless acts of 
beauty." The phrase seemed to leap out 
at her, and she copied it down. 
Judy Foreman spotted the same 
phrase spray-painted on a warehouse 
wall miles from her home but couldn't 
recall the words. When it stayed on her 
mind for days, she gave up and drove 
back to the warehouse to copy it down. 
"I thought it was incredibly beautiful," she 
said, explaining why she's taken to writ-
ing it at the bottom of all her letters, "like 
a message from above." 
Her husband Frank, a teacher, liked 
the phrase so much that he put it up on 
the wall for his seventh graders, one of 
whom was the daughter of a local colum-
nist. The columnist put it in the paper, 
admitting that though she liked it, she 
didn't know where it originated, or what it  
really meant. Two days later, she heard 
from Anne Herbert. Tall, blonde, and 40, 
Anne lives in Marill County, California, 
where she house sits and takes odd jobs 
to get by. It was in a Sausalito restaurant 
that Herbert jotted that phrase on a paper 
place mat after turning it around in her 
mind for days. "That's wonderful!" a man 
sitting nearby said and copied it down 
carefully on his own place mat. 
"Here's the idea," Anne says, "Any-
thing you think there should be more ot, 
do it randomly. Kindness can build on 
itself as much as violence can." Now the 
phrase is spreading on bumper stickers, 
on walls, at the bottom of letters, and on 
business cards. And as it spreads, so 
does a vision of guerrilla goodness. 
In Portland, Oregon, a man might 
plunk a coin into a stranger's meter just 
in time to avoid a fine. In Patterson, New 
Jersey, a dozen people with pails and 
mops and tulip bulbs descend on a run-
down house and clean it from top to 
bottom while the frail, elderly owners look 
on, dazed and smiling. In Chicago a 
teenage boy may be shoveling snow off 
the driveway when the impulse strikes. 
"What the heck, nobody's looking," he 
thinks, and shovels the neighbor's drive-
way too. 
It's positive anarchy, disorder, a sweet 
disturbance. A woman in Boston writes 
"Merry Christmas" to tellers on the backs 
of her checks. A man in St. Louis, whose 
car had just been rear ended by a young 
woman, waves her away, saying, "It's 
just a scratch. Don't worry." 
Senseless acts of beauty spread: a 
man plants daffodils along the roadway, 
his shirt billowing in the breeze from 
passing cars. In Atlanta, a man scrubs 
graffiti from a green park bench. They 
say you can't smile without cheering 
yourself up a little. Likewise, you can't 
commit a random act of kindness without 
6 	
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feeling as if your own troubles have been 
lightened, if only because the world has 
become a slightly better place. And you 
can't be a recipient without feeling a 
shock, a pleasant jolt. 
If you were one of those drivers who 
found your bridge toll paid, who knows 
what you might have been inspired to do  
for someone else later. Wave someone 
on in the intersection? Smile at a tired 
clerk? Or something larger, greater? Like 
all revolutions, guerilla goodness begins 
slowly, with a single act. Let it be yours! 
Canadian Dancers News, Oct./Dec., 
1993 I/ 
9107 NUM EGO 
AN EXCELLENT GIFT IDEA FOR YOUR 
CALLER, CUER, SQUARE DANCE FRIEND 
OR JUST YOURSELF. 
SPECIAL 'Th6.95 + SH 
A special offer for subscribers 
of American Square Dance 
Protect your back issues of 
American Square Dance 
with this attractive 
leather-look gold embossed 
magazine binder. Each binder 
holds a full year's issue of 
ASD. They have sturdy cloth 
based red vinyl covers and 
are made to give you many 
years of use. The binders 
open flat for quick and easy 
reference. 
Send your orders to American Square Dance, 661 Middlefield Rd., Salinas, 
CA 93906. Phone (408) 443-0761. (Visa or MasterCard accepted.) 
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Hi-Hat kaneers 
KEEP 'EM SQUARED UP WITH HI-HAT & 
BLUE RIBBON DANCE RECORDS 
r no FO.c.burr Bronc Wee 
Buddy Waver 
.7;r404.. BLUE RIBBON RECORDS 
&I an Day% Jerry keitzmy Dove FOrter 
4S. 
Jcrunei. Dear, 	Earl W.151 kV!' Stone 
H 
	H A- DANCE 
BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS 
HH 5164 - Your Cheatin' Heart by Wayne McDonald 
HH 5165 • Golden Memories And Silver Threads by Ernie Kinney 
ELK 029 - Guitars 8 Cadillacs (Sing-A-Long) by Bronc Wise 
Marty Frstenburg 
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS 
HH 5163 - Save Me by Erika Johonsson 
HH 5162 • Bourbon Street Parade by Bobby Lepard 
HH 5161 - Someone To Watch Over Me by Buddy Weaver 
HH 5160 - Heroes And Friends by Tom Perry 
HH 661 - Petticoat Hoedown Flip/2cpl-Adv by Bronc Wise 
ELK 028 - Hello Dorlin' (Sing-A-Long) by Tom Perry 





ELK SING-A-LONGS AND HI-HAT PIONEER TAPES ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE PRODUCER 
Fil
BRAND NEW ON BLUE RIBBON 
BR 276 - How Come You Do Me Like You Do by Jerry Biggerstaff 
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON BLUE RIBBON 
	  BR 275 - On A Wonderful Day Like Today by Bill Donohue 
Bill Donahue BR 274 - I'm Afraid by Jason Dean 
BR 1009 - Tempted (Round) by Bob 8 Fran Ford 




PRODUCER: ERNIE KINNEY ENTERPRISES, 3925 N. TOLLHOUSE ROAD 
FRESNO, CA 93726 PHONE: 209-227-2764 
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43rd National Square Dance Convention 
JUNE 22, 23, 24, 25, 1994 
LIVE MUSIC HALL FOR DANCERS 
Mhe Ghost Riders Square Dance Band 
I from Concord, California will be pro-
viding live music for dancing in the Main 
Arena of the Portland Memorial Coli-
seum. Dancers attending the 43rd NSDC 
will be able to dance to this band every 
evening of the convention, Thursday 
through Saturday. The arena seating will 
be available also for relaxing, watching 
the dancers and listening to the band 
perform. 
The Ghost Riders have performed for 
dances, special events and movies for 
20 years. They have performed at two 
previous National S/D Conventions in 
1988 at Houston and in 1991 in Salt Lake 
City. 
EMERGENCY NUMBER AVAILABLE 
A n emergency phone number has 
rAbeen established for the conven-
ience of dancers attending the 43rd 
NSDC in Portland. The number to call is 
(503)590-5008. This number will be in 
service in early June (although only for 
emergency matters), and during the con-
vention will be answered at the commu-
nications center at the Oregon 
Convention Center. We suggest that you 
write this number down before you leave 
for Portland in June. 
For inquiries regarding registration, 
housing, or anything pertaining to the 
convention that is not an emergency, we 
ask that you please call the Registration 
and Housing Office at (503)371-6139. 
EDUCATION PROGRAM 
TAKING SHAPE 
—r he Education Program for the 43rd 
I NSDC promises to be varied and in-
teresting. Topics of presentations have 
been chosen and speakers, presenters 
and panelists are being confirmed. The 
Education Program includes Panel Dis-
cussions, Clinics, Seminars, Organiza-
tion Round Tables, the Publications 
Display and the Showcase of Ideas. 
There is something for everyone: danc-
ers, club leaders, callers, cuers and pub-
lication editors. Some of the seminars 
will be presented by Callerlab, Roun-
dalab, Contralab and Legacy. These 
educational programs make the NSDC a 
true convention, different than a dance 
festival. Dancers coming to Portland will 
want to scan their daily schedules and 
attend one or more of these seminars. 
The Education Program also is re-
sponsible for the Bid Session to select 
the city that will host the 1999 conven-
tion. If you have never attended a Bid 
Session, you will want to do so; it is 
exciting, interesting and informative. 
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PRODUCED BY 
Wayne Morvent 








LOAD THE WAGON - Wayne 
POLLY WOLLY DOODLE - Wayne 
CJ/ORANGE BLOSSOM (Hoedown) 
WHY BABY WHY -Glenn 
GUESS IT DOESN'T MATTER - Wayne 
TWILIGHT TIME - Wayne 
DOWN YONDER ON THE CHATTOHOCHEE - Glen 













SHINDIG IN THE BARN by John 
SR-201 DON'T YOU EVER GET TIRED 
OF HURTING ME 	by Drew 
SR-102 
	
TEQUILA SHEILA - John 
SOON TO BE RELEASED 
STAMPEDE 
RECORDS 
SR-301 	LAZY RIVER by Doug 











RHODE ISLAND, WHERE ARE YOU? 
Dancers from Rhode Island who are 
coming to Portland can count on an en-
thusiastic welcome. As of the end of De-
cember 1993, there were not yet any 
registrations from your state! We know 
you're out there because 12 of you came 
to St. Louis last year and 45 of you trav-
eled to Anaheim in 1988. We want to see 
you in the Parade of States in Portland in 
June, so send your registrations in soon! 
NO SALES TAX IN OREGON! 
You won't need to figure sales tax on 
meals or other purchases that you make 
in Oregon next summer since there is 
none! Over the years, various sales tax 
measures have appeared on state bal-
lots, but Oregon voters have turned them 
all down. 
You will, however, find the typical ho-
tel room taxes, which vary from 7% to 9% 
in the counties which make up the Port-
land Metropolitan area. 
Forty-five states have a sales tax, but 
not Oregon. 
PRE-REGISTRATION DEADLINE 
April 30 is the deadline for Pre-Regis-
trations for the 43rd NSDC. After that 
date, prices increase for registrations, 
bus passes and program books. Pre-reg-
istration prices will save a couple a total 
of $16.00 on the above items. 
RV CARAVAN DEADLINE NEAR 
If you are planning to join the Oregon 
Trail RV caravan to Portland in June, the 
deadline to register is April 1. There is no 
cost to join the caravan, and it will be 
arranged so you can proceed at your 
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LET US SHOW YOU COLORADO FROM PARRISH RANCH 
GET HERE!!!! 
FLY OR DRIVE TO 
COLORADO IN JULY 
& AUGUST IS WHERE 




EXCITING & INEXPENSIVE 
RUSTIC CABINS 
SHADED RV PARK BY 
THE RIVER 
DETAILS & RES. 
& BE HAPPY!! 
VAUGHN & JEAN PARRISH, PH 303-772-5118 
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE RECORDS 
FOR THE CALLER & DANCER WHO ENJOYS CREATIVE CHORE 
TEN PLUS ONE - SQUARES 
# 105 YO HO VALLEY - (LEARN TO YODEL) VAUGHN PARRISH 
	
# 104 	CHARLIE'S BOOGIE - SINGER & LINE DANCE - VAUGHN 
# 101 ANNIE'S SONG - SINGER - LOU POPOWSKY 
# 102 CHARLIE'S REEL #1 & #2 - (PHRASED HOEDOWS) 3 COUNTRY DANCES ENCLOSED 
106 	GOOD'N SMOKEY - FLIP CALL 200 YR OLD TRAD. FIG AS REVISED BY VAUGHN 
ROUND DANCE - ROUNDS BY JEAN & VAUGHN PARRISH 
#107 	WHAT A FRIEND - EZ 2STP, 1stBND INSTR. 2ndCUED-VAUGHN 
FLIP-BLACKBERRY BLOSSOM-CHA CHA MIXER 
1st BAND INSTR. 2nd BAND CUES BY VAUGHN 
#106 	SOMEWHERE MY LOVE - EZ WALTZ, FLIP SIDE-MIXER CUES BY VAUGHN 
#105 MAGGIE MIXER - CHARLESTON 1st BAND INSTR. 2nd BAND CUES BY VAUGHN 
FLIP-COUNTRY MIXER-SCHOTTISCHE RE-PRESS FROM 1983, 1ST BD INSTR 2nd CUES BY VAUGHN 
#104 	DOES ANYBODY 2STEP ANYMORE-FLIP, CUES BY VAUGHN 
#103 BE NOBODY'S DARLING-EZ WALTZ, FLIP, CUES BY VAUGHN 
ORDER DIRECT FROM PARRISH RANCH 
RT 2, PARRISH RD. BERTHOUD, CO 80513 
OR PH 303-772-5118 
RATES & DATES CALLER CLINICS & DANCES EZ THRU PLUS 
own pace. Participating RV'ers will leave 
Independence, Missouri on Monday 
morning, June 13 and will arrive in Port-
land prior to the convention. The dancers 
leading the caravan will be heading east 
in May to confirm arrangements and wish 
to complete their mailing of Oregon Trail 
information packets before they leave. 
The sponsors of this caravan are the 
RV 8'ers Club of Portland, who reported 
20 registrations and more than 60 inquir-
ies by the end of December 1993. For 
more information, contact the Wagon 
Master: Ash and Ann Vernholm, 10523 
NE Knott, Portland, OR 77220 or phone 
(503)254-0590. 
OREGON TOURIST INFORMATION 
AVAILABLE AT THE OREGON 
CONVENTION CENTER 
A full Visitors Information Center is 
located in the Oregon Convention Cen-
ter, just inside the entrance from Martin 
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Luther King, Jr. Blvd. A large selection of 
brochures and publications are available 
there to help you enjoy your stay in Port-
land and Oregon. The staff will be glad to 
give you tips about what to see and do, 
places to eat and local activities. 
Portland is divided into quadrants: 
Northwest, Northeast, Southwest and 
Southeast. The dividing line for east and 
west is the Willamette River and north 
and south is Bumside Street. The Ore-
gon Convention Center is located on the 
corner of Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd. 
and Holladay Street in northeast Port-
land, about six blocks from the Wil-
lamette River. The downtown business 
district is on the west banks of the river 
in the southwest section of town. The 
MAX light rail system runs right past the 
Convention Center and Memorial Coli-




by Lee A Steve Kopman 
Most of the time, when we call pass thru, it's from very "standard posi-
tions" with "standard results." Here are 
some unusual ideas you may not have 
considered. 
1. ZERO LINES 
RIGHT & LEFT THRU 
1/2 SASHAY 
CENTERS SQUARE THRU 3 




SQUARE THRU 3 
LJA 
2. ZERO LINES 
CENTERS PASS THRU 
CENTERS RUN (AROUND ENDS) 
STAR THRU 
SQUARE THRU 3 
PASS THRU 
LJA 
3. ZERO LINES 
GIRLS (TO YOUR LEFT) ON A 





4. ZERO LINES 
BOYS (TO YOUR RIGHT) ON A 





5. HEADS TOUCH 1/4 
GIRLS PASS THRU 
CENTERS SWING THRU 
OTHERS HINGE 
BOYS DIAMOND CIRCULATE 
R/UG 
6. HEADS LEFT TOUCH 1/4 
BOYS PASS THRU 
CENTERS SQUARE THRU 3 
OTHER BOY U-TURN-BACK 




7. HEADS PASS THE OCEAN 
GIRLS ON A DIAGONAL PASS 
THRU 
CENTER 4 WHEEL & DEAL 
OTHER GIRLS U-TURN-BACK 
CENTERS PASS THRU 
SLIDE THRU 
LJA 
8. HEADS PASS THE OCEAN & 
SWING THRU 
BOYS PASS THRU 
CENTER 4 BEND THE LINE & STAR 
THRU 
OTHER BOYS RUN 
SWING THRU 
BOYS TRADE 
BOX THE GNAT 
SLIDE THRU 
8 CHAIN 1 
LJA 
9. HEAD LADIES CHAIN 
HEADS STAR THRU 
BOYS ONLY, ON A DIAGONAL 
COLUMN DOUBLE PASS THRU 
BOYS RUN LEFT 
CENTERS PASS THRU 
SQUARE THRU, ON THE THIRD 
HAND 
RUG 
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10. HEADS STAR THRU 
GIRLS ONLY, ON A DIAGONAL 
COLUMN DOUBLE PASS THRU 
ALL PARTNER TRADE & ROLL 
STAR THRU 
CENTERS PASS THRU 
SWING THRU 
8 CIRCULATE 1 & 1/2 
RUG 
11. HEADS PASS THRU 
SEPARATE ROUND 1 TO A LINE 
4 BOYS ON A DIAGONAL PASS 
THRU 
FERRIS WHEEL 





12.SIDES RIGHT & LEFT THRU 
HEADS PASS THRU 
SEPARATE ROUND 1 TO A LINE 
4 GIRLS ON A DIAGONAL PASS 
THRU 




13. HEADS STAR THRU & SPREAD 
PASS THRU 
TAG THE LINE 	RIGHT 
BOYS ON A DIAGONAL PASS THRU 
ENDS CROSS FOLD 
SINGLE CIRCLE TO AN OCEAN 
WAVE 
ACEY DEUCY 
BOX THE GNAT 
R/LJG 
14. HEADS TOUCH 1/4 
SIDES 1/2 SASHAY 
SIX SAME SEXES WHO ARE 
FACING ON A DIAGONAL PASS 
THRU (NOT SIDE BOYS) 
GIRLS RUN (LEFT) 
SQUARE THRU 3 
LJA 
15. HEADS STAR THRU 
CENTER GIRLS ON A DIAGONAL 
PASS THRU 
4 GIRLS PASS THRU 
CENTERS PASS THE OCEAN 
OTHERS HINGE 
EACH OCEAN WAVE FAN THE TOP 
BOYS RUN 
COUPLES CIRCULATE 
1/2 TAG THE LINE 
GIRLS RUN 
PASS THE OCEAN 
R/LJG 
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THE NORM HORNER 	 by Steve 
Because of the unusual results of some of the Pass Thru positions, let's focus on 
one starting sequence with different get outs. 
Heads Touch 1/4 
Girls Pass Thru 
THEN: 
1 Centers Square Thru 3 








2. Center Touch 1/4 
4 Girls Run 
All Circle Left 
Original Sides Fan The Top 
Double Pass Thru 
Leads California Twirl 
L/A  
3. Centers Right & Left Thru 
& Pass The Oceaan 
Others Hinge 
Each Ocean Wave 
Fan The Top 
Extend 
RUG 
4. Centers Star Thru 
& Pass The Ocean 
Others Trade 
Girls Pass Thru 
Center 4 Bend The Line 
Others Partner Trade 
Your Home 
5. Centers Right & Left 
Thru & Dixie Style 
To An Ocean Wave 
Others Cast 3/4 
Girls Trade 
4 X 4 Bend The Line 
Pass The Ocean 
Hinge 
R/L/G  
6. Centers Square Thru 
On The 3rd 
Hand Touch 1/4 
4 Girls Run Right 




I hope this helps expand your horizons!! Don't forget Steve & Lee Kopman's callers 
school August 26-28, 1994, Knoxville, TN. Space is Limited. Write for details.1305 
Whitower Dr., Knoxville, TN 37919. 
Kopman's Choreography 
• 50 sequences per set (enough for 1 
dance 
• Reduce your calling preparation 
• Not computer generated 
• Easy to read 
Send check or money order to: 
STEVE & DEBBIE KOPMAN 
1305 WHITOWER DRIVE 
KNOXVILLE, TN 37919 
• Increase your calling level ooility 
• $50.00 per set 
• Pays for itself in less than 1 dance 
• Immediate delivery 
• All requests confidential 
	MS 	PLS 	ADV 
	C1 	C2 
C3A C3B 
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CREATING ILLUSIONS 
S
quare dance dresses are bulky 
by their very nature due to the full 
skirts and petticoats, but there 
are many things we can do to 
create a slim illusion. Our eyes are con- 
ditioned to read from left to right and from 
top to bottom and the clever use of line 
and detail can subtly coax eyes just to 
where we want them. 
Slenderizing Lines 
To achieve slenderizing lines as well 
as tall-making lines, consider using any 
of the following: 
V lines, deep necklines 
Surplice lines 
Slanting or diagonal lines 
Any long-line detail or trim 
Buttons or trim down one side 
Plain, slim set-in sleeves 
Long slim sleeves 
Long narrow collars 
Shawl collars 
Slightly flared skirts 
Skirts with many narrow gores 
Thin, smooth surfaced fabrics 
Small lengthwise stripes 
Darker colors 
Easy fitting 
One color from tip to toe 
Filling Out The Figure 
If you need camouflage that will fill out 
your figure or shorten your figure, con- 
sider the use of the following: 
Wide collars, flat collars, cape collars 
High necklines with big bows or ruffles 
Soft drapery in the bodice 
onunc 
Straight across yokes in bodice or skirt 
Gathers or tucks at shoulder 
Any shoulder broadening detail 
Full sleeves, long or short 
Sleeves in one with bodice or yoke 
Deep armholes 
Gathered skirts 
Crosswise detail or trim 
Pockets at bust or hip 
Bulky fabrics 
Large prints, plaids or checks 
Crosswise stripes 
Vivid contrasts and bright shades appear 





Widely flaring, shorter skirts 
The Average Figure 
The average figure can wear most 
clothes and both bright and subdued col-
ors. This figure type will probably select 
slenderizing lines. It can wear some of 
the lines that shorten and can accommo-
date vertical lines to and from the waist, 
which emphasize a tiny waist. 
The Short, Stout Figure 
This figure should always wear slen-
derizing and tall-making lines. It should 
avoid extremely short skirts as well as 
two-color separates, splashy prints and 
horizontal details. Remember that con-
trasting colors in a bodice and skirt stop 
the eye at the waist, making a figure 
appear both shorter and wider. Be care-
ful where trimmings are added. They will 
draw the eye to that spot. When selecting 
prints, relate the pattern of the print to 
your own figure. A print greatly out of 
scale with the wearer will emphasize the 
contrast, making size only more obvious. 
Any figure type can successfully wear 
square dance attire, but care should be 
given to fabric, design, color, contrast 
and detail and be related to one's own 
figure. Decide what is most appropriate 
American Squaretia, e, 	.1 I 
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for you, then sew to your heart's content 
and dance with confidence, knowing that 
your design looks well on you and that 
you are successfully coaxing your part- 
ner's and corner's eyes "where you want 
them." 
Jessie Harley, Westminster, CA (Sets 
In Order, April, 1981) 	✓ 








THE YAK CASE IS DESIGNED TO PROVIDE YEARS OF PROTECTION 
IT IS A FULL PADDED CASE WITH A DOUBLE ZIPPER CLOSURE 
ALL SIZES AVAILABLE: 
YAK STACK 	  $85.00 
HALF YAK  $65.00 
DIRECTOR 	  $75.00 
DIRECTOR JR. 	  $55.00 
   
Please Add $4.00 Shipping per Item ordered. 
(Overseas Shipping Extra) 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 





PO. Box 361, Tolland, CT 06084-0361 
4=1 
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Wade Driver Mike Seastrom 













DJ107 'Til The Money's Gone 	Dan & Joe 
DJ106 I'm Up To My Ears In Tears 	Dan 
DJ105 Won't You Wear My Ring Joe 
DJ104 Why Get Up 	 Dan & Joe 
DJ103 Going Against The Grain 	Dan 
DJ102 Walkin' The Floor Over Me Joe 
DJ101 Back To The Country 	Dan & Joe 
3925 N. Tollhouse Rd.,Fresno, CA 93726 
(209) 227-2764 
1121 11 11 111111 
" mill11111111116,111111.  "" 111 
Latest Releases 
I've Got Friends In Low Places 
RR-228-By Tim 





Soon To Be Released 
Feelin' Kinda Lonely Tonight 





Feb. 11-13, 1994 
Wade, Mike & Tim 
Denver, Colorado 
For More Information : 
Wade & Carla Driver (602) 833-2033 
••••• 
1721 E. Glencove St., Mesa, AZ 85203 
(602) 833-2033 
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People 
IN THE NEWS 
SQUARE DANCING & FASHIONS 
This article comes to us from THE 
BRYAN-COLLEGE STATION EAGLE 
newspaper and we quote. 
"Nita Smith hasn't been back on the 
dance floor since her husband, Manning 
died in October 1992. 
Nita said the pair led a 'storybook life,' 
swirling through square dances and 
round dances throughout most of their 
lives. 
Not many people in the world have a 
chance to make a living doing the thing 
they love the most. 
After becoming intrigued with square 
dancing and round or "Texas folk  
dances," their involvement in the activity 
literally took over their lives. 
The two taught week-long institutes in 
California, New York, Washington, D.C. 
and Canada. They performed at state 
festivals across the country and were 
honored with being on the cover of the 
July 1971 national "Square Dancing" 
magazine. 
Nita is known for her many fashions, 
including dresses as well as frilly petti-
coats. Her fashions were so outstanding 
that many of the ladies would copy the 
idea and even create club dresses. 
Now, spending her time on projects for 
St. Thomas Episcopal Church and for the 
Brazos Heritage Society, she says, "I 
see all these line dances come out now 
and remember when we did line dances 
all the time. We just never named them. 
I think, 'too bad Manning didn't name his 
and sell them. He would have been a rich 
man.' But then I stop, and I realize we 
were very, very rich." 
if 
ARE BEST FOR YOUR CLINIC OR SCHOOL 























2408 Eastover Dr., Waycross, GA 31501, 912-283-4397 
176 West Acton Rd., Stow, MA 01775-1168, 508-897-9767 
PO Box 125, Jensen Beach, FL 34958, 407-335-4788 
400 N. Plaza Dr., 452 Apache Jct., AZ 85220, 602-983-3013 
1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale, CA 94087, 408-736-5624 
36 Columbia Ave., Rehoboth, DE 19971, 703-524-1166 
140 McCandless Dr., Wexford, PA 15090, 412-935-2734 
2 Laurel Pl., N. Brunswick, NJ 08902, 201-249-2086 
1523 Bluebonnet, Arlington, TX 76013, 817-469-1179 
PO Box 679, Pocono Pines, PA 18350, 717-646-2945 
PO Box 1382, Estes Park, CO 80517, 303-586-3696 
222 Stillwater Dr., Saskatoon, SK Can., S7J 4A4, 306-374-5250 
PO Box 367, Hampstead, NH 03841, 603-329-5492 
328 Stones Throw Rd., Silsbee, TX 77656, 409-385-5222 
14 Boxwood Lane, Danbury, CT 06810, 203-794-0053 
Rt 2 Parrish Rd., Berthoud, CO 80513, 303-772-5118 
PO Box 10692, Zephyr Cove, NV 89448, 702-588-7181 
48 Althea St. W. Springfield, MA 01089, 413-734-0591 
Clementsport, NS Can., BOS 1E0, 902-638-8053 
Lammstr. 6, 7552 Durmersheim, Germany, 07245-7799 
Rt 8 Box 281 College Hills, Greenville, TN 37743, 615-638-7784 
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SIERRA HILLBILLIES SQUARE & 
ROUND DANCE CLUB DEBUTS 
NEW VISITATION OUTFITS 
Santa Clara, CA. The Sierra Hillbillies 
Square and Round Dance Club debuted 
new visitation outfits on Friday, January 
7th on a visit to the Stemwinders of 
Norhtridge, CA. Speedy Spivacke was 
the caller for the evening; Silky cued 
rounds between square dance tips. The 
dance was attended by 145 square 
dancer including 67 fun-loving, hillby-
hollaring dancers from the Santa Clarita, 
CA based Sierra Hillbillies. The Stem-
winders organization dances at LeClub, 
the Associated Square Dancers Center, 
19555 Prairie Street, Northridge. 
Drawing inspiration from the Lil' Abner 
and Daisy Mae cartoon characters, the 
new visitation costumes combine a 
bright red pinstripe fabric with a royal 
blue-and-white polkadot. The outfit is 
completed by a white rope-type cord belt 
for both men and women. The outfit was 
designed by Jenny Horst of the wild 
Horst collection. In response to club 
members' needs and desires as ex-
pressed in two questionnaires that pre-
ceded the outfit-selection process, this 
square dance club is taking what it con-
siders to be a unique approach to its 
visitation attire. 
As a large club (over 230 dancers) with 
an active membership that frequently 
dances twice in a weekend, the Hillbil-
lies-through responses to the question-
naires- requested "variety" and 
"multipule-dress" options. The combina-
tion approved at the club's September 
Sierra Hillbillies introduced their new club 
visitation costume at Stemwinders square dance 
in Northridge, CA on January 7, 1994. 
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ATTENTION 
PART-TIME or FULL-TIME- 
TRAVELING CALLERS 
GE I YOUR NAMEJADDHESS 
'TRAVELCALL" 
LISTING 
For Wider Exposure in USA 
also. Club/festival Booking Agents 
Ask For Our 3-page Listing For Available 
Caller To Call Your club/event send 
Stamped return Envelope Stan Burdick 
PO Box 2678. Silver Bay. NY 12874 
15th, 1993 general meeting fulfills those 
criteria. The basic outfit tip is the same 
for both ladies and gentlemen-a scoop-
yoke western-style shirt in the pinstripe 
fabric-and is complemented by a match-
ing gored skirt accented with polkadot 
ruffle for the ladies, and blue jeans for the 
gents. The ladies' attire can be made up 
as a dress or skirt and blouse, and for 
those selecting a two-piece outfit, a sec-
ond square-neck blouse with reversed 
facings and poofy sleeves will make 
dancing on sequential days easy and 
practical. The gentlemen may also 
choose a second, white shirt with their 
choice of pinstripe or polkadot scoop-
style western yokes. In addition, limited 
variations of fabric placement within the 
selected pattern styles allow club mem-
bers maximum opportunity to flatter indi-
vidual body styles and coloration. 
The New Outfit Selection Committee, 
following the guidelines and preferences 
from the members' questionnaires, of-
fered the club three outfits from which to 
choose. The committee was comprised 
of Karen Geller-Shinn, Nancy Pacheco 
and Monica Stein. 
19 
MARYLAND TEEN WINS STATE 
FAIR FASHION REVUE 
Practice certainly paid off for 4-H'er 
Ginger Hull, 15, of Westminster (Carroll 
County). She edged out 57 other com-
petitors to win grand champion honors in 
the 4-H Fashion Revue at the Maryland 
State Fair in Timonium. 
First-place winner in the creative choice 
category, Hull captivated the judges -and  
spectators- with her black-and-white, 
full-skirted dress with hand-sewn se-
quins and her stylish presentation. 
Rather than just walk down the runway, 
Hull clog-danced her way along, causing 
her skirt to swirl and the sequins to spar-
kle. 
Hull won the creative choice category 
last year, also, with a beaded and se-
quined semi-formal dress. 
Competitors were judged on their 
poise, awareness of current fashions, 
garment construction and total appear-
ance of the outfits with accessories. In 
addition to creative choice, champions 
were chosen in six other categories. 
SANTA CLARA VALLEY HONORS 
CLUB PRESIDENTS 
On the first 5th Saturday of any year, 
the Santa Clara Valley Square Dancers 
Association puts on their "President's  
Ball" (a Special Dance that allows the 
current president and dance partner of 
[
CALLER LINE- UP 
These Callers Are Available To Call For Clubs and Festivals...Call 
  
Fax: (203) 934-2653 
427 Campbell Ave. Box 352 
West Haven CT 06516 
Have a Train Nite 
with "Railroad Bill" Barr 
Walt Cole (801-392-9078) 
944 Chatelain Rd. 
Ogden UT 84403 
The basis of calling is timing 
The basis of timing is music 
  
Stan Burdick 
PO Box 2678 
Silver Bay, NY 12874 
Call: 518-543-8824 
The Meandering Man 
  
Jim Snyder 
RD 3, Box 101 
Bemville, PA 19506 
Call: 215-488-6988 
Artist Buckskin Records 
Now Travel Full -Time 
 
   
Jim "Who Cholmondeley 
12610 Lusher Road 
—* Florissant MO 63033 
(314) 714-7799 or 653-1441 
The Caller Who Cares 
 
Charlie Wheatley 
6402 Beulah Church Rd. 
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IMPROVE YOUR 
DANCE SKILLS THRU 
VIDEO  
sumemanin 
3649 Whinier Blvd., Loa Angekw, CA 90023 
(213) 262-5942 
X W sriarEar: 
Round Dance Phase III 
(Tanejo,Marnho Cha Cha Th:lithe) 
And 
Ctrittria won Mike Seastrom 
Pock/too includoK. 
Audi,, Canscittst; anti 	:544 I/5 
innrn I (moo hook let 
each of the member Clubs to attend the 
dance without charge). The most recent 
"President's Ball" on January 29 saw 
fifteen (of 37) club presidents enjoying 
the festivities. 
These presidents were from the follow-
ing members clubs: 
Mavericks, Silver Buckles, Gilroy Glid-
ers, Star Eights, Squares & Flares, Sues 
'n Ques, Sunnyvale Single Squares, 
Dudes & Dolls, Katydids, Acey Deuceys, 
Bows 'n Beaus, Jokers, Lucky Steppers, 
Rhythm Rounds, and Top Cats. 
In addition to the current SCVSDA 
President (and First Lady), we were for-
tunate to have Past President (and now 
caller) George Holser and his lovely wife 
Ann attending this dance. George and 
Ann have been active in the "Square 
Dance community" for many years; and 
were extremely instrumental in making 
the Square Dance the "National Folk 
Dance of the United States." George 
subsequently attended a caller's school 
and is currently working with his local 
schools to teach Square Dancing to chil-
dren. V 
BASIC SQUARE DANCING with Larry McBee 
C:i 	Vol. 1: 	I Mu 23 
TA Vol. 2: 24 Ihni 49 
	
Vol. 3: 	Mainstream Cloverleaf to Recycle 
PLUS SQUARE DANCING with Lee Schmidt 
L I 	Vol. 1: 	Tea Cup Crain to Spin Chain 
& Exaiange the Gears 
""c'Nr,ru'pl tiecWhifies . 	1: 	Tea Chain Relay I Ccucey 
n Vol. 2: Cross Fire lo Spin Chain & 
Exchange the Gears 
Al SQUARE DANCING with Make Sikorsky 
✓ vo:. 1: 	Acey-Deucey to Cross Over Clava'e 
L . Vol. 2: Duero In to Mix 
ROUND DANCING with Bob & Edna rendre. 
L: 	Phase I & II: Fraulelr.: SI Louis Shies 
C Phase Ill: 	Answer MC, Desert Song 
N111 r Phase latin Basics Wow 1)anccs) 
ROUND DANCING with *Nee Maul Lane & Jia Lame 
• Phase IV lit Tomorrow; AlidlOS, Rants COnnec.F71 
CLOGGING with Marilyn Hansen 
Beginning ClOINIII(/ 
Ease Inlernediale 
WESTERN DANCING with Maxine Pearl 
RASE 	 7 INV awl Partner Mane 15 
CONTRA DANCING -3.10 	t% 	Isidro to Contra wiMikc Soesiroos ($44.95) 
re2 Weal 	 For Dancers A TTeachersHal Rice 
• Seven Line Dances sm.', (CA rely) ADDRESS.  
CITY 	  
STATE: ZIP CO-DF 
iAno IC co,us  	n  Ballroom. West Coast Swing. Ethnic, and other 
dance tapes available. Please send catalog.  





ASpecial Kind of People - Dancers (all dancers) know that they are a special kind of people. It is evident by the way they dance, by the way they care for others 
and by the way they share their dancing with others. Some people might debate 
whether folks are special because they dance or dance because they are special. 
Why Do We Dance? - Mainly for fun! To increase popularity. To increase self-con-
fidence. To gain a sense of achievement. Relaxation. Meet People. To use as a 
hobby or interest. Exercise. To impress a particular person or persons. 
The above two paragraphs were copied from a CW Publication - The NTA News-
letter. They apply to Square Dancing as well as CW. We are all "Dancers" and 
have a common bond with the love of moving to CW music. 
HONKY TONK 
(30 counts) Music: 	Walk On by Reba MacEntire 
What I've Got In Mind by Billie Jo Spears 
Touch Right to Side, Bring Back, Touch Left to Side, Bring Back 
Split Heels, Bring Back, Repeat 
Right Heel Fwd, Bring Back, Left Heel Fwd, Bring Back 
Right Kick-Ball-Change. Repeat 
Fwd Right, Touch Left To The Side, Fwd Left, Right To Side 
Back On Right, Left To Side, Fwd On Left Turning 1/4 To Left 
Scoot Fwd on Left Foot, Step Back On Right 
Touch Left Toe Back, Grapevine To Left and Stomp 
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The Square and Round Dance 

















CHRISTINE & JOB 
DE NORMANDIE 















































AUGUST 17 - 24, 1994 
ROSKILDE, DENMARK 
GATEWAY PRICES 
DAY 1 THROUGH DAY 8 
Los Angeles $1,999.00 Seattle $1,999.00 
San Francisco $1,999.00 Chicago $1,899.00 
New York $1,799.00 Minneapolis $1,899.00 
Atlanta $1,899.00 Detroit $1,899.00 
Houston $1,924.00 Calgary $1,824.00 
Baltimore $1,874.00 Boston $1,799.00 
SINGLE SUPPLEMENT ... ADD $300.00 
NORWAY ONE-WEEK EXTENSION 
DAY 9 THROUGH 14 
ADD 5725.00 PER PERSON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY 
ADD $200 PER PERSON SINGLE SUPPLEMENT 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT 
Tortuga Express Tours 
P. 0. Box 6286 • Anaheim, CA 92816-0286 
1-800-541-2346 
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o\S VEGAS 
ALL-STAR 
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE 
JUBILEE 









$75 per person 
(tax included) 
DOES NOT INCLUDE ROOM 
$25 per person 
depose required 
PACKAGE B 
$145 per person 
(tax included) 
INCLUDES ROOM 







Laural E. Eddy 
Why We Do What We Do 
An Overview of CALLERLAB 
0  ften, we hear the question, "Why is CALLERLAB doing this?." It is im-portant that each member of the 
square dance community, whether caller, 
dancer, cuer, or teacher, understand the 
reason for CALLERLAB actions and the 
motivating forces behind CALLERLAB 
Board of Governor responses to concerns 
facing our activity today. 
CALLERLAB is a democratic organi-
zation made up of over 3,000 square 
dance callers from around the world. 
CALLERLAB is the International Square 
Dance Callers Association. The mem-





callers with only a few years experience 
who are trying to learn about and under-
stand our activity to the "legends" of 
square dancing who have helped to mold 
and shape modern square dancing into 
what it is today. Most work of the organi-
zation takes place in committees that 
function democratically to insure that 
each member has a voice in the decision 
making process. Some committees have 
special requirements, such as the Ad-
vanced Committee that requires that you 
call the Advanced Program in order to 
insure integrity of decisions when deal-
ing with our activity. Partners are a vital 
part of CALLERLAB and there is a Part- 
PACKAGE INCLUDES: 
JUNE 19TH, 20TH 21ST, 1994 
SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY 
THE "HACIENDA" OFFICIALLY INVITES YOU TO 
ATTEND THIS ALL-STAR JUBILEE TRAIL-IN SQUARE & 
ROUND DANCE TO THE NATIONAL CONVENTION 
IN PORTLAND, OREGON. 
COME JOIN THE FUN I I I 
SPECIAL AIRFARES UP TO 45% OFF"! CHECK IT OUT!!! 
ONLY $30 FOR A STOP-OVER ON 1NE WAY TO PORLANDII I 
CALL MARY AT 702-361-5158 
7 SQU.RE DANCE SSSCNS 
7 POUND DANCE ESSONS 
2 COUNTRY & UNE TWICE 
SESSONS 
DANCING 10 11 OF TEE TOP 
CALLERS & CUMS Al THE 
NATION 
SEANWE HALLS FCR FLUS & 
ADVANCED 
SINDAY TAGER DANCING 
BEGINS A1 000cAm IN 
DANCING ON WOW FLOCK 
TEE
SCHEDIE CF D.ENTSISS..E0 
N 
MONDAY NIGHT ALL-STAR 
AFTER FosRIY 
COUNTRY %EWEN DANONG 
HO & COLD HORS O OHIE 




TLE TAY NIGHT FACENE Li 
LEF TONER ARTY 
SOTS By van STAFF 
COUNTRY WESTERN SWAY & 
DANCIV 
cceeinoma. EREAXFAST EACH DM 
3 MGM S LODGING (optima) 
CHECK IN 2 Ctipm INF TAY 
CHECK OA MOO am JUNE 
22nd 
GAMING ORM FFEE MINKS. ETC 
TO BE GICENED ON CHECK-IN 
IS30 00 TER capE WILE I 
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Round Dance Video Tapes 




Send Orders to: 
ROUNDALAB Video Office 
do Sharon & Casey Parker 
1032 Compass Lane 
Manteca, CA 95336 
(ROUNDALAB members write for information on member discount.) 
Shipping Fees 
48 Continental U.S. - $7.00 for the 1st tape and $1.00 for each additional tape. 
Shipments Overseas by air - $16.00 for the 1st tape and $5.00 for each additional tape 
Hawaii, Canada , Overseas by surface - $13.00 for the 1st tape and $1.50 for 









Cost per C s  e  tape is - $43.00 
Phase 1   1 Tape 
Phase II 	 1 Tape 
Phase III  I Tape 
Phase IV 	 2 Tapes 
l'hase V  2 Tapes 
Phase VI 	 2 Tapes 
Full Set ($350.00) 9 Tapes 
Available in VHS or PAL format 
Ca. residents add 7 314% stale lax 
ners Committee to help address needs 
and contributions of this group. 
A primary goal of CALLERLAB is to 
provide a consistency throughout the 
square dance activity CALLERLAB be-
lieves that square dancing is a social, 
recreational, and physical activity--
friendship set to music. It is our goal to 
continue to enhance these beliefs by the 
actions taken by the general membership 
and the Board of Governors. 
Many people miss the most important 
aspect of CALLERLAB. That is that call-
ers who are actively involved in CALLER-
LAB are the true organization. 
CALLERLAB is only as effective as it is 
allowed to be by its membership and 
other participants in square dancing. 
CALLERLAB has no desire to "dictate to 
the masses" for dictating's sake. There-
fore, all actions of CALLERLAB member-
ship and the Board of Governors are 
determined by three important factors. 
They are professionalism, a debt of grati-
tude, and democratic ideals. 
These three factors are the motivating 
forces of the Board of Governors and 
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help to define actions the Board of Gov-
ernors takes. Although each Board Mem-
ber has an individual opinion on a matter, 
he or she looks at the issue with these 
three principles in mind before making a 
stand on any issue. The actions of the 
Board of Governors is carried out in a 
manner so that rational thinking and 
sound decision making are the main fo-
cus instead of emotionalism and person-
ality. 
Each member of CALLERLAB and the 
Board of Governors is a professional in 
the square dance industry. The Board, as 
a group of professionals, is therefore 
looking toward the future of the square 
dance activity. By removing the personal 
involvement, Board decisions are based 
on perceived needs and desires of all 
participants in our activity. There is per-
sonal accountability to our profession, 
our dancers, and the general public who 
may eventually join the square dance 
movement. This accountability is impor-
tant to validate actions taken by the 
Board of Governors. 
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Secondly, the members of the Board 
of Governors each owe a debt of grati-
tude to square dancing. Callers realize 
how their lives have been enhanced by 
square dancing, just as dancers realize 
how their lives, too, have been en-
hanced. There is a true feeling of indebt-
edness to an activity that can bring such 
joy, happiness, companionship, interac-
tion, and sociability to our lives. The 
Board of Governors wants to conduct 
business to maximize this debt of grati-
tude of members and participants in the 
activity to insure its survival and prosper-
ity. Actions taken by the Board are 
geared to increase participation, not only 
in America, but also overseas as well. 
CALLERLAB is truly an international as-
sociation meeting the needs of dancers 
in a variety of situations. The Board feels 
a sense of duty to uphold these various 
needs by being open-minded, realistic, 
and forthright. Because the Board feels 
a personal sense of involvement in the 
square dance movement, they are more 
in tune to differing problems, concerns, 
and needs of our constituents. 
Lastly, the CALLERLAB Board of 
Governors believes in democracy and 
the importance of each member sharing 
a voice in CALLERLAB decisions. By 
taking the time to share your feelings with 
the Board of Governors, you are serving 
as the CALLERLAB organization. With- 
out input from many members, the deci-
sion making process may be skewed. 
Each member of CALLERLAB has the 
right and privilege to share opinions with 
the Board of Governors members. Each 
vote taken by the Board is done demo-
cratically with a simple majority rule. All 
Board Members accept and comply with 
the majority decision, even if they per-
sonally disagree with that decision. With-
out this type of commitment on the part 
of Board members and the general mem-
bership, CALLERLAB actions become 
null and void. 
CALLERLAB is an organization that 
truly has the future of the activity in mind. 
Because of this, actions taken may cur-
rently look unrelated, irrelevant, and irre-
sponsible. That is not the case. There are 
factors which influence the Board of Gov-
ernors and each member of the square 
dance community is welcome to share 
their input with the Board. By sharing 
your views, you open new possibilities to 
solutions to current challenges and cre-
ate more awareness of positions and 
attitudes in the "field." Take the time to 
contact the Board of Governors or the 
Home Office of CALLERLAB whenever 
you have a concern or suggestions. Help 
CALLERLAB meet the demanding 
needs of a changing society by enhanc-
ing our square dance activity. V 
Ron Mineau 
Arroyo Grande. CA 
BM 148 Now Lady 01 Span by Mac 
BM 145 Tr* Of Lonesome line by Mac 
BM 144 Play Me Some Moulton Mulac 
by Ron Leneau 
scope ‘eccyd% 
Singing Calls 
BM094 Tram c4 Thought by Ron 
BM 098 Labe Red Wagon by John 
BM Cl/7 Shanty Town by Mac 
BM Ogg Beer Bartel Polka by Jeanne Bnscoe 
BM 101 Stop Poka by Mac 
Scope-big Mac records 
Prosents 
Scope 147 Let Me Call You Sweetheart by Mac 
Scope 148 You Always Hurt The One You Love by John 
PO Box 1448, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406 Tel: 805-543-2827 
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IL 1-11112C 3CC03036 
3430 PACIFIC AVE S.E. 
SUITE A-6332 
OLYMPIA, WA 98501 206-456-1643 
LOU-MAC 1994 SPECIAL EVENTS 
National Trail In Dances 
June 19, 1994 Hood River OR , June 20, 1994 Salem OR 
June 21, 1994 Grants Pass OR June 22, 1994 Portland OR 
Sept. 10-17 Holland America Alaska Square Dance Cruise 
with Mac Letson and Don Wood 
> 	BRAND NEW RELEASES 
LM 195 BIBLE BELT by Don Wood 
191 194 TEMPORARY HOME by Tommy Wells 
LM 193 REGULAR JOE by Woe 	& Kenny Jamie 
LM 192 YOU CALL EVERYBODY M14J11413 by Mae Leeson S Taw Roper 
LM 191 THE LAST THING ON MY MID by Tom Roper S Mac Lagoon 
CURRENT RELEASES 
LM 190 UGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL by G. Shell 
LM 189 LOVE YOU TOO MUCH by BNI Bumgorm 
LM 188 YOUR MAMA DOMT DANCE by B. GMIloplo 
LM 197 ROCK THIS TOWN by Don Wood 
























THE ALASKA INSIDE PASSAGE PROMENADE 
SEPTEMBER 10TH - 17TH 1994 
JOIN 1.011-filK RECORDING ARTISTS 
MAC LETSON AND DON WOOD 
ABOARD HOLLAND AMERICAS WESTER DAM 
AND IN JUNEAU JOIN 




AIAIIMAI, op TIIE REPT 	 HOLLAND AMERICA 
CRUISE CENTER AND 	CRUISE LINE 
Rates from 31195 per person double oompancy. 
These special rates are only available through February 15, 1994, Air & port charges are additional 
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CREATIVE SQUARE DANCER 
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Postage 	1 patt $1.50 
2 patt $1.50 
Booklet $.50 
1-SIZE-FITS-ALL IN EACH 
PATTERN PACKAGE 
Qt.  
Shirley's Square Dance Shoppe 
Route 9-D Box 423, Dept. B 
Houghsonville NY 12537 
Tele. 914-297-8504 
Squared Circle 
by Jeffrey A. Grossman 
Looking at the list of Oregon rounds of the month since 1960 brought back 
some fond memories. Though I've 
danced only about 19 of those 30 years, 
many names were familiar. A lot of those 
dances I cue even today. It seems appro-
priate to look at some of the changes in 
round dancing over the years. 
Most of you know, and some of you 
will remember, that "long ago" round 
dances were not cued. The move to cued 
rounds was a regional event. When I 
learned to dance 19 years ago in Boston, 
all rounds were cued. I've been told cued 
rounds occurred later in Oregon. How-
ever, when cueing was first introduced, it 
was to prompt the dancers; to jog their 
memory. Only later did the concept of 
"dancing to cues" appear. What is inter-
esting, though, is how this change from 
memorization to dancing a new dance  
entirely to cues has affected the nature 
of the dances we see. 
For a dance to be accepted today, it 
must consist of mostly standard figures 
from standard positions. Gimmicks are 
accepted as long as they are not overly 
difficult to teach or cue. Twenty years 
ago, when dances were memorized, 
they could be more complex and include 
sequences of steps which would be diffi-
cult to cue using current terminology. 
Dancing to cues has caused many 
well-liked Classics to fall into a gap be-
tween Phase II (round of the month level) 
and Phase III (easy/intermediate). This is 
because they are more difficult than ap-
propriate for a round of the month and yet 
they do not contain any (or enough) 
"real" intermediate figures to satisfy 
higher level dancers. These Classics are 
frequently two-steps such as Green 
Newest Square Dance 
MAIL ORDER CATALOG "U" 
from Shirley's 
featuring our newest pattern, 
S-5 on the cover, and 
containing square dance 
patterns from all major pattern 
companies, plus s/d apparel, 
jewelry, specials, and 2 pages 
of color for beautiful skirts 
blouses, and petticoat choices. 
For Catalog U, send $1.00 
refundable on 1st $10.00 order. 
($3.00, foreign.) 	4,.\‘  
Club Officers: We will send 12 FREE copies of our Catalog for your class 
members, if you will send $2.00 to help defray postage costs. 
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Promenade 
" 	'Total 71P-drx-r_PE?1 	 " 
Don Furnish: Owner and Square Dance Caller 
You will find our courteous and professional service unbeatable! 
We are your Total Travel Provider for: 
Cruises 	Car Rentals 	Hotels 
Airline Tickets 	Vacation Packages 
For information and reservations call 
(407) 330-2528 or (SOO) 220-9241 
Fax (407) 330-2586 
WE LAVE MONThly SpECIAIS TO MANY FUN dESTINATIONS SUCh AS LAS VNAS, 
KEy WEST, ANd WAIhiki, CALL ANd REQUEST OUR VACATION SPECIAL FLYER. 
Credit Cards Welcome - Business Hours Mon-Fri 9am-3pm Eastern 
Member American Travel Network 
Door, Spaghetti Rag, My Love, Hold Me, 
Poor Butterfly, or Kon-Tiki. There's also 
a tango, Tango Mannita. The irony is 
these dances, which flow well and have 
excellent music, would probably not be-
come popular if published today. 
Another side effect of the emphasis on 
dancing to cues is that many more 
dances are written and published. Since 
dancers should be able to handle new 
routines without a teach, most of this 
material should be accessible to those 
dancing at the appropriate level. In fact, 
there are probably about 400 new 
dances written each year. Of course this 
presents a different kind of problem: 
there just isn't that much good dance 
music available. In addition, it becomes 
very difficult to write an interesting dance 
that also differs in some way from all the 
other dances being published. 
Economics also has played an impor-
tant role in round dancing. Due to rising 
labor costs, the round dance record com-
panies cannot afford to record as much 
music as before, nor can they afford the 
American Squaredance, April 1994 
quality of orchestration used in past 
years. The result is that the better dance 
music is found on pop or ballroom labels, 
both of whom have larger markets than 
round dancing. A problem still to be 
faced, but certain to be here in the next 
ten years, is the inevitable demise of the 
45 RPM record. 
Today, there are more standard 
rhythms. Twenty years ago, there was 
two-step, waltz and fox-trot. All other 
rhythms, when encountered, were novel-
ties and represented by one or two 
dances. Currently we have two-step, 
waltz, fox-trot, quickstep, jibe, cha cha, 
rumba, tango, paso doble, samba, West 
Coast swing, mambo, with two new 
rhythms slow two-step and bolero rumba. 
It has taken many years for these 
rhythms, existing the ballroom world, to 
be adopted and adapted for round danc-
ing. 
One final note: the rate of change in 
round dancing does not seem to be slow-
ing. It's true the language of cueing has 




JUNE 2, 3, & 4, 1994 
FONTANA VILLAGE, FONTANA DAM, NC 
* STAR STUDDED STAFF * 
TONY OXENDINE 	DAMON COE 
STEVE KOPMAN 	DARRYL MCMILLAN 
ROUNDS BY: JERRY & BARBARA PIERCE 
PLUS & ADVANCED 
(2 HALLS) 
PACKAGE PRICE ONLY $162.00 PER 
PERSON - INCLUDES 3 NIGHTS LODGING, 
6 MEALS, ALL DANCING, AND AFTER 
PARTY - PARTIAL PACKAGE PRICE $113.00 
PER PERSON INCLUDES 2 NIGHTS 
LODGING, 4 MEALS, ALL DANCING AND 
AFTER PARTY 
DANCING STARTS THURSDAY 7:30 PM 
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE WORKSHOP 
TEXAS TWO-STEP & LINE DANCE AFTERPARTY 
MAIL $40.00 DEPOSIT PAYABLE TO: 
DEBBIE KOPMAN 
1305 WHITOWER DR. 
KNOXVILLE, TN 37919 
(615) 691-1580 
International Association 
rn I 111-- f 
I. 
of Gay Square Dance Clubs 
A Lesbian & Gay Organization 
P.O. Box 15428, Crystal City, VA 22215 
1-800-835-6462 
Minneapolis, MN 
Orange County, CA 






San Antonio, TX 














San Deigo CA 
Santa Fe, NM 
Philadelphia. PA 
Grand Rapids. MI 
Los Angeles. CA 
Tucson AZ 




New York, NY 
changes are taking place elsewhere: in 
rhythms, dancing techniques and teach-
ing techniques. 
I look back on all these changes with 
mixed feelings. The good ol' days were 
not all great, but we've let drop some 
good things to arrive where we are today. 
On the other hand, the scope of round  
dancing today is simply amazing, com-
pared to 20 years ago. For the most part, 
though, the changes have been neither 
good nor bad, we just moved as dancers' 
needs and desires shifted. In any case, 
I'm grateful we are not doing exactly the 
same things  in the same way, year after 
year. 
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SHE'S TOUGH 
RAWHIDE 188 
Caller: Steve Sullivan 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1 /2, walk in & pass the 
ocean, extend, swing thru, boys run, chain down 
the line, pass thru, partner trade, face her, & swing 
your corner, promenade. 
HONKY TONK ATTITUDE 
RAWHIDE 189 
Caller: Otto Degner 
FIGURE: Heads square thru 4, do sa do corner, 
swing thru, boys run, bend the line, right & left thru, 
pass the ocean, recycle, swing corner, promenade. 
DIAMOND CALENDAR GIRL 
DIAMOND RECORDS 4003 
Caller: Graig Rowe 
FIGURE: Heads promenade, 1/2 way, walk in & 
right & left thru, pass thru, separate around one, 
into middle, right & left thru, pass thru, swing corner, 
promenade. 
MARTY ROBINS MEDLEY 
STAMPEDE RECORDS 401 
Caller: Traylor Walker 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, into middle 
square thru 4, right & left thru, veer left, ferris wheel, 
square thru 3/4, swing corner, promenade. 
LAZY RIVER 
STAMPEDE RECORDS 301 
Caller: Doug Jernigan 
FIGURE: Four ladies chain, heads promenade 1 /2, 
lead right, circle four, make a line, pass the ocean, 
8 circulate 1 & 1/2, box gnat, swing that girl, prome-
nade. 
SWEET GEORGIA BROWN MIXER 
GRENN 12172 
Caller: Vern Smith 
FIGURE: Heads star right, once around, to corner 
girl left hand star, heads star right In the middle, to 
corner allemande left, right & left grand, do sa do, 
swing corner, promenade. 
I'M AFRAID 
BLUE RIBBON RECORDS 274 
Caller: Jason Dean 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, in middle pass the 
ocean, extend, girls trade, girls run, tag the line, 
face right, ferns wheel, in middle pass thru, slide 
thru, square thru 3/4, swing corner, prom 
CAN'T BREAK IT TO MY HEART 
CIRCLE D 264 
Caller: Dean Crowell 
FIGURE: Heads square thru 4, corner do sa do, 
swing thru, boys run, ferris wheel, pass thru, slide 
thru, square thru 3/4, swing & promenade.. 
irs SO NICE TO BE WITH YOU 
ROYAL RECORDS 220 
Caller: Tony Oxendine 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, square thru 4, 
right & left thru, veer left, ferris wheel, square thru 
3/4, swing corner, promenade. 
TOO OLD TO CUT THE MUSTARD 
ROYAL RECORDS 511 
Caller: Larry Letson 
FIGURE: Heads promenade 1/2, in middle square 
thru 4, right & left thru, veer left, ferris wheel, square 
thru 3/4, swing corner, promenade. 
FEELIN' KINDA LONELY TONIGHT 
ESP 907 
Caller: Steve Kopman 
FIGURE: Heads square thru 4, do sa do, touch 1/4, 
scoot back, boys run, square thru 3/4, boys fold, 
star thru, promenade. 
TRAVEL ON 
JOPAT 328 
Caller: Mark Turner 
FIGURE: Heads square thru 4, do sa do corner, 
swing thru, spin the top, right & left thru, square thru 
3/4, swing corner, promenade. 6/ 
YOU WOULD FEEL SICK TOO 
IF YOU HAD TO PAY 
$.39 FOR EACH RETURNED MAGAZINE 
BECAUSE SOMEONE DIDN'T SEND IN 
THEIR CHANGE OF ADDRESS. 
PLEASE KEEP YOUR ADDRESS CURRENT 





• SOUND SYSTEMS 
• SPEAKERS 
• THE DIRECTOR COLUMN 
• MICROPHONES 	AC-300C 
• WIRELESS MICS 
• SPEAKER STANDS 	 HT-100 
• RECORD CASES 
• TAPE RECORDERS 
• CORDS AND CABLES 
• ASSISTIVE LISTENING SYSTEMS 
Phone or write for 
complete information 




OUTSTANDING - PERFORMANCE, QUALITY, 
AND SERVICE 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
1033-E Shary Circle ■ Concord, CA 94518 
Phone: 510-682-8390 FAX: 510-682-8497 
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MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT 
by Stan & Cathie Burdick 
MI 	 elleingS faa 1 tat irla 




MONTHLY NOTE SERVICE 
FOR CALLERS 
COMMENTARY CHOREO ONO SIOLL TIPS 
WRITE: S 1C BURDICK PO BOX 2618 
SILVER BAY. NT 12814 
A TALE OF TWO PRETTIES 
When blizzards are threatenin' 
I'd rather be settin' in 
A palm-waving island, 
Or Key-lime-pie-land 
Either will do. 
To be more specific 
An isle mid-Pacific; 
Mermaidenly daughters 
In Gulf-coastal water 
Suit my venue. 
How lucky can two people get? Ha-waii (for both of us) and Florida (for 
me), covering most of two months in 
mid-winter provided a double-barreled 
bonanza. We left the Albany airport 
bound for sunny Hawaii in mid-January 
just when the hometown temperature 
plummeted to twenty-five degrees below 
zero (-25°); hovering thereabouts for a 
chilling fortnight or so. That was the good 
news for us. 
But a different sort of chill greeted us 
in our scheduled overnight stay in Los 
Angeles. It was January 17th--need we 
say more? No, our tickets couldn't be 
changed. So we landed on schedule at 
LAX (which had been closed down ear-
lier for earthquake damage checking) 
and were shuttled to a nearby Howard 
Johnson for the night. After feeling minor 
tremors (aftershocks) that night, it was 
certainly reassuring to be on our way the 
next morning. 
There were a trio of reasons for jour-
neying to Hawaii this year (our twelfth 
visit there), in addition to saying "so long" 
to the ice and snow for three weeks. First, 
I was to be one of the featured callers at 
the 29th annual Aloha State S/D Conven-
tion along with Bill Peters (NV), John 
Derricotte (CA), and Buddy Weaver (HI); 
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second, Bill and I had set up a three-day 
caller school preceding the convention; 
third, Cathie and I wanted a couple of 
weeks of good old R & R on our favorite 
island of Oahu. 
Convention attendance was down a 
bit this year (300 dancers), but it was a 
well-staged event in that super facility, 
the Ala Wai Golf Course Clubhouse 
along the canal. Chairpersons were Deb-
bie Martinsen and Donna Kofford; spon-
sorship was by the Hawaii Federation of 
S/R Dance Clubs. Cuers were Jim 
McNamee, Judy Smith, Steve Hile and 
Yona Chock. Local callers presided at 
the Thursday night Trail-In Dance; a 
grand march and a fashion show took 
place before the dance Saturday night. 
A snafu that arose Saturday night 
turned surprisingly advantageous, I 
thought. We four callers had worked al-
ternately in two halls until about 8:30 
when, after the grand march, the large 
electric powered doors separating the 
two halls became inoperable. From that 
point on through the evening, we called 
alternately, two by two in the double-
sized hall, first doing Mainstream, then 
Plus. The crowd responded well to the 
double feature for all, replacing solo per-
formances. Necessity (and versatility) is 
the mother of conventional glitch! 
Our caller school was conducted in the 
Kahala Recreation Center, not far from 
Diamondhead, the landmark everyone 
knows. Six callers attended; two from the 
mainland, the rest from Hawaii. We had 
established a short curriculum in three 
busy days, covering Choreo Mechanics 
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(lots of Sight System exploration), 
Voice/Music, Teaching/Styling, and Pro-
gramming. It was my first time to work 
with Bill Peters in a teaching capacity. 
Perhaps we'll repeat it there in 1996. 
Thanks to Bill, Ken, Louis, Mel, Rich and 
Jerry for attending, and to many local 
dancers who volunteered to be our "call-
ers' angels" or "living dolls." 
Incidentally, it was long overdue, but 
I've finally gone through the involved 
process of achieving Callerlab's Caller 
Coach status since last summer. First 
came hours of study, then a flight to 
Nevada for the written test, then a snowy 
drive to New Hampshire for the oral 
exam. It's tough, but it's worth it. 
I've often thought that King Kame-
hameha may have had his problems with 
too many wars, too many wives, and too 
many waves overturing his canoes, but 
life had its compensations--in the land of 
banyans and bananas, shady palms and 
plump pineapples, Kona coffee and co-
conuts, swooping gulls and swaying 
gals, macadamia nuts and mahi mahi fish  
fries. All this with sun, surf and simple life. 
I'll take it, anytime! 
Lady Lake, Florida - The thrill of 
spending three weeks in Hawaii, and 
then a few days later hitting the high road 
to more balmy palms was somewhat di-
minished by a nasty air tie-up in the New 
York City area. It was now Saturday, 
February 12, and on the 11th the Big 
Apple got sliced and diced with ice and 
snow that caused havoc with flight 
schedules. My flight from Albany to New 
York was fine, but the next flight, New 
York to Orlando, was delayed hour after 
hour while harried agents tried to 
squeeze 120 wait-listed and irate pas-
sengers on the plane I was on. The over-
flow was due to earlier cancelled flights. 
Anyway, I made it while many didn't. 
Almost 200 dancers attended the Or-
ange Blossom Squares Valentine ex-
travaganza in Lady Lake Villages. 
VVhatta deal! Door prizes, decorations, 
many dressed in red, cherry pie for all, 
and two groups of banner-raiders: the 
Groveland-Clermont Club and the Roll-
ing Squares from Ocala. Jeanette Chau- 





















5050 - 50 WATTS 
5100 - 100 WATTS 
5150 - 150 WATTS 
HAVE IT ALL IN ONE COMPLETE PACKAGE 
SO WELL ENGINEERED, WE GUARANTEE IT TWO FULL YEARS 
P.O. BOX 5398 SAN JOSE, c.1 95150 	408 995.65.14 
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ATTENTION: WE NOW HAVE A FAX NUMBER 
REEVES RECORDS INC. 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
PHONE: (214)398-7508 
FAX (214)398-4081 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75217-0668 	 NOW YOU MAY FAX YOUR ORDERS TO US 
1835 S BUCKNER 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75217-0668 
















8902 Taub Rd. 
Houston, TX 77064 
713-469-1951 
Custom mode just for you! 
Master Card, VISA 
Discover 
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telephone number Add 54 75 for shippng 	 ,Zok&rcy),,,c:o $0,11%.9, 
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yin (with Leo) handled the rounds. Lloyd 
and Melba Grass hosted me. Caller Don 
Littlefield set up the sound; caller Ron 
Meisl was there also. Thanks also to 
contacts John Stewart and Janet Dyke. 
Those thousands of smart retirement 
homes in "The Villages" constitute more 
than a double village--it's a metropolis. 
Valdosta, Georgia - Straight north up 
1-75 I tooled for the next dance just over 
the Florida-Georgia line, to Valdosta, 
where long-time caller Bob Bennett had 
set up a special dance in the city audito- 
rium. Bob called one with me and his 
wife, Vivian, cued rounds and line 
dances. Caller Aleta Dunn and her hus-
band Larry (cuer) were there. Practically 
everyone there received a door prize via 
the Bennetts. As a regular deal they wrap 
surprise gifts in newsprint--items such as 
note paper, tools, kitchen utensils—so 
everyone is happy, even with the odd 
"white elephant." Good idea! 
There were more dates in Florida and 
Georgia, but I'll put them on ice (oops--
bad word) until next month! V 





ere's an easy recipe for those times when you've forgotten to thaw something for 
I'  'dinner (which I'm forever doing!). My husband Deni loves this dish because it's 
filling. At 6'4" it takes a lot to fill him! One of the things I like about this dish is that I can 
take the Kielbasa out of the freezer, and in a matter of 10 minutes or so, it's thawed 
enough to cut. This dish is great for pot lucks. Someone always asks for the recipe 
whenever I serve it. Let me know what you think. 
Kielbasa "Kasserole" 
Ingredients: 
1 	Polska Kielbasa Sausage 
10 Potatoes, washed & cut into small squares 
(The amount of potatoes is really up to you) 
1 	Large onion, sliced for stir frying 
1/2 Cup cheddar cheese, grated 
1/2 Cup Monterey Jack cheese, grated 
Season to taste with lemon pepper & salt 
Spray skillet with non-stick cooking spray and add about a 1/4 inch of oil. Heat and 
add potatoes. Let cook on medium heat until a crust forms, stir occasionally. (If you 
stir them too soon, they'll stick to the pan and you'll end up with a pan that's tuff to 
clean.) 
While you're waiting for the potatoes to cook, cut up Kielbasa into bite sized chunks, 
along with the onion and add to another skillet. Cook slowly until onion is to your liking. 
When the potatoes are done, add them to the sausage/onion mixture (or vise versa, 
depending on which pan is larger) and cook for about 3 minutes. Pour into casserole 
dish, sprinkle with grated cheese and cover to allow cheese to melt. I have found 
creamed corn to be a delicious compliment to this dish, but you may use any vegetable 
that tempts your taste buds. © 
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Amo tic-tac-toes® 
MADE IN AMERICA 
Style: 'SyItva'1546 	 534.95 
Colors: Black. While, Gold. Silver, Red. Navy. Bone 
Last 	Uptown (Modified slender toe character) 
Heel: 1I2' Rubber cushioned with non-maring 
replaceable top lilt. 
Style: 'Shag' 1522 	 533.95 
Colors: Black, While, Gold. Silver, Red, Navy, Bone 
Last: 	Uptown (Modified slender toe character) 
Heel: 1/2' Rubber cushioned with non.maring 
replaceable top Idt.  
Style: 'Peggy' *608 	 53695 
Colors: Black, White, Gold, Silver, Red. Navy, Bone 
Last 	Nicole (Slender toe character) 
Heel: 1 1/4' Matching 
Style: 'Heather' 0539 	 535.95 
Colors: Black. White. Gold, Silver, Red. Navy, Bone 
Last: 	Uptown (Modified slender toe character) 
Heel: 112' Rubber cushioned with non maring 
replaceable top lift  
Style: 'Dancer' 1519 	 533.95 
Colors: Black. White, Denim, Red, Navy, Bone 
Last 	Uptown (Modified slender toe character) 
Heel: 1/2' Rubber cushioned with non-maring 
replaceable top lift.  
These shoes are manufactured 
in our factory, located in 
Gloversville, NY, USA 
Thus, we are able to offer 
"ALL LEATHER' 
shoes of incomparable 
quality and price 
Style: *Julie' 1611 	 S36 95 
Colors: Black, White, Guki, Silver, Red, Navy, Bone 
Last: 	Nicole (Slender toe character) 
Heel: 1 1/4' Matching  
Style: *Jan' 1604 	 534.95 
Colors: Black, White, Gold, Silver, Red, Navy, Bone 
Last: 	Classic (Broad Toe) 
Heel. 112' Rubber cushioned with non.maring 
replaceable top lift 
IN Soft genuine garment leather upper, including gold and silver metallics 
• Non-marring split leather outsoles 
• Fully lined with foam perpiration absorbing nylon 
MI Foam cushioned ong wearing flex-insole and added 'ball' padding 
• Engineered and constructed for the 'Dancer' 
Sizing & Widths (women's) 
Narrow 6-10, 11 & 12 
Medium & Wide 
5-10, 11 & 12 
Size 12 available 
in *522 & *516 
Name: 
Address: 
City, State, Zip: 
Daytime Phone No: 
         
         
         
         
         
Style:_ 	 _ Width:__ _ Color:______ 
Style:_ 	_ Size:_____ 	_ Width:_____ 	Color:_ _ 
MC Visa 	Signature: 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back 
Send to: Tic-Tac-Toes Mfg. Co 	 or Call: 
PO Box 953 - 231 Kingsboro Ave. 1-800-648-8126 during factory 
Gloversville, NY 12078 	 hours M-F, 7:30-4:00 EST. 
Add 54 00/pr shfppng and handling, NW residents odd 
sales tax, and give county. Canada add S7.00/pr. 




FOR CALLERS & CUERS 
3RD ANNUAL 
LEE & STEVE KOPMAN 
CALLER'S SCHOOL 
Aug 26 - 28, 1994 
Knoxville, Tennessee 
New & Experienced Callers 
Sight Calling, Creative 
Choreography, Changing 
Figures on Singing Calls 
Plus Much, Much More!! 
Kopman's Callers School 
Knoxville TN 37919 
(815) 
1305 Whltower Dr. PO 
6 691-1580 
 
CONTRA CALLERS SCHOOL 
June 3, 4, 5, 1994 
Hannibal Holiday Inn 
Hannibal, MO 
Teaching Square Dance Callers 
How to Present Contra Dancing 
for the Added Enjoyment of 
Their Dancers 
Staff 
Watt Cole... 	Tony McUmber 
(801) 392-9078. (314) 221-8199 
Cal lot Information or writs 
wan Cols 544 Chalel•to Rd. Ogden i.e 54403




July 6-9, '1994 
Stan Burdick & Others 




Write Stan Burdick 
Box 2678 





Callers: 0-5 yrs. exp. 
June 12-17, 1994 




Don Taylor, Promenade Hall 
112 Depot St. Auburn IN 46706 
219-925-3818 or 925-6039 
Promenade Hall Fremont, 
WALT COLE'S 
TIMING/MUSIC/CHOREO 
Hannibal, MO May 26 - 31 
Walt Cole - Tony McUmber 
Ogden, UT Jun 30 - Jul 5 
New & Experienced Callers 
NEW R/D TEACHERS 
Hannibal MO May 22 - 25 
Ogden UT Jul 8 - 10 
Cueing - Fhythms - Teaching 
Walt Cole 801-392-9078 
944 Chatelain Rd. 
Ogden UT 84403 
DANCE 0 RAMA COLLEGE 
(Since 1965) 
Nebraska 
August 26, 27, 28, 1994 
Complete Curriculum 
Lodging & Meals Included 
New & Experienced Callers 
Individual Attention 
Write for information to: 
Harold Bausch, 2120 Jaynes 





May 30, June 1 - 4,1994 
Records Staff 
K. Bower, J. Haag 
G. Shoemake, S. Smith 
Limited - 2 Levels of Training 
Experienced & New Callers 
Write English Mountain Retreat 
1096 Alpine Dr. 
Sevierville TN 37862 
LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION 
LEADERSHIP TRAINING INST. 
Colorado Springs, CO 
June 28 - July 2, 1994 
Staff: Calvin Campbell 
Bill Litchman 
Don Armstrong  
Teaching methods for Squares 
Contras, Rounds, Folk 
Calvin & Judy Campbell 




Ken Ritucci - Randy P 
Present the Institu 
Leadership, Training - 	Iler 
—Ilirie Separate 	grains 
1. For Beginne Ca ers 
2. For Inter 	to Callers 
For Exp ed Callers 




IlOugust 21 - 25, 1994 




August 21 - 25, 1994 
Emphasis on Choreography, 
Sight Calling, Stage Presence, 
Programming, Voice, 
Workshopping 
Limit 8 for max. pers. attention 
New (6 mos.) & Experienced 
Writ.: Ed Foot. 
140 McCandless Dr. 
Wexford PA 15090 
NORTH TEXAS 
CALLERS COLLEGE 
Friendship Hall, Rockwall TX 
Close Individual Supervision 
For 0-3 Year Callers 
June 12 - 17, 1994 
Staff T.D. Brown & Guests 
Choreo Management, Sight vs 
Modules, Mental Image, Memory 
Write: T.D. Brown 
PO Box 940 










"Sight" plus all systems; 




Memphis, TN 38119 
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More 
Colleges 
American Square Dance, 
I enjoy my ASD magazine and have 
for years. This issue (Feb. 1994) has in 
it an article that I have had copies made 
off and distributed to my fellow club 
members. It's "Hemline, The Care and 
Feeding of Petticoats." We need more 





Dear Jon and Susan, 
Enclosed find my check for another 
one year subscription to ASD. Mine ran 
out in November and I overlooked re-
newing at that time. Thanks for continu-
ing to send it - whether by design or 
oversight. I was glad to get the February 
issue, it jogged my memory to renew. 
I must say I think your doing a great 
job. I'm pleased at the many and varied 
subjects you cover. Keep up the good 
work!! 
I must also admit I am appalled and 
apprehensive for square dancing's fu-




Santa Clara, CA 
Jil Marci & Others 
Designed for the Beginner to 
Intermediate caller 
Students will receive Jill Marci's 
"How to Sigh Call" video 
Write: 
Jill Marci 
PO. Box 2519 
Santa Clara, CA 95055-2519 
Phone: (408) 37-SMILE 
American Squaredance, April 1994 
on dancers actually wearing badges stat-
ing with whom they will or will not dance. 
A frightening attitude. 
We'll just have to hope for the best. 
Hope we get a chance to meet you in 




EDITOR'S NOTE: We'll be at the con-
vention and look forward to meeting ALL 
of our readers! 
Dear ASD, 
A lot of people just write and say how 
much they enjoy your magazine. Add 
another name to your growing list. I first 
subscribed to "Sets in Order" back in the 
late 40s. 
I took calling lessons from Pappy 
Shaw and I have enjoyed S/D calling and 
R/D teaching and cueing for over forty 
years. 
Keep up your good work. 
Sincerely, 
Howard R. Lauck 
Sun City West, Arizona 
Dear Editors, 
We still rate the magazine as the 
greatest after all these years (20 now) of 
subscribing. With the changes of editors 
over the years each has added their input 
and flair to the presentation and informa-
tion in the magazine and we don't think it 
has lost anything at all - there has only 
been gain for all concemed. 
39 
Congratulations on the upkeep of a 
great publication. 
Your avid readers, and fans of all 
C&W, Square & Round Dancing, Contra 
& Line Dancing and Clogging. 
Sincerely, 
Graham & Mhairi Hall 
Whitford, Auckland, New Zealand 
Dear Phyllis, 
Thanks for sending the January issue 
of ASD. As a matter of fact, I made your 
Quiche on Ash Wednesday because we 
are not supposed to eat meat and also on 
Fridays of Lent. Even my husband 
thought it was great and he is not easy to 
please when it comes to new food 
dishes. I will be making it again, espe-
cially during this Easter season. 




Dear Jon and Susan, 
I have enjoyed your magazine and 
used material from it from dance work-
shops with our old club long ago. I and 
my wife have been avid square dancers 
for over thirty years and have enjoyed 
every minute of it. Unfortunately, my wife 
had a stroke and has been unable to 
dance for three years, and I am now 
having to give up due to infirmities of 
advancing age. This will probably be my 
last year of subscribing. I am living on the 
"big island" of Hawaii and have danced 
with the most southern club in the United 
States, the Kou Kickers. 
Keep up the good work. God bless, 
Bob Kampschroer 
Kealakekua, HI 
Dear Mr. & Mrs. Sanborn, 
Many thanks for yourwonderful maga-
zine which I can assure you is read by 
many of our dancers here in Auckland. 
Would you be so kind as to renew our 
subscription for another 12 months? 
Hopefully you have not been affected 




October 21-22-23, 1994 
Bennington College 
Bennington, VT 
         





         
* Bill Harrison 
*Red Bates 
FOUR HALLS 	*Cliff Brodeur 




R.V. SPACE AVAILABLE *Jim Pulaski 
CAMPGROUND NEARBY 	 * Ralph & Joan Collipi 
DANCE LEVELS (PLUS A- 	I) 	 *Esther & Iry Mindlin 
SEVERAL PACKAGES AVAILABLE 
For Information, Call or Wrtie: 
Cliff Brodeur: P.O. Box 914, Pittsfield, MA 01202 • (413) 443-3060 
Red Bates: P.O. Box 7704, North Port, FL 34287 • (813) 627-6344 
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Featuring World Class Talent_ 
3350-A Highway 6 South, Suite 547 ' Sugar Land, TX 77478 U.S.A. 
Phone/FAX (713) 980-8339 
Brand New Releases 
ER 1001 "Easy Come, Easy Go' - Pat Barbour 
ER 1002 "Shoulda' Been A Cowbow" - Mike Sikorsky 













Soon To Be Released 
ER 1004 "Pain In My Heart' - Mitchell Osawa 
ER 1005 "Big Mamou- - Koji Harai 









the world, and to those who have go our 
deepest sympathies. 
Yours Sincerely, 
Donald C. & Una Fotherby 
Auckland, New Zealand 
Dear Sirs, 
First, I must congratulate you on the 
very special November, 1993 cover of 
ASD which is superb, and Chet Lowe 
said it all in that Thanksgiving prayer!!! 
I enjoy your informative magazine 
about square dancing very much, but 
there is some information I would appre-
ciate seeing printed as one article soon. 
Since 17 states (over 1/3 of the 50 states 
as 3x17=51) have officially named 
square dancing as the American Folk 
Dance of their respective states, is it 
possible to print a complete list to date? 
I understand Oregon was #1, Illinois was 
#12 (I was present at the Illinois signing), 
and Colorado was #17. Hopefully, more 
states have already followed. 
I have served as Historian for Prairie 
Promenaders S/D Club of Farmer City-
Mansfield Club for several years. In 1993 
American Squaredance. April 1994 
I was appointed SCISDA Historian. 
SCISDA letters represent State Conven-
tion (of) Illinois S/D Association. Thus, I 
am very interested in the list of states to 
date. 
Thank you for giving this request your 
attention. 
See you around the squares, 
Roberta Persons 
DeLand, IL 
Dear Jon & Susan, 
Just realized my subscription is up. 
I really enjoy your magazine. There 
has been such good information about 
the 43rd National. 
Last Saturday there was a benefit 
dance for a Square Dancer. The hall was 
full. I especially enjoyed watching so 
many young people line dancing. 
There was line dancing, round danc-
ing and square dancing. Everyone had a 
wonderful time and great food brought by 
those in attendance. 
I've danced for 34 years and it has 
been my therapy. My partner says the 
41 
RED BOOT BOYS QUARTET 
Mike Hoose, Mac McCall, Don W. 
Johnny Jones 
Nam Wicox Don Coy 
Chuck Mar bw Sammy Myrick 	Lowell Young Cleo Barker 
Chuck Meyer Jolly Baldvan 




Sincerely, Marie Fowler 
Rafter Rockers 
Dear Jon & Susan, 
Enclosed is our check for two more 
years subscription for ASD. 1994 marks 
our 25th year in square dancing. We 
have really enjoyed all the years we've  
been dancing, but most of all the PEO-
PLE we have met along the way. Most of 
our close friends are square dancers, 
whom we socialize and vacation with 
when we are not square dancing. We 
both can truly say that we eat, sleep and 
breathe SQUARE DANCING. 
Keep up the good work. Thank you. 
Carol & Jerry Klinkenberg 
Loveland, OH 
Darrell Figg 	Ralph Kornegay Sam Dunn 
RB 3038 Oklahoma Swing Darrell 
RB 3037 Romeo Don W 
RB 3036 You Belong To Me Mike H 
RB 3034 Makeup and Faded Blue Jeans Lowell 
RB 3004 50's Medley R.B. Boys 
RBS 1351 Saturday Night Donald D. 
RBS 1341 Top Of The World Don C. 
RBS 1342 Put Some Drive Sam D. 
RBS 3038 Chattahoochee Jack R. 
RBS 1344 That's The Way Love Goes Sammy M. 
RBS 1346 Texas Woman Ralph K. 
RBS 1347 One In Every Size Cleo 
RBS 1331 Something Good C. Meyer 
RBS 1311 Sentimental Journey C. Marlow 





For Information Write or Call.  
Don Williamson, Red Boot Prod. 
Box 52 Crest Drive 
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B.P Volner, A.0 A 
314-471-0392 
lee Marl 






Dr. Jerry Routh 
417-282-6340 
Harry Koapeohave,  
614-231-7352 
HOT 4 BAR B RELEASES 
4B-6124 A DOG NAMED BOO - Mike 
48-6123 ACROSS THE ALLEY FROM THE ALAMO - Lee 
4B-6122 YOU ARE THE ONE - Bill 
4B-6121 YOU CALL EVERYBODY DARLIN - Lee 
HOT QUADRILLE RELEASES 
0-901 	APPLEJACK - Bob 
0-900 NICKELS AND DIMES -Sam 
0-899 	YOU'RE MY SOUL & INSPIRATION - Guy 
Q-898 HOLD WHATCHA GOT - Richard 
0-897 	UP TO MY EARS IN TEARS - Shane 
0-896 DYNAMITE - Guy 
HOT CARDINAL RELEASES 
CAR-23 LITTLE LONG HAIRED OUTLAW - Mike 
CAR-22 OH LONESOME YOU - Harold 
CAR-21 PLEASE PASS THE KISSES - Harry 
CAR-20 I'M LITTLE BUT FM LOUD - Jerry 
Call or Write for our complete catalog: 
Four Bar B Records Inc. 
P.O. Box 7-11, Mocks Creek, MO 65786 
(314) 363-5432 
International Distributor For Lloyd Shaw Foundation, Inc. 





by Harry L. Gerwin 
Silver Spring, Maryland 
This is part 1 of 3 
s the media of Television a useful way 
to promote Square Dancing? If it is a 
useful media, how do we use it? In the 
February, 1992 issue of this magazine 
the article "Promoting Square Dancing" 
partially addressed these two questions. 
Thirteen months have passed since the 
article was published, so here is an up-
date. 
It is my belief that the answer to the 
first question is a resounding yes. The 
answer to the second question is, I don't 
know all the answers yet, but progress is 
being made, i.e. I am still near the bottom 
of the learning curve and climbing up 
slowly. 
After the original article appeared, I 
received a number of letters and tele-
phone calls. As a result of receiving 
these letters and calls, I sent out a num-
ber of copies of the video "Fun and 
Health Thru Square Dancing" to various 
people. One person who received the 
tape convinced the local cable company 
to air the tape during their S/D conven-
tion. Now that was good square dance 
promoting. There was another case of a 
local friend who went to the hospital for 
a quadruple heart bypass. As part of the 
hospital therapy, they show video tapes 
related to heart problems. The patients 
select the tapes they wish to see. A friend 
of his brought a copy of the video and 
showed it. The nurses saw it, they liked 
it and now it's in their tape library to be 
shown to heart patients. Some people 
got the tape and when they contacted the 
local cable companies they wouldn't 
show it. The fact is that in some areas of 
the country, the image of square dancing  
just isn't very good and the TV stations 
respond to what they think the public 
wants to see. 
As you have probably guessed by 
now, I have made another square dance 
video. This one is called "Fun For All 
Ages." The video opens with an 8 year 
old boy calling. There is an interview with 
this young caller, his teen sister who is a 
caller and the father and mother. They 
talk about their involvement and love of 
square dancing. 
There are other interviews. One father 
makes the point that this is an activity that 
parents and children can enjoy together. 
Also, there are activities that children can 
do alone, activities that parents can do 
alone, but square dancing is an activity 
that parents and kids can enjoy together 
even at festivals. The host then does a 
monologue, highlighting the fact that 
square dancing is a drug free, alcohol 
free activity. Finally there is a scene 
where the host interviews the caller and 
his Taw and the caller does some calling, 
the dancers do some dancing and the 
caller does some yodels. 
I only tried to get the last video on two 
public access cable stations. It got pretty 
good showing on one station. It was com-
bined with the first tape I did for a 30 
minute square dance program. It was 
shown for a total of 8 times during the 
months of August and September. It was 
also combined with a Ball Room dance 
program for a number of showings. The 
second station was non-committal about 
when they would show the tape. Some 
people called to say they had seen the 
tape. 
Along this line, I now know of another 
local producer, Carl Fowler, who has pro-
duced two 30 minute (actually 28'30" 
long) square dance videos. The titles of 
Carl's videos are: "Square Dancing For 
Fun And Health #1" and "Square Danc- 
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J & J Manufacturing 
Golden Strip Shopping Center 
Mauldin, South Carolina 29662 
Phone (803) 288-4000 
VISA - MC Prepayment 
L 
National Square Dance 
DIRECTORY 
• 10,000 clubs around the world 
• Directories of festivals & conventions. 
$8.95 (plus $3.05 postage) 
$50.00—Life Subscription 
PO Box 880, Brandon MS 39043 
Phone: 601-825-6831 
Call Toll Free: 1-800-542-4010 
The Best In 
•••:) Square & Round Dance Music 
All Rounds Cued 
TNT 272 PISTOL PACKING MAMA, Rd by Fran Kropf 
TNT 273 IF I DIDN'T CARE by Peg Mulroy 
TNT 274 JUST LOVING YOU (Flip) by Ed Shortman 
TNT an WALKING SHOES, Rd by Jack Raye 
TNT 278 SEA OF A HEARTBREAK, Rd by Steve Wilhoit 
TNT 277 SHE'S A LITTLE PAST FORTY by Ron Noble 
TNT 278 COME FOLLOW ME BABE, Rd by Frank Krqp 
TNT 279 PERFECT HARMONY, Rd by Jeff Grossman 
NODERN STYLE CONTRA PARTY 
1161001-DICK LEGER M. • .75 pa_ 
Pilitstk Record Sleerws Amilasto 
Oulney Doscoures ror 25. 50 $00 & 200 
RFD 2 Rt. 7, EL Albans VT 05474102-5244424 
CALLERS or DANCERS 
EQUIPMENT BOX COVERS 
1 Amp, 1 Speaker 599.00 
per set 
Ck or MO 
protection with a 
professional look. 
Inside Con. U.S. 
ing For Fun And Health #2." Carl's format 
was a little different from mine. He starts 
with the host giving a short outline of the 
history of square dancing. Then the host 
and guest talk about various kinds of 
dancing, square, contra, clogging, etc. 
After each kind of dance is discussed 
there is a demonstration of that particular 
dance. Both videos follow the same for-
mat. I really hate to say this, but Carl's 
videos are betterthan mine. His tapes got 
a fair amount of showing in the state of 
Virginia and also some nationwide. They 
can be furnished either in the VHS or 3/4 
U-matic format. The 3/4 U-matic format 
is what you need if you want to get it 
shown on a TV station. 
These square dance videos have re-
ceived a considerable amount of local air 
time, but were there a lot of telephone 
calls as a result of these showings? The 
answer is no, but when I discussed this 
with the public relations folks at the TV 
station they pointed out the following, 
"These showings have improved the im-
age of square dancing. They have im-
proved the public's awareness that 
square dancing is a good and wonderful 
activity. This is what public relations is. It 
is what you do to promote your product 
when the product is not well known. The 
answer is, make more and better square 
dance videos, get on TV talk shows, 
make public service announcements and 
get them shown as often as possible on 
as many stations as possible." 
I believe the above quote sums up 
what we can do to help improve the im-
age of square dancing. Improve the im-
age enough and we will see a reversal of 
the alleged down trend in square danc-
ing. Make no mistake about it though, the 
tried and true approaches of first 
nighters, newspaper articles, person to 
person contact, etc. are still the way to 
go. Promoting square dancing via TV is 
an addition tool in the tool box. TV 
doesn't replace any of the old tools. 
Next month I will discuss how you can 
use TV to promote square dancing. You 
might be surprised at what you can do. 






—to protect clothing 
from pin holes 
and tears 
At your Square Dance Shop 
and Badge Maker 
DEALERS: Cell or write for brochure 
BADGE HOLDERS, MC. 
PO Box 540845 




Jack Mar thdmi 
PART III 
MASSED AND DISTRIBUTED  
PRACTICE 
practicing a call correctly means the call has been practiced with-out error in two ways. 
Massed Practice is the type that in- 
cludes many correct practice tries of each 
part of the call in a short period of time. 
On the night Spin Chain Thru is intro-
duced, new dancers will repeat the call at 
least 24 times (6 consecutive times for 
each of 4 parts) during initial practice. 
They will practice it again at least 8 times 
(2 times for each of 4 parts) at the end of 
the evening just before class ends. Large 
numbers of practice tries in a short period 
of time help dancers learn quickly. How-
ever, if those dancers don't continue to 
use what they have learned, in a few 
months whatever they learned may be 
forgotten. For example, if a caller teaches 
Spin Chain Thru using massed practice 
techniques for three class sessions, but 
then doesn't use that call again for three 
months, the call will have been forgotten 
by many of the learners. 
Distributed Practice. Skill and ideas 
which are to be remembered over long 
periods of time must be practiced repeat-
edly over increasingly longer time peri-
ods. 
- The first night the call is introduced, 
Spin Chain Thru will be practiced at least 
24 times (6 consecutive times for each of 
4 parts). At the end of that evening, it will 
be danced at least 8 more times (2 con-






- During Weeks 2 and 3 the call Spin 
Chain Thru is practiced at least 24 times 
each night (6 consecutive times for each 
of 4 parts). 
- During Weeks 4 and 5 it is called at 
least 8 times per class night (2 times for 
each of 4 parts). 
- The call is then scheduled for use 4 
to 8 times every other class session. 
- Finally, it is scheduled 4 to 8 times 
once a month for several months. 
When practice is distributed over a long 
period of time a call in over-learning be-
comes set in memory virtually forever. It 
then takes only an occasional use (once 
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Don Brown 	Lori Morin 	Cliff Brodeur 	Bruce Williamson 
For catalog and information: Silver Sounds Records, P.O. Box 229 
Glastonbury, CT 06033 Tel. (203) 633-0370 or (203) 529-0937 
?very 3 or 4 months) to retain it as an 
active call in the dancer's repertoire. 
DISTRIBUTED PRACTICE 
SCHEDULE FOR 
SPIN CHAIN THRU  
Week 1 	 32 CPT' 
Week 2 24 to 32 CPT 
Week 3 	 24 to 32 CPT 
Week 4 8 to 16 CPT 
Week 5 	 8 to 16 CPT 
Week 6 4 to 8 CPT 
Week 7 	 None 
Week 8 4 to 8 CPT 
Week 9 	 None 
Week 10 4 to 8 CPT 
Week 11 	 None 
Week 12 4 to 8 CPT 
WEEK 13, 14, 15 	 None 
Week 16 	 4 to 8 CPT 
Week 17, 18, 19 	 None 
Week 20 	 4 to 8 CPT 
*CPT - Correct Practice Tries 
- Each dancer must practice each part 
of the call at least once during the distrib-
uted practice sessions from Week 4 
through Week 20. 
- Continue to use the call at least a few 
times once a month. 
DO A QUALITY TEACHING 
JOB FOR EACH STUDENT! 
The best teachers mean business 
when they agree to teach someone to 
square dance. Each call should be cor-
rectly taught into OVER-LEARNING and 
the dancer provided both MASSED AND 
DISTRIBUTED PRACTICE. The most im-
portant and complex calls to be learned 
should be well taught during the most 
PRECIOUS MINUTES available for the 
learning process. Use the 3-6-3 Formula 
to provide the most effective and efficient 
kind of practice. A teacher can judge how 
effective his or her techniques and pro-
grams are by monitoring how well those 
students succeed who have the most dif-
ficult learning problems. Good teachers 
feel honored when new dancers join their 
classes for lessons. These teachers strive 
to provide a top quality, professional serv-
ice for each one of their class members. 
SSR-170 IT'S SO NICE TO BE WITH YOU by Lori 
SSR-169 WOOLY BULLY/CAJUN JON (Patter) 
SSR-168 SWEET GYPSY ROSE by Mike 
SSR-167 DON'T CRY FOR ME ARGENTINA by Red 
SSR-166 THANK GOD FOR YOU by Jack 
SSR-165 LET IT SNOW by Bruce W. 
SSR-163 SLA Contra by Tony 
SSR-161 KIDS OF THE BABY BOOM by Don 
SSR-152 CANDY GIRL (Sugar, Sugar) by Dan 
SSR-135 MEMORY by Jack 
SSR-112 WIND BENEATH MY WINGS by Jack 
SO/SSR-501 RIDIN' HIGH by Cliff 
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HOT NEW RAWHIDE RELEASES 
RWH-190 BORN TO ROCK by Lee 
RWH-189 FRIDAY NIGHT HONKY TONK ATTITUDE by Otto 
RWH-188 SHE'S TOUGH by Steve 
Jerry Janson 
512-994-7580 COMING SOON 
Steve &Avon 
208-233-0206 
RWH-191 TUMBLING TUMBLEWEEDS by Dick 
BUC-1251 SIX DAYS ON THE ROAD by Dave 
SIZZLIN' SELLERS 
RWH-187 SANTA LOOKED A LOT LIKE DADDY by Ray 
RWH-186 I'LL LEAVE THIS WORLD LOVIN' YOU by Jerry J. 
RWH-185 NAUGHTY LADY OF SHADY LANE by Ray 
RWH-184 I BELIEVE IN YOU by Steve 
RWH-183 DON'T ROCK THE JUKE BOX by Stan C.  
GREAT NEW HOEDOWN & ROUND DANCE 
RWH-519 TOUCHDOWN HOEDOWN by Otto 
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RECORDS 








BUC-1250 MOVE IT ON OVER by Hank 
BUC-1249 MUST HAVE BEEN A BEAUTIFUL BABY by Rcx 
BUC-1248 GOODBYE MY LADY LOVE by Pat 
SIZZLIN' SELLERS 
BUC-1247 LOVESICK BLUES by Dave 
BUC-1246 DON'T THINK TWICE by Jim 
WELCOME 
ABOARD 
TOM & BEV 
* WRITE FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR BRAND NEW CATALOG 
• Dick Waibel Enterprises • 675 E. Alluvial • Fresno CA • 93720 • 209-439-3478 • 
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS 
THE WAGGON WHEEL 
SQUARE AND ROUND 
DANCE CLUB 
Dunedin, New Zealand 
HISTORY 
The Waggon Wheel Square and 
Round Dance Club is the oldest continu-
ous square dance club in New Zealand 
still running on a weekly basis. In July 
1992 we celebrated 40 years of dancing. 
In the early 1950's Joe Brown of Dun-
edin, who ran the famous "Town Hall 
Dance," arranged for Bill McGrath to visit 
Dunedin to promote square dancing. In  
1952 Joe Brown arranged for Arthur and 
Nancy Geary to come from Australia and 
teach square dancing. The activity 
proved popular and four to five clubs 
were formed in Dunedin, with Arthur 
Geary calling for most. Our club danced 
in the St. Clair School Gymnasium and 
was called the St. Clair Square Dance 
Club. When the Gearys returned to Aus-
tralia most of the clubs lapsed, but the St. 
Clair group continued. 
Prior to 1957 the club wrote to Arthur 
Geary in Australia for advice and assis-
tance. He was in America and the letter 
was referred to Ron Jones, a caller from 
Sydney, Australia. Later a request was 
made for some badges and Arthur Geary 
forwarded Waggon Wheel badges. This 
was when the club became the Waggon 
Wheel S/D Club. 
Initially Jack Murphy was the caller, 
and in 1958 when he left the club, mem-
bers donated funds for new equipment. 
Jim Donaldson became the caller, hold-
ing this office from 1958 to April 1967. 
Frank McKenzie was assistant caller in 
MEG SIMKINS , 19 Allen St. Hampden, Mass. 01036 413 566 3349 
Everything for 
Square Dancers 
Send $1.00 fa catalogue 
Refunded on first order 
Handling $4.00 ea.  
NEW 	 NEW 
Luxurious nylon organdy is used for this full, but light weight, petticoat. All bottoms 
are hemmed for comfortt and long wear. Replaceable elastic at waistline. 
Extremely full #6000-Sixty yards-3 layers-20 yds. each $34.00 
Extremely full #5000-Fifty yards- 3 layers-25 yds. each $31.00 
Extremely full #4000-Forty yards-2 layers-20 yds. each $28.00 
LENGTHS: 19, 20, 21, and 23 inches. 
COLORS: Red, Black, White, Light Blue, Royal Blue, Ivory, Peach, Fink 
Hot Fink, Yellow, Lavender, Mint, Kelly Green, Navy. 
SIZES: 	small, Medium and Large  
American Squaredance. April 1994 
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Brian Hotchkies Fred Beem 
PO BOX 1835 CLACKAMAS, OR 97015 
1-800-851-6203 
Fax: 1-503-656-3577 




GONNA HAVE A BALL by Jim 
RIGHT OR WRONG by John 
Hoedown - ROCKET by Brian 
WINTER WONDER LAND by Brian 
Contra - CHAIN THE HEY by Don Don Ward 
1966, cued rounds form 1966 to April 
1967. Ken Willcocks became the caller in 
1969 and continued to do this to March 
1972. Bob Paterson was leader from 
1974 to April 1976. Bill McGhee started 
cueing rounds in 1971 and became 
leader and tutor from May 1976 to April 
1983. From May 1983 Allan Hurndell be-
came leader and from 1987 to 1992 was 
caller. Laurie Weston began cueing 
rounds in 1984 and continues to do this. 
The club continues in good heart and 
now has another caller - Marion Smith, 
who commenced in 1990. 
Jim Donaldson corresponded regu-
larly with Ron Jones (caller from Sydney, 
Australia) and Jim White (Publicity Offi-
cer, S/D Society of New South Wales, 
Australia) and with Bob Osgood (Sets in 
Order, USA). Both the Australians and 
Americans were generous with their ad-
vice and support. Jim Donaldson made 
the first New Zealand S/D record - a long 
playing record with six to eight dances. 
Jim's wife Geytha also called square 
dances and they did duet calls. 
The history of the club has been col-
lated and shows a very busy social rou-
tine has been followed over the years 
with fun night, picnics and barbecues, pot 
luck dinner, fancy dress night, camps, car 
rallies and bus trips. There were also 
mannequin parades, kitchen evenings, 
pre-wedding parties and farewell eve-
nings. Overseas callers and visitors have 
also been hosted and welcomed. This 
was all extra to the dancing conducted 
two to three times weekly and trips away 
to dance with other clubs. 
Square dancing in the south of the 
South Island of New Zealand is looking 
good, with new clubs starting up and 
membership growing. The Waggon 
Wheel Square and Round Dance Club 
has a strong tradition of friendly dancers 
who enjoy their dancing and appreciate 
dancing with members of other clubs, 
and we look forward to another excellent 
decade of dancing till we celebrate a half 
century of square dancing! 
Alone Cromb, Dunedin, New Zealand 
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Aloha and HELP! 
During the 1994 Square Dance con-
vention held on this beautiful Island in 
Hawaii, a square dancer laid her shawl 
down before dancing a tip. Upon return-
ing to her seat she found another shawl 
in its place. Because of the large crowd 
participating at the Convention she can 
only assume the wrong shawl was re-
trieved by mistake. 
So PLEASE, PLEASE if you arrived 
home with the mistaken shawl, call (808) 
531-0197 or mail to A. McCormick, 21 
Craigside Place #7C, Honolulu, Hi. 
96817. The missing shawl is a family 
heirloom, and has many sentimental 
memories... Mahalo... There is an extra 
shawl to be returned to you. 
Anne McCormick, 
President„tiquare Wheelers 
Square Dance Club.Oahu,Hawaii 
OREGON TRAIL DANCE 
The Dates & Mates Square Dance 
Club of Vancouver, Washington, is spon- 
soring an Oregon Trail Dance on Mon-
day, June 20, 1994, at the Clark County 
Square Dance Center. Our hall is located 
just across the Columbia River from Port-
land, and is less than 10 miles from the 
Clark County Fairgrounds where RV 
parking will be available that week of the 
National Convention. 
EDITORS NOTE: See Dateline in this 
issue. 
Challengers Hamburg e. V 
IS IT REALLY TEN YEARS 
THEY'VE BEEN AROUND? 
by Antje Klinkenberg & Hans Tschirner 
It all began on Friday 13th. In January 
1984, a small bunch of Square Dancers 
were brought together through the idea 
of starting something new - to go beyond 
common club levels at that time. To the 
point, we were keen on Advanced Level 
dancing. Of course there were already 
quite a few people dancing Plus, but after 
• imis.u•-
• 
• • • • • 	• • • 	• • 	• • • •• 
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a certain time Plus was not the big thrill 
any more. 
Thus, ten companions committed to 
an idea, sat pondering over different al-
ternatives: Let's found an Advanced level 
club! Why must there always be another 
club for another level? There are plenty 
of them already! All right, but...! 
Eventually, the discussion led to the 
foundation of a new club. It was the idea 
of "sportsmanship in square Dancing," 
as quoted later on by Henning Klinken-
berg, at that time our leading spirit. 
Somehow it seemed displeasing to peo-
ple in other clubs, although it was not our 
intention to be above anybody else. For-
tunately, people's attitudes are different 
today. 
Finding a name was no effort at all. A 
space shuttle called "Challenger" was 
still in good shape in those days, and was 
welcome for sponsoring our name. Be-
sides, we were aware of the true meaning 
of the word as we were looking for a 
challenge, although we did not yet think 
of dancing C level. This was still out of 
sight, and the decision was "Advanced if 
enough (for the time being)." 
However, Advanced dancing was 
quite a distance away. Some of us had 
only completed MS classes a few months 
ago, others already knew one or two A 
movements, and thus we spent the first 
year by laying the foundations for sub-
sequent Advanced activities, ie. solid 
Plus knowledge. 
The first anniversary was celebrated 
on February 15 to 17, 1985 with a Special 
Dance. "Start No 1" was the first oppor-
tunity for us and for other Plus dancers to 
learn half of the A-1 movements during 
the weekend's crash course. Even for our 
club caller Hans Tschirner, "A" calling 
was a brand new experience. Guest 
caller Johnny Hayes was the only one 
already familiar with that level. During the 
weeks that followed this workshop week-
end, we completed the A-1 program and 
gained several new members. 
As the first attempt was quite success-
ful, the concept was maintained and eight 
more "Starts" followed. Moreover, in 
1990 our A-2 achievement permitted to 
host the first "Take Off," an A-2 workshop  
weekend, and we used the same concept 
to give A-1 dancers an opportunity to 
acquire some A-2 experience. 
Looking back, things appear smoother 
than they actually were. All clubs are 
probably suffering setbacks or undergo-
ing changes from time to time. In a group 
of ten, everybody takes a hand in what-
ever is to be done. As the group is joined 
by more and more people, finding agree-
ments and maintaining a decent organi-
zation becomes more difficult. Looking at 
the challenges today, they appear just 
like all the rest. 
Well, who would have estimated ten 
years ago, that the foundations then laid 
were to become the basis for both an 
Advanced and a challenge club? For 
those of us who seek their challenge 
beyond the Advanced Level, this is of-
fered by the "Tally Ho's." 
No matter how you want to quote the 
idea of "sportsmanship in square Danc-
ing," many people in many different 
places answer for it. If you draw a line, 
say, from Stockholm to Munich, you will 
find that Hamburg is about half-way... 
Just come and see us! 
Advanced News, January 1994 
FLYING SQUARES 
Are you a PILOT and Square Dance 
too? Then join the rest of us who enjoy 
the big sky too! "FLYING SQUARE 
DANCERS of AMERICA" wants you to 
join our national association of flying 
square dancers. Our first Annual fly-in 
Square Dance will be held at Boss Hog's 
S/D Hall, Lincoln, Nebraska on the week-
end of September 3rd and 4th, 1995. Our 
well maintained private strip is located 
just 3 miles from the Lincoln municipal 
airport with great accommodations for all 
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The original engineering 
family has the wireless 
division of Edcor back 
and is proud to keep your 
equipment working. 
11 
YOUR VISA or MASTER CARD 
IS GOOD AT 





your needs. National callers, cuers, 
workshops, hayrack rides, bonfires, 
horse shoes, sand volley ball and room 
for your motor home if the airplane 
breaks down just before you get ready to 
go! Limited reservations, so write soon 
for membership and details. Write or call 
Patrick Chambers, c/o Boss Hog's 
Square Dance Hall, 6305 West Adams, 
Lincoln, NE 98524 (402)470-3665. V 






QUALITY SQUARE & ROUND 




Elmer Sheffield Jr. 
  
• • BRAND NEW 
ESP - 192 ROCK MY WORLD by Elmer 
ESP - 191 THATS MY STORY by Jerry 
ESP - 190 AS FAST AS YOU by Elmer 
ESP - 907 FEELIN KINDA LONELY TONIGHT by Steve 
• • RECENT 
ESP - 412 STRUTTIN OUT (Hoedown) by Elmer 
ESP - 906 PACK UP YOUR TROUBLES by Steve 
ESP - 531 SUGARTIME by Bob 
ESP - 187 I DON'T NEED NO ROCKIN CHAIR by Elmer 
19. 
Joe Porritt 
Same Music By 
SOUTHERN 
SATISFACTION 
• • BRAND NEW 
JP/ESP - 236 REAL GOODTIME by Joe 
JP/ESP - 328 TRAVEL ON by Mark 
Jerry Jestin 
• • RECENT 
JP/ESP - 7003 REMEMBER ME by Bill 
JP/ESP - 7002 YALL COME by Bill 
JP/ESP - 235 LOVES GOT A HOLD ON YOU by Joe 
WRITE FOR CATALOG AND INFORMATION 
ESP, 2213 S. Adams St., Tallahassee, FL 32301 
Mark Turner 
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A STITCH IN TIME SEWING 
MACHINE CO , 226-06A Kingsbury Avenue 
Beyside, NY 11364-3126 Tele (718)479-3362 
FAHEY LINE 
by Cathie Burdick 
A
nytime of the year is a good time for 
a Hawaiian luau, but I'm inspired by 
our vacation trip this winter, so let's 
do it now. Many square dance clubs al-
ready use this theme regularly, even go-
ing so far as to roast a pig in the traditional 
way. I'm not giving you a recipe for that--
you're on your own! But there are many 
ways to have a luau--either indoors or out—and put a little island warmth into your 
square dance program year. 
So many people have visited that you may want to make this a "costume" party and 
just for once men can dance in their short sleeved aloha shirts and women in their long 
or short muumuus. We've saved up a collection of paper, seed and shell leis over the 
years, and perhaps someone in your group has, too. If not, leis are easy to find in party 
stores, or perhaps someone will crochet you some. (We were given bright yarn leis at 
a church we visited this year. Good idea!) (One of the reasons I mention all these things 
is to make the point that putting on a party does not necessarily mean a big expense 
to the club budget--the necessary ingredient is not money but FUN!) 
Use green foliage for decoration, colorful covers on the table(s), fruits, flowers, fish 
nets, seashells and bamboo. Play Hawaiian music to set a relaxed mood. When it's 
time to dance, perhaps your caller can add a few tunes to reflect the theme: Hawaiian 
Tattoo, Seasons in the Sun, Bird of Paradise, Mele Kalikimaka (so what if it's a 
Christmas tune, it's Hawaiian), Aloha to You, Blue Hawaii, Polka Dot Bikini, ltsy Bitsy 
Bikini, Tiny Bubbles. If you don't have these, try anything with sunshine or rainbows--
both are very appropriate! 
For an eye catching dessert, crush ice and press together to make a tall cone with 
a wide base in a shallow bowl. Nest a tiny metal or ceramic cup in top. Store in freezer 
until last minute. At serving time, use picks or sticks to attach assorted colorful fruits, 
melon balls, strawberries and pineapple chunks to ice volcano. Surround base with 
greenery and a few blossoms and flame some spirits in top container. Serve fruit plain 
or with bowls of sour cream and nutmeg, grated cheese and coconut for dip. If you only 
do desserts at your parties, several of these would be very festive. 
Other suggestions, if you're having a potluck or dinner, are "pupus" of broiled 
bacon-wraped pineapple chunks, ham kabobs (ham, pineapple, green pepper with 
barbecue sauce), fish barbecue (wrapped in foil and grilled), sweet and sour chicken, 
chicken teriyaki, lime sherbet sundaes with pineapple and coconut, pineapple punch. 
Probably your club members can be very creative in adding island touches to their 
favorite dishes or searching out Polynesian recipes. 
Aloha, and don't forget to "hang loose" and enjoy your luau! 	1,/ 
$31.11 add sa SE. tor 
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1994 WEEKEND (TWO-DAY) PACKAGE 
WEEKENDS MARKED 
WITH A 0 
HAVE SPECIAL PRICING. 
CALL FOR PRICES. 
ALL WEEKENDS ARE PLUS 
LEVEL UNLESS OTHERWISE 
INDICATED. 
MAY 13 - 15 
ROUND DANCE 
WEEKEND 




& Dave Mouton (IN) 
MAY 20 - 22 
Buck Hastedt (SC) 
Rds TEM 
....- 
MAY 27 - 29 
Ron Meisl (PA) 
Tom Rudebock (OH) 
Itch: Ron & 
Pat Meisl (PA) 
0 
JUNE 3 - 5 
CHAPARRAL REC. 
Ken Bower (CA) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Jerry Haag (WY) 
Marshall Flippo (TX) 
Scott Smith (UT) 
Rds: Rose & 
Glenn Warner (KY) 
JUNE 10 - 12 
BIG & LITTLE 
ENIS 
Wcs Dycr (KY) 
Kenny Jarvis (KY) 
Line Dance 
Instructor 
C. D. Glock (KY) 
JUNE 17 - 19 
Ed Busbee (VA) 
Greg Jones (VA) 
Rds Judy & 
Ed Jaworski (VA) 
JUNE 24 - 26 
Mel Estes (AL) 
Bill McVey (GA) 
JULY 1 - 3 
Nick Hartley (IN) 
Tom Davis (IN) 
RcLs- TBA 
JULY 8-10 
Gary Shoeinake (TN) 
Michael Sumpter 
(OH) 
Richa rd Ca (TN) stilon 
 
Reggie KniphfeeNC i 
Ma: 
Peggy 13roadweytNC) 
JULY 15 - 17 
Bill Everhart (IN) 
Dave Craw (IN) 
Rds Judy 
Everhart-Mouton 
& Dave Mouton (IN) 
JULY 22 - 24 
GOOD OL' BOYS 
Sam Dunn (OH) 
Mike King (OH) 
Keith Zimmerman 
(OH) 
Rds: Phyllis & 
Bob Hathaway (OH) 





AUGUST 5 - 7 
Harry Koppenhaver 
(OH) 
Bill Claywell (KY) 
Rds: Chuck & 
Margie Thompson 
(OH) 
AUG. 12 - 14 
ROYAL RECORDS 
Tony Oxendine (SC) 
Jerry Story (TX) 
Larry Letson (TX) 
Rds Jim & Jane 
Poorman (IL) 
0 




AUGUST 26 - 28 
Gene Record (KY) 
Mike Alexander (OH) 
Rds: John & 
Jean Slivers (OH) 
SEPT. 2 - 4 
Wayne McDonald 
(TN) 
Rds Dee Smith (TN) 
SEPT. 9 - 11 
Stan Russell (SC) 
Sam Lowe (SC) 
Rds • Larry Monday 
& Gladys Gunter 
(NC) 
SEPT. 16 - 18 
Rick Barnette (AL) 
John P. Bresnan (AL) 
Virgil Troxell (IN) 
Rds. Tony & 
Ntikki Place (IN) 
SEPT. 23 - 25 
Colin Dyer (AL) 
Phyllis Gable (MS) 
C/W & Line 
Dancing by Phyllis 
SEPT. 30 - OCT. 2 
Jim Durham (VA) 
Dick Kurtz (VA) 
Rds: Tim Eum (VA) 
OCT. 7 - 9 
SARDIS STARS 
S/D CLUB 
Gene Baker (NC) 
Line Dancing by 
Gene & Betty Baker 
OCT. 14 - 16 
Harold Kelley (GA) 
John Swindle (GA) 
Rds Hal & Sadie 
Roden (GA) 
0 	OCE 21-23 
PLUS & ADVANCED 
Separate Italic 
Steve Kopman (TN) 
Phil Kozlowski (IN) 
Us: Glen & Roealee Kelly (KY) 
OCT. 28 - 30 
George Lavender 
(AL) 
Larry Sandefur (GA) 
Rds: John & Martha 
Pritchett (GA) 
Luxor)' Accommodations • 3 Meals I ally • Alter Dance Snacks and Refreshments Hot Tub • Heated Swimming Pool 
Miniature Golf • Tennis • Ping Pong • Volleyball • Horseshoes • Horseback Riding Available 
PACKAGE BEGINS WITH CHECK-IN FRIDAY AT 3:00 P.M. AND ENDS SUNDAY AFTER BREAKFAST. 
ALL THIS FOR ONLY ... $13250 
per person plus Tennessee Sales Tax 
based on double occupancy 
FOR RESERVATIONS CONTACT: English Mountain Retreat 
1096 Alpine Drive • Sevierville, TN 37862 • 615-453-0171 • 1-800-633-1281 (Reservations Only) 
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1994 FIVE-DAY PACKAGE 
MAY 22 - 27 
Wayne McDonald (TN) 
John Metcalf (MO) 
Wayne Moment (TX) 
Gary Shoemake (rN) 
CAV & Line Dancing 
MAY 30 - JUNE 3 
OCHAPPARRAL 
CALLER SCHOOL 
Ken Bower (CA) 
Jerry Haag (WY) 
Scott Smith (UT) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
JUNE 5 - 10 
TBA 
JUNE 12 - 17 
EMPHASIS ON 
ROUNDS 
The Adcock: (VA) 
The Whetsells (SC) 
The Guenthers (KY) 
JUNE 1944 
Dennis Humpherys (FL) 
Harry Taylor (FL) 
Mike Doughty (FL) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds: Larry & 
Meta Dunn (GA) 
JUNE 26 - JULY 1 
Larry Lesson (TX) 
King Caldwell (LA) 
James Martin (TX) 
Kevin Van Vliet (CAN) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds. Clyde Kirk (TX) 
JULY 3 - 8 
Marshall Flippo (TX) 
Elmer Sheffield (FL) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds: Grant & Barbara 
Pinkston (TN) 
JULY 1040 




Dale McRoberts (IL) 
Rds: Torn & 
Roealee Clark (IL) 
JULY 17 - 22 
Ken Bower (CA) 
Chuck Peel (IN) 
Jim Randall (CA) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds: Russ & 
Wilma Collier (IN) 
JULY 24 -29 
Frank Garen (OH) 
Scotty Sharer (OH) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds: Dick & Pat 
Winter (OH) 
July 91 • Aug. 5 
Jim Park (Ml) 
Harold Rowden (MO) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rd.: Frankie & 
Johnnie Wynn (MI) 
AUGUST 7 - 12 
Tony (hcendine (SC) 
Jerry Story (TX) 
Larry Letson (TX) 
Gary Shriemake (TN) 
Rds: Jim & Jane 
Poomuin (IL) 
AUGUST 14 - 19 
Tony Oxendine (SC) 
Jerry Story (TX) 
Larry Lesson (TX) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds: Jim & Jane 
Poorman (IL) 
AUGUST 21 - 26 
Wade Driver (AZ) 
Tim Marriner (VA) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds: Eric 
Jaworski (VA) 
AUGUST 28 - SEPT. 2 
A-I / A-2 with 
Special C-1 Sessions 
Two Halls 
Bill Harrison (MD) 
Kevin Van Vliet (CN) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
SEPTEMBER 4 - 9 
ADVANCED & PLUS 
Dale McClary (FL) 
Skip Smith (FL) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds Jeannette & 
Leo Chauvin (FL) 
SEPTEMBER I I - 16 
Larry Prior (FL) 
'Decko" Deck (VA) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds, Contras. Lines 
- Prior & Deck 
SEPTEMBER 18 - 23 
PLUS AND MORE 
Johnnie Wykoff (TX) 
Jerry Hclt (OH) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Lines & Contras 
Hell & Wykoff 
SEPTEMBER 25 - 30 
Lem Gravel le (LA) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds! Marilyn & 
Cliff Hicks (MI) 
OCTOBER 2 - 7 
Ken Bower (CA) 
Jerry Haag (WY) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds: Chuck & Vonalle 
Murphy (MS) 
OCTOBER 9 - 14 
Dick Duckham (MI) 
Woody Ussery (AR) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds: Jerry & Barbara 
Pierce (AL) 
OCTOBER 16 - 21 
Tony Oxendine (SC) 
Jerry Story (TX) 
Gary Shoemake (TN) 
Rds: Jim & Priscilla 
Adcock (VA) 
OCTOBER 23 - 28 
TBA 
0 Indicates special pnced package. Call for prices. All Sessions are Plus Level unless Otherwise Indicated 
Luxury Accommodations • 3 Meals Daily • After Dance Snacks and Refreshments • Hot Tub • Heated Swimming 
Pool • Miniature Golf* Tennis •Ping Pong • Volleyball Horseshoes • Horseback Riding Available 
PACKAGE BEGINS WITII ('IIECK-IN SUNDAY AT 3:00 P.M. AM) ENDS FRIDAY AFTER BREAKFAST. 
A n  per person plus Tennessee Sales Tax 
ALL THIS FOR ONLY ... $34ttl based on double occupancy 
FOR RESERVATIONS CONTACT: English Mountain Retreat 
1096 Alpine Drive • Sevierville, TN 37862 • 615.453-0171 • 1-800-633-1281 (Reservations Only) 
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Hamlin, Texas 79520 
STRAIGHT'}  
TA L 
When I read all the complaints about the decline of Square Dancing, 
and I look at how good my world of danc-
ing is, I get concerned about what I'm 
missing. 
At age 67 I'm having more fun than I've 
ever had. Well, it gets a little harder to get 
up on Sunday morning after doing an 
hour of pre-rounds, and eight tips with 
two rounds in between on Saturday night. 
Since my enthusiastic granddaughter in-
sists on her turn in the square, and my 
beautiful partner jumps up for the start of 
every round, I don't get to sit out a tip to 
rest. By the time the food table is ready 
at 10:00 PM I welcome our diet schedule, 
and head for my nice firm bed. By the 
time we head out for Church services the 
two aspirin has me as good as ever. 
I could have found a hundred reasons 
to say no when my club asked me to 
serve as a delegate to the state associa-
tion, but I'd have missed the special 
dances the association schedules their 
meeting behind. I like to think the beauti- 
by 
Oel Futrell 
ful smiles I get, when I step into a square 
with my association vest on, is their way 
of saying thank you for greasing the 
wheel that makes our square dancing 
work. Working for the state association is 
a thrill every dancer should experience. 
Dancing in a big hall to a national caller 
or cuer has its excitement, but the night 
our little club had only three couples 
show up was great. Our unknown club 
caller squared us up with four dancers 
(alternating the extra couple in and out) 
and we danced our hearts out to the calls 
that use only two couples. In "my book" 
that makes him the greatest. Later on he 
called a special and used the two couple 
squares, plus some exciting progressive 
squares. No one broke down all evening. 
The cuer took the hint and cued St. Louis 
Blues and Frenchy Brown four times that 
night. There must have been a lot of 
aspirin used the next morning. 
Our calendar for this year looks like a 
birds nest with all the scratch outs and 
corrections. There's just too many excit- 
I MUST BE DOING 
SOMETHING WRONG 
1 




DC CW Productions 
11220 W. Florissant Ave. 
Suite 168 
Florissant, MO 63033 
(800) 333-7349 Visa/MC/Discover 
$5.00 each 
ing Hoedowns, Specials, Festivals, and 
Conventions we want to attend. That cal-
endar has to accommodate our three 
businesses, but it takes planning to 
schedule business meetings so that we 
get to dance in every city and town we 
visit. Atlanta or Dallas takes on a special 
glow when we know there's dancing after 
every business session. Friendly square 
dancers warm the heart after a hard day 
of business negotiations. 
Rainy days become bright spots for 
that's when I sit at my computer and write 
for the four publications that sometimes 
print my stories. My three books didn't  
attract the attention of Hollywood, but I 
sure enjoyed writing them. Wouldn't it be 
nice if a TV production company picked 
up on a mystery story involving Square 
Dancers? 
After 41 years of flying airplanes to all 
points of the globe, I expected a let down 
at retirement. Square dancing sure took 
up where the jets left off. Maybe I'm doing 
something wrong, or could it be my little 
prayer each morning, "Thank you Lord 
for making this the greatest day of my 
life." It usually is. V 
LiffigaTicifit  
Here at last! 
You can now get the full set of 12 
CW Audio tapes by 
Dee Dee Dougherty 
1. Slappin' Leather 
2. Acky Breaks 
3. Boot Scootin' 
4. Ski BumPus 
5. The Scoot 
6. Tush Push 
7. Honky Tonk StomP 
8. South Side Shuffle 
9. Cowboy Boogie 
10. Hooked on Country 
11. Cowboy Cha Cha 
12. Four Corners 
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by Bob Howell 
4:401X1-t-m_er .wwr eN.  
From Sun City Center, FL Coy Cowan offers two routines, the first being still an-
other variation of ... 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 
Formation: Solo 
Music: 	New York, New York MCA 60194 Roger Williams 
Routine: 
4 STP KICKS: 
VINE 4 TIMES: 
Step R, kick L; step L, kick R; step R, kick L, step L, kick R; 
Step-side R, cross in back with L, step-side R, touch L beside 
R and clap; step-side L, cross in back with R, step-side L, 
touch R and clap; and repeat vine R and L. 
Step-side R, close L, step-side R, touch L -- left hand 
on hip, 
right hand pointing to R front corner; step-side L, close R, 
step-side L, touch R -- right hand on hip, left hand pointing to L 





BACK 3: 	Step R, cross L over R, and back 3 steps (R/LJR). 
STEP, CROSS, 
FWD 3: 	Step L, cross R in back of L, and fwd 3 steps (LJR/L). 
REPEAT ALL ABOVE - FROM START 
"Oregon 'n' More in '94!" 
43rd National Square Dance Convention 
Portland. Oregon 	June 22 - 25, 1994 
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"YOUR FREE CATALOG 
KNOCKED MY SOCKS OFF" 
Our free Catalog of free and low-cost government 
booklets will very likely impress you, too. 
But first you have to get it. 
Just send your name and address to: 
Consumer Information Center 
Department KO 
Pueblo, Colorado 81009 
A public service of this publication and the Consumer Information Center of the U S General Services Actrantstratirxi 





    
His second one is the .. 
GOOD TIME POLKA TRIO 
Formation: 	Trios. All facing promenade direction - LOD. 
Music: Good Time Polka 
Routine: 
Counts: 
1-4 	Hands joined, all do a heel and toe with the left foot and then do a 
two-step in. 
5-8 	Heel and toe with the right foot and two-step out. 
9-16 Repeat counts 1-8. 
17-24 The center person lifts the right hand with the outside person forming 
an arch. The inside person in the trio ducks thru the arch. The 
middle person turns under his own arch and the whole trio is facing 
reverse line of dance. 
25-32 Walk six steps forward and then stamp, stamp, stamp. (That will 
switch the left foot lead to a right foot lead.) 
33-36 Heel, toe and two-step in. 
37-40 Heel, toe and two-step out. 
41-48 Repeat counts 33-40. 
49-54 The center person lifts the left hand and this time the right hand 
person goes under the arch with the center person turning under 
their own left arm. All face LOD. 
55-64 Walk six steps forward and then stamp, stamp, stamp. 
Note: To use this dance as a mixer, simply have the center person move forward to 
the next trio on the three stamps. 
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With Easter falling this month, many of the ladies will be wearing new hats to herald 
in the spring. However, if one watches closely, they may observe a few of the gals 
still wearing last year's chapeau. Mac McCullar of San Luis Obispo, CA has revived 
a tune that has been unavailable for some time and gives us another chance to use 
an old figure written by Don Atkins of Concord, CA some years back. Mac's release 
is ... 
PUT ON YOUR OLD GREY BONNET 
Formation: 	Square. 
Music: 	Put On Your Old Grey Bonnet BIGMAC BM 143 
Routine: (Don Atkin's) 
HEAD TWO COUPLES PROMENADE, 3/4 ROUND YOU GO 
STOP BEHIND THE SIDES GO FORWARD 8 AND BACK 
DOUBLE PASS THRU, 1ST COUPLE RIGHT, NEXT ONE LEFT 
CIRCLE UP FOUR, HEAD MEN BREAK AND LINE UP EIGHT, 
FORWARD & BACK 
JOIN YOUR HANDS CIRCLE TO THE LEFT, CIRCLE LEFT GO ROUND 
THE TRACK 
TURN YOUR CORNER UNDER, PROMENADE LIKE THUNDER, 
PROMENADE TO DOVER YOU'LL BE SVVINGIN' IN THE CLOVER 
ON YOUR GOLDEN WEDDING DAY 
Don Ward from Sunland, CA a contributing editor of this magazine has released a 
new contra which he calls .. 
CHAIN THE HEY 
Formation: 	Alternate duple. 1,3,5, etc. active and crossed over. 
Music: 	Chain The Hey MacGregor (Contra Series) CMGR 300 
Routine: 
Intro: 	Men face left, ladies right. With your corner dosado. 
- - - -, And then swing the same one. 
- - - -, Men to the center, star left. 
Go once and 1/2 around, - - Your partner swing. 
- - - With your lady half promenade. 
- - - -, Do a right and left thru. 
- - - -, Ladies lead, a half a hey. 
- - - -, Ladies center, chain across. 
- - - -, New corner dosado. 
	
YAKs 
	YAK STACK HAS A NEW FAX NUMBER 
A 
	 FAX (203) 870 - 4546 
PO BOX 361, TOLLAND, CT 06084-0361 
Tele: (203) 647-7530 
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LEARN BY VIDEO 
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
1. BASIC 1 TRAINING TAPE - (1-23) 
2. BASIC 2 TRAINING TAPE - (14-49) 
3. MAINSTREAM TRAINING TAPE 
4. PLUS TRAINING TAPE 
5. SINGING CALL TAPE - From Basic to Plus 
ADVANCED SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
6. A-1 PART A 
7. A-1 PART B 
8. A-1 DANCE TIPS 
9. A-2 PART 1 
10. A-2 PART 2 
ROUND DANCE TAPES 
11. WALTZ BASICS - R/D 
12. TWO-STEP BASICS - R/D No. 
13. TWO-STEP BASICS - RID No. 
14. EASY LEVEL ROUND (12 Two Step, 6 Woltz Routines) 
15. PHASE III Waltz/Fox-trot 
16. PHASE III Cda Cha/Rhumba 
17. PHASE III Tango/Jive6 Step 
18. PHASE IV Waltz 
19. Phase IV Foxtrot 
20. Phase IV Cha Cha/Rhumba 
21. Phase IV Jive/West Coast Swing 
22. Phase IV Paso Doble/Quickstcp 
GUITAR 
23. BASIC qUITAR 
24. INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED GUITAR 
ROUNDS CUED WITH HARMONY 
25. CUEING WITH HARMONY (11 rmrstep, 8 Wain Rooting) 
HOW TO ORDER 
Send a check or money order 
(no cash please) payable to 
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUC-
TIONS, $3.50 for shipping, 
handling and insurance for each 
tape). 
AMERICAN CURRENCY 
GOLD STAR VIDEO 
PRODUCTIONS 
P.O. BOX 1057 
SISTERS, OR 97759 




(Shippingangli-jaactiog gap owl tape 









s3 9.9 5 EA. 
PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING 




Presented at January T & D Workshop 
by Orphie Marcellus 
Suggested Music: Wild Men - Ricky Van Shelton, 
Cajun Moon - Ricky Scaggs 
Cha-Cha Rhythm is: Rock Fwd, Recover, Cha Cha 
Cha (step back 3) 
(Slow, Slow, Quick, Quick, Slow) 
Everyone starts with weight on Right Foot: 








4 (Forward Rock Step & Back Cha-Cha) 
step left foot forward 
step right foot in place 
step left foot back, step ball of right foot next to left foot & step left foot next to 
right foot 
8 (Back Rock Step & Forward Cha-Cha with 1/2 Left Turn 
step right foot back 
step left foot in place 
step right foot forward 1/2 turn to left, step ball of left foot next to right foot and 
step right foot next to left foot 
STEPS: 9, 10, 11 & 12 (Back Rock Step & Forward Cha-Cha with 1/2 Right Turn) 
9 	step left foot back 
10 step left foot in place 
11-12 	step left foot forward 1/2 turn to right, steep ball of right foot next to left foot 
and step left foot next to right foot 
STEPS: 13, 14, 15 & 16 (Back Rock Step & Forward Cha-Cha with 1/4 Left Turn) 
13 	step right foot back 
14 step left foot in place 
15-16 	step nght foot forward 1/4 turn to left, step ball of left foot next to right foot and 
step nght foot next to left foot 
STEPS: 17, 18, 19 & 20 (Forward Steps & 1/2 Right Turn Pivots) 
17 	step left foot forward 
18 pivot 1/2 turn to right 
19 	step left foot forward 
20 pivot 1/2 turn to right 
(17-20 are similar to Men's Part of Basketball Turn.) 
OR BASKETBALLTURN 	(Slow, Slow, Slow, Slow) (Keeping R foot as pivot, lunge 
fwd L, recov. R, Lunge fwd (to RLOD) L, recov R) 
"Oregon 'n' More in '94!" 
0-00 00- 
43rd National Square Dance Convention 
Portland, Oregon 	June 22 - 25, 1994 
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THE CALLER NOTE SERVICES 
In the February issue of MIKESIDE 
MANAGEMENT, by Stan & Cathy Brudick, 
he talks about "THE PERPENDICULAR 
PLANE PRINCIPLE." This article covers a 
little known concept, but it's method is en-
lightening. Its use will help the caller to 
mentally decide whether the ladies have 
chained or not. This is a good idea for you 
callers to peruse. 
Stan presents some ideas for new call-
ers. He says, "One of the first items we 
preach in our Caller Schools is the fact that 
every new caller needs to memorize a good 
number of (workhorse) modules." He con-
cludes, "Modules are fundamental me-
chanics that every caller needs to build his 
or her knowledge of choreo and solidify a 
calling career. Don't neglect them." 
Also, Trent Keith has some interesting 
"Little Gems" just waiting for you to use. 
THE NEW VIEW by Bill Davis, com-
ments on the down trend of new calls. He 
says, "We are not seeing many new call 
ideas. Trade & turn by Frank Lescrinier is 
sort of cute. It borders on being a gimmick 
even though it has a straightforward defini-
tion." Bill goes on to say, "Good callers 
these days make things a little tougher by 
varying dancer position or arrangement." 
In this February issue he presents an 
idea by Paul McNutt. It's called RALLY TO 
A WAVE. There are several figures for your 
use. This one seems to be getting a lot of 
coverage in the note services. 
Also, TRADE & TURN by Frank 
Lescrinier, is something you callers will 
want to examine. A whole page of material 
is offered for your use. 
If you are one of those callers who has 
been afraid to use Contras at your club, be 
sure and read USING CONTRAS IN YOUR 
SQUARE DANCE PROGRAM, in the Feb-
ruary issue of CALLERLINK, edited by 
Keith Lethbridge & Howard Cockburn. It is 
written by Jeff Garbutt of Western Australia. 
There are four good Contras following his 
article. 
Then on page eight, QUIZ TIME gets 
you thinking about how and when to use 
certain calls using zero modules. There are 
some "get out" modules offered, also. 
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CUSTOM ENGRAVED BELT BUCKLES 
Made of Heavy, Chrome-Plated Steel 
Ideal for a Gift or Presentation 
#1 I 	x 3" - S13.50 	#2 2" x 3" - SI 5.50 	#3 2%," x 3Yi" - S17.511 
Prices Include Shipping. 
Available through many local Square Dance and Western Stores; 
or you may order directly from us. 
WE ALSO MAKE CLUB, NAME AND FUN BADGES, 
BARS AND DANGLES. 
Dealer Inquiries Are Welcome 
for additional information call or write 
CAPITAL ENGRAVING COMPANY 
3208 Keen Ave. N.E. • Salem. OR 97303 
1-800-6284985 1 All 50 Slates & Canada). Phone or FAX 15031 37 - 1 862 
- . 
Along with all this good material, we find 
an excellent article by Jeff Garbutt introduc-
ing minor changes in singing calls. He 
takes you through a series of singing call 
figures and helps you see how to change 
them, and hopefully make (everyone) 
happy. 
I must say, CALLERLINK is chucked full 
of very good and interesting material this 
month. If you aren't getting it, you should. 
In Wayne Morvent's MECHANICS for 
February, we see the original call by Paul 
McNutt entitled "STRETCH OUT TO A 
WAVE" has a name change. To avoid con-
fusion with the "STRETCH CONCEPT" 
Paul has renamed it RALLY TO A WAVE. 
Wayne has offered some good material for 
your use. 
In the Plus section, Wayne offers mate-
rial using ANYTHING & ROLL. I'm sure 
many of you are aware of the difficulty of 
ROLL, and we quote, "ROLL may be added 
to any call which, by definition, causes one 
or more dancers to have turning body flow 
to the right or left 05 they complete their 
portion of the call." Many times we see 
dancers rolling just because someone be- 
side them is rolling. Good material for this 
basic is included. 
Wayne also offers GRAND QUARTER 
THRU for the Advanced section. This call 
is not always easy for the dancer, but 
Wayne has presented some very good ma-
terial for your use. 
In the February issue of the CANADIAN 
CONNECTION, by Joe Uebelacker, he 
talks about an idea that I'm sure you will 
want to investigate. "A concept called 
"FUNNY" basically says for the dancer to 
do as much of the call as they can. For 
instance, a Funny Square Thru can be 
done from certain T-Bone formations 
where only some of the dancers can, some 
of the time, do some of the call." How many 
times can you get the dancers to do, say, 
SLIDE THRU, if you set up the square 
properly. If I were still calling, I would eat 
this up! 
Do you still have problems with dancers 
knowing 1/4 & 3/4 turns? If so, Joe offers 
some good ideas and material for your use. 
It might take the sting out of that call. 
Joe also has some good sound ideas on 
how to teach CHECKMATE. This can be 
found in the Advanced section, along with 
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good material. He also offers some mate-
rial for the Challenge Caller. 
In the February issue of MINNESOTA 
CALLERS NOTES, edited by Warren Ber-
quam, he brings to our attention the call 
MANEUVER. On Bruleson's List #4419, 
the directions are as follows, "From facing 
couples, Walk & Dodge, (standard position 
boys walk and girls dodge). All Box/Split 
Circulate, ends in a box of four." Its author 
is 'Red' Porter. We found this movement to 
be addressed in one of the other note serv-
ices. It could become a popular alternative 
for the ordinary, garden variety Walk & 
Dodge. 
Many ladies complain about being 
twirled when they are suffering from shoul-
der aches and pains. Warren offers his 
comments about this much misused move-
ment. He concludes, "We have lost a lot of 
square-dancing ladies because of rough 
dancing in this basic." 
In his Plus section he presents good 
material using the Plus Emphasis call 3/4 
Tag The Line. And in the Advanced 1 ma-
terial he covers Checkmate; in Advanced 2 
he offers Single Wheel & Roll. These are 
just a few of the basics he covers. Warren 
always has lots of good material in his 
notes. 
JOHN'S NOTES February issue, by 
John M. Saunders, in his COMMENTS, 
talks about the importance of teaching new 
dancers properly. He itemizes the basics 
they need to understand in order to become 
good dancers. We quote, "Dancers need to 
recognize whether they are an end or a 
center, whether facing in or out, how much  
1/4, 1/2, 3/4 arid full turns are," etc. And 
STYLING! 
He points out that many callers call for 
ego's sake. He says, "We could show how 
smart we are by using our heads a little and 
use the basic moves with a little creativity 
and variety." "(Dancers) don't want to be 
frustrated, they want to have FUN!" 
John offers some very good material 
covering Scoot Back and says it is usually 
done from right hand parallel waves, but he 
points out that it can be done from a 1 /4 Tag 
formation. 
Using the Plus Program Emphasis call 
3/4 Tag The Line, John offers some differ-
ent and unusual material for your use. 
There is lots of excellent material in the 
Advanced 1, as well as his coverage of 
Motivate for the Advanced 2 program. 
In the TORONTO & DISTRICT SQ & RD 
ASSOC. CALLERS NOTES, Norm Wilcox 
has presented sorne very worthwhile mate-
rial. In the March notes he offers some 
Square Thru material by Mac Marcellus. 
This is a variety of figures that might even 
surprise your Mainstream dancers. 
Norm also offers material using the lat-
est Mainstream Quarterly Selection - Sin-
gle Circle to a Wave. 
Roll isn't always an easy call for the 
dancers, but Norm has presented some 
surprise & ROLL endings for the dancers, 
leaving them in positions other than facing! 
Be sure and take a look at Bryan Henry's 
explamation for the dancers using Peel Off. 
Try hitch hiking with your thumb. It will do 
wonders for the direction in this movement. 
Don't forget to check out the A-1 section 
for the "little gems" Norm offers. ✓ 
Ramblin' Rose RV Resort 
Square & Round Dance Hall 
Crescent City, California 9553]. 
Squares 	 40 +Square Dance Hall 	Rounds 
Don & Ronda Young 	Floating Maple Floor Rob Rr Kay Kurczewski 
Yuma, Az 	 RV Park w/full hook-ups 	Pharr, TX 
Full Square and Round Dance Program with dancing every day of the week from 
Memorial Day to Labor Day. Week-end packages or single sessions available. 
For a complete progam call: (707) 487-4831 







MOST POPULAR DANCES 
voted and enjoyed by 240 National 
Carousel Clubs 
(Adv. and High-Int. Levels) 
1. Castles 8 Kings (Slater) 
2. Jean (Lambert/Morales) 
3. Picardy Foxtrot (Slater) 
4. If I Could Write A Book (Childers) 
5. Are You Still Mine (Blackman/Goss) 
6. Penny For Your Thoughts (Slater) 
7. Charade (Kemmerer) 
8. Strange Music (Esqueda) 
9. In The Still of The Nite (Slater) 
10. South Of The Border (Bahr) 
11. Waltz at Sunset (Childers) 
12. A Lovely Evening (Childers) 
13. Just a Tango (Childers) 
14. How He Did Foxtrot (Goss) 
15. Someone Must Feel Like a Fool (Collier) 
16 Fiesta Tango (Palmquist) 
Roundalab ROO: 
Phase II—Manuela II 
Phase III—South Padre 
Phase IV—Mountains of Mourne 
Phase V—Love Potion #9 
Phase VI—The Children 
Classic — A White Sport Coat 
ROUNDALAB 





Fireman's Two Step 
Mission Bell Waltz 
A Beautiful Time 
St Louis Blues 
Little White Moon 
Phase III 
Die Lorelie 
Begin the Beguine 










Kiss Me Goodbye 
Phase IV 
White Sport Coat 
VVoodchopper's Ball 
Pennsylvania 6-5000 
Years May Come 
Fancination Waltz 
Phase II 
A Taste of the \Ahnd +2 
Al Night 
Baby ()Mine 
Borth of the Blues 
Bully 










Maria Rumba +1 
Mexicali Rose 
My Love +1 
Neapolitan Waltz 
Pearly Shells 
Piano Roll Waltz 
Roses for Elizabeth 
Shiek of Araby 
Spaghetti Rag 
Street Fair 
Take One Step 
Tips of My Finders 
Very Smooth +1 
Walk Righ Back 
Phase III 
A Continental Good Night 
Alice Blue Gown •1 
Answer Me 
Apres L'Entriente •1 
Autumn Leaves +2 
Beautiful Rrver 
Butterfly 
Crazy Eyes +2 
Dance 
Desert Song +2 
Dream Awhile 
Elaine +1 
Folsom Prison Blues 
Games Lovers Play 
Hallelujah 
In the Arms of Love +1 
I want a Quickstep •1 
Lisbon Antigua 
Moon Over Naples 
Patricia 
Pop Goes the Movies 
Tango Mannda 
That Happy Feeling 





Hooked on Swing 
Lazy Sugarfoot +1 
Marilyn, Marilyn +1 
Rainbow Foxtrot •2 




Hawaiian Wecldng Song 
Lovely Lady •2 
Maria Elena 
Para Esto +1 
Riviera de Lune +1 
Send Her Roses 
Sugar Stomp +1 
Tampa Jive +1 
The Singing Piano Waltz 
Waltz Tramonle +1 
Wyoming Lullaby +2 
Phase VI 
Cavatma 
American Heart IV 
Association 
TRAVEL 
LIGHT. :r#21111110'' 1  EXERCISE. 
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Jerry .—S'Tory 
Royal Records Weekenci\ 
English Mountain Retreat 
Sevierville, TN 
August 12 - 14, 1994 
For Info: 1-800-633-1281 
Gary Shoemake 
Scott Smith 
• • • • 
fot •• 
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cfarry ofet3on 	Kandy 30u9he,.tv 
BRAND NEW RELEASES 
• RYL 122 	THANK GOD FOR YOU by Jerry 
RYL 123 ROCK MY BABY by Jeny 
RYL 219 	AIN'T THAT A SHAME by Tony 
RYL 220 SO NICE TO BE WITH YOU by Tony 
RYL 511 	TO OLD TO CUT THE MUSTARD by Larry 
• RYL 512 PROP ME UP BESIDE THE JUKEBOX by Larry 
•Brand New - Others corning soon 
SPECTACULAR NEW RELEASES 
RYL 121 
	
COWBOY MAN by Jerry 
RYL 510 BAD LEROY BROWN by Larry 
RYL 804 
	
WINO OF A DOVE by Randy 
RYL 509 LET'S ALL GO DOWN TO THE RIVER by Larry 
RYL 312 
	
PEACE TO THE WORLD by Jerry a Tony 
RYL 405 ASTROICHASE (Patter) 
RYL 120 
	
TEMPTATION EYES by Jerry 
RYL 218 LISTEN TO THE MUSIC by Tony 
RYL 803 
	
YELLOW POLKA TOP BIKINI by Randy 
ROYAL RECORDS INC. 
Rt. I Box 33, Fairfield IA 52556 515.472-3795 
Jerry Haag 
NEW RELEASES 
C-328 TRASHY WOMAN - Gary 
C-53I THESE BOOTS ARE MADE FOR WALKING - Ken 
C-532 BIG FOOT STOMP - Ken 
C-717 MRS. RIGHT - Marshall 
C-817 LIGHT OF YOUR LOVE • Scott 
C-119 SOFT l'EDALINWBURN DOWN - Hoedown 
C-223 WALKING AFTER MIDNIGHT - Jerry 
Flippo C-716 OKLAHOMA HILLS - Marshall 




1994 CHAPARRAL CONVENTIONS 
January 6-9 - San Diego, CA 
May 27-29 - Kansas City, MO 
September 2-4 - Oklahoma City, OK PIR 
_002 
CHAPARRAL RECORDS, INC. 	 OPP 
1425 Oakhill Drive, Plano, TX 75075 214-423-7389 
AlrfeAriliPalrArltirirOZIPS4fraresosesArrirsoo 
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[  RS. MS/OS try Watt Cole 11  
TIMING'S THE THING: 
	SQUARE THRU  
 STEP TO A WAVE  
RECYCLE 
RIGHT & LEFT THRU 
PASS TO THE CENTER  
	 CORNER SWING  
PROM EN ADE 
FAN THE TOP 
SQUARE THRU 3/4 
SLIDE THRU 
: HEADS  
FOR THE MODULAR CALLER: 
SQUARE THRU EQUIVALENTS: 
STATIC SQUARE: Four ladies chain, sides 
star thru, zoom, centers pass thru (zero 
box). 
STATIC SQUARE: Head ladies chain, 
sides touch 1/4, walk & dodge, right & left 
thru (zero box.) 
STATIC SQUARE: Four ladies chain 3/4, 
all rollaway 1/2 sashay, heads square thru, 
split the outside two & separate around one 
to line (zero line). 
GET OUTS: 
ZERO BOX (WAVE): Scoot back, boys run, 
bend the line, square thru 3/4, LA. 
ZERO BOX (WAVE): Scoot back, boys 
trade, boys run, wheel & deal, zero box. 
ZERO BOX: Swing thru, boys trade, boys 
run, wheel & deal, zero box. 
ZERO BOX (WAVE): Scoot back, girls cir-
culate, boys trade, boys run, wheel & deal, 
star thru zero lines. 
THE BASIC PROGRAM: 
STATIC SQUARE: Heads pass thru, U turn 
back, pass thru, separate around one to a 
line, pass the ocean, girls trade, swing thru, 
boys run, bend the line, pass thru, wheel & 
deal, zoom, centers pass thru, star thru, 
right & left thru, ladies chain, star thru, LA. 
ZERO LINE: Square thru, centers square 
thru 3/4, outsides California twirl, do sa do, 
star thru, cross-trail thru, LA. 
STATIC SQUARE: Heads star thru, pass 
thru, star thru, pass thru, bend the line, right 
& left thru, star thru, dive thru, pass thru, 
LA. 
STATIC SQUARE: Heads pass thru, sepa-
rate around one to a line, pass thru, bend 
the line, star thru, centers square thru 3/4, 
LA. 
STATIC SQUARE: Heads right hand star, 
back by the left, pick up corner & star 
promenade, back out & circle left, four boys 
square thru, do sa do to a wave, boys run 
right, star thru, dive thru, square thru 3/4, 
LA. 
THE MAINSTREAM PROGRAM: 
STATIC SQUARE: Heads slide thru & 
zoom, centers square thru & separate 
around one to a line, centers square thru, 
ends star thru, swing thru, spin the top, right 
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STATIC SQUARE: Head spin the top, boys 
run, bend the line, square thru, circle to a 
line, slide thru, eight chain four, swing thru, 
boys trade, boys run, couples circulate, 
bend the line, right & left thru, slide thru, 
square thru 3/4, trade by, LA. 
STATIC SQUARE: Heads touch 1/4, walk 
& dodge, swing thru, boys run, bend the 
line, right & left thru, dixie style to an ocean 
wave, boys trade, boys cross-run, girls 
trade, recycle, veer left, couples circulate, 
wheel & deal, touch 1/4, scoot back, split 
circulate, girls run, slide thru, LA. 
STATIC SQUARE: Heads pass thru & 
separate around one to a line, all pass thru, 
wheel & deal, girls touch 1/4, girls walk & 
dodge, girls cloverleaf, boys pass thru (to 
a wave), boys run, star thru, pass thru, 
trade by, pass thru, LA. 
STATIC SQUARE: Heads promenade half 
way, lead to the right & do sa do, touch 1/4, 
walk & dodge, partner trade, slide thru, 
pass thru, LA. 
FOLD???? 
STATIC SQUARE: Head ladies chain, 
heads star thru, pass thru, swing thru, cen-
ters fold, all eight star by the right, ladies 
roll back and pass one to the corner, LA. 
CAST OFF (INVERTED LINES): 
STATIC SQUARE: Heads pass thru & 
separate around one and into the middle & 
right & left thru, pass thru, centers in, cast 
off, 3/4, centers pass thru, centers in, cast 
off 3/4, star thru, centers pass thru, square 
thru 3/4, U turn back, LA. 
ZERO BOX: Centers in, cast off 3/4, cen-
ters right & left thru, pass thru, centers in, 
cast off 3/4, star thru, double pass thru, 
leads California twirl, LA. 
A BIT OF DBD: 
ZERO LINE: Pass thru, tag the line-right, 
couples circulate, girls run, centers square 
thru 3/4, ends move up & star thru, all pass 
thru, U turn back, square thru - but on the 
third hand - grand right & left. 
STATIC SQUARE: Sides rollaway 1/2 sa-
shay, circle eight, girls pass thru & clover-
leaf, boys square thru 3/4, do sa do to a 
wave, boys run, star thru, pass thru, U turn 




28th Annual Alaska State 
Square and Round Dance 
July 14-17, 1994 
University of Alaska Fairbanks 
Patty Center 
Callers: Vern Weese and Dick DeMeritt 
Cuers: Steve and Judy Storm 
-es 	AD • 	,,.... awAr -.III -gral.. 
IBM —MI    a_ .t. ,... Sla 
IRIIIIIM. / EN I IN No aa. "MI 
\WWI AM& 	/iii .411.1.011..N.. w  - --...-............—r ----_,- 
You can do it all . . . in Fairbanks 
Alaska's GoldenHeart City 
Need Help with Your Travel Plans' 
Call Vista Travel—A full service travel agency 
1-800-478-7888 (within Alaska) 
1-800-448-7181 (outside Alaska) 
• Dance under the midnignt sun 
• Celebrate the discovery of gold 
• Ride the sternwheeler Discovery 
down the Tanana River and visit 
a native village 
Write or call: Hill and Isabelle Mudd • P.O. Box 71061 • Fairbanks. AK 99707.1061. 907-479.4522 
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3.h.p sick geounchl 
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert 
APPLE BLOSSOM TIME 
SPEC PRESS (FLIP OR LET ME SHOW YOU 
HOW) 
Choreography by Ken & Irene Slater 
Good music with a nice P-5+2 (dble tele & fallaway 
ronde & slip) foxtrot 
PIANO ROLL BLUES 
BELCO 418 (236) 
Choreography by Richard & Joanne Lawson 
Good peppy music & a good fun P-2+1 two step 
cued by Richard 
COLD COLD HEART 
BELCO 418 
Choreography by Croft & De Zordo 
Good music and a nice P-3+1 foxtrot cued by Jack 
Von Der Heide 
MISSOURI WALTZ 
MGR 101 
Choreography by Pete & Carol Metzger 




Choreography by Neil & Doris Koozer 
Same record with a P-4 routine cued by Pete 
TIP OF MY FINGERS RUMBA 
ARISTA 12393-7 
Choreography by Neil & Doris Koozer 




Choreography by Jim & Adele Chico 
Good Carl Dobkins Jr. vocal & a good P-3+2 (dia- 
mond trn & feather fin) foxtrot 
ONE MORE LAST CHANCE 
MCA S7-54715 
Choreography by Jim & Adele Chico 
Peppy Vince Gill vocal with 3 part P-2+1 (fishtail) 
two step with mostly basic figures 
I'VE GOT IT MADE 
BNA 62709-7 
Choreography by Tony Speranzo/Laura 
Mitchell 
John Anderson vocal three part P-2+1 (fishtail) two 
step 
MUSIC, MEMORIES & YOU 
MERCURY 868140-7 
Choreography by Bob & Diana Malthouse 
Good Statler Bros vocal with a comfortable P-3 
waltz 4 times thru 
THE SONG REMEMBERS WHEN 
MCA S7-64734 
Choreography by Jim Adele Chico 
Trisha Yea rwood vocal with a (5 ct) two step P-2+1 
(fishtail) 
HEAVEN'S JUST A SIN AWAY 
MCA 54733 
Choreography by Len Houser 
Good catchy music by Kelly Willis-with a 3 part P-2 
two step routine using basic figures 
MERCURY BLUES 
ARISTA 12607 
Choreography by Fran & Jim Kropf 
Good Alan Jackson vocal with a peppy P-3 two step 
BEAUTIFUL SUNDAY 
STARDUST URC 1226 
Choreography by Bob & Diana Malthouse 
Good Daniel Boone vocal with a comfortable P-4+1 
(open hip twist) cha cha 
VAYA CON DIOS 
COLL 6080 
Choreography by Larry & Pam Wacker 
Good Les Paul & Mary Ford vocal & a nice 3 part 
P-2 waltz 
GOD BLESS TEXAS 
WB 7-18385 
Choreography by Larry & Kathy Gafford 
Good music by Little Texas - P-3+2 (R/L, LJR & 
triple chas) jive & cha cha 
KISS ME IN THE CAR 
LIBERTY S7-17518 
Choreography by Bob & Jackie Scott 
Good John Berry vocal with a comfortable 4 part 
P-5 jive 
SEA CRUISE JIVE 
OBG 4524 
Choreography by Milo & Carol Molitoris 
Lively Frankie Ford vocal with a P-5 jive routine 
SEA CRUISE 
SAME AS ABOVE RECORD 
A comfortable lively P-2 two step 
CHRISTMAS TREE TWO STEP 
LIBERTY 56805 
Choreography by Bob & Diana Malthouse 
Good Suzy Bogguss vocal with a good beat & a 
good P-2 two step that fits well to the music 
SANTA CLAUS IS BACK IN TOWN 
RCA 447-0647 
Choreography by Russ & Mary Morrison 
Good Elvis vocal with a good P-5+2 (whip inside 
turn) west coast swing routine 
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DANCE WITH ME HENRY 
COLL 4812 
Choreography by Annette & Frank Woodruff 
Good Georgia Gibbs vocal with an interesting 
step & jive P-4 (chasse rolls & double cubans) 
(SAME RECORD AS ABOVE) 
Choreography by Nell & Jerry Knight 
A little different P-2+1 (chicken walks) two step 
71NEEDLE DEE TWO STEP 
SAME RECORD AS ABOVE 
Choreography by Milo & Carol Molitoris 
A good peppy two step P-2-1 (fishtail) 
I DON'T CALL HIM DADDY 
BNA 62638-7 
Choreography by Nancy & Dewayne Baldwin 
P-2+1 (fishtail) two step with Doug Sapernaw vocal 
DANCING AT WASHINGTON SQUARE 
EPIC 15-224 
Choreography by Phil & Jane Robertson 
Good Village Stompers music with a good P-4+1 
(American spin) two step, foxtrot & jive 
TWO STEP FROM RUSSIA 
EPIC 15-224 
Choreography by Shirley & Gene Hanson 
Good music - Village Stompers - a good 4 part P-2 
two step 
NEUTRON DANCE 
RCA GB 14354 
Choreography by Larry & Aleta Dunn 
Good peppy Pointer Sisters vocal with a busy cha 
cha routine P-3+1 (alemana) similar to Axel F 
A LITTLE LESS TALK AND A LOT MORE AC-
TION 
MERCURY 422-862-262-7 
Choreography by Ronnie & Bonnie Bond 
Good Toby Keith vocal & a good jive P-4+2 (sailor 
shuffles & chasse rolls) 
THE BUG 
COL 38-77134 
Choreography by Cathy & Ken Feld 
Good peppy Mary Chapin Carpenter vocal with a 3 
part P-2 two step 
JUST AS I AM 
COL 38-74896 
Choreography by Bob & Diana Malthouse 
Good Ricky Van Shelton vocal & a nice P-2 waltz 
FOREVER 
WB7-19158 
Choreography by Billy & Mi Mi Gabler 
Real country music by Randy Travis with a comfort- 
able P-3+1 (diamond trn) waltz 
DANCE WITH THE ONE THAT BROUGHT YOU 
MERCURY 422-862-346-7 
Choreography by Larry & Pam Wacker 
Good Shania Twain vocal & a good P-2+2 (fishtail 
& strolling vine) two step 
LET GO 
ELEKTRA 7-64614 
Choreography by Cathy & Ken Felch 
2 	Peppy Brother Phelps vocal with a 4 part P-2 two 
step 
FOOLS FALL IN LOVE 
CAPITOL X6106 
Choreography by Bob & Diana Malthouse 
Good peppy music by The Beachboys with a com-
fortable 3 part P-2 two step 
KANSAS CITY 
SPEC PRESS OR DECCA 32330 
Choreography by Ron & Ree Rumble 
Good Brenda Lee vocal & a good P-5+2 UR (sugar 
wheel & disco lunge) jive 
THIS CAN'T BE LOVE 
SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by Steve & Judy Storm 
Real smooth music & dance P-5 foxtrot +1 UR 
(inverted fishtail) which makes it interesting' 
HEARTACHES BY THE NUMBER 
COL 4618 
Choreography by CrofVDeZordo 
Good Guy Mitchell vocal & a good P-2+1 two step 
OH CAROL 
RCA 447-0575 
Choreography by Russ & Micki Francis 
Good Neil Sedaka vocal with a comfortable 4 part 




Choreography by Milo & Carol Molitoris 
Good Bobby Bloor vocal with P-3+1 (time step) with 
a rumba tag 
TVVEEDLE DEE 
COLL 4812 
Choreography by Eldon & Dixie Hager 
Good Georgia Gillis vocal with a good P-2 two step 
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THE ONE YOU'VE BEEN WAmNG FOR 
CHAPARRAL RECORDING STAFF 
CALLER'S CLINIC 
May 30 - June 1, 2 & 3, 1994 
Ken Bower 	 Jerry Haag 
Hemet, California Cheyenne, Wyoming 
Gary Shoemake 	Scott Smith 
Sevierville, Tennessee St. George, Utah 
4 DAYS OF INSTRUCTIONS FROM 4 OF THE NATIONS TOP CALLERS 
Over 100 years on the road experience 
CLINIC INCLUDES 2 LEVELS OF INSTRUCTIONS 
Level I: Beginners (no experience needed) • Level II: Graduate (callers with at !cam 5 years experience) 
Covering: Choreography • Singing Calls • Stage Presence 
Sight Calling • Body Flow & Mechanics • Teaching • Music & Voice 
All of this for $652.00 per couple; $620.00 single occupancy or 
$426.00 each - 2 callers sharing same room 
Package Includes Meals • Lodging • Clinic 
Swimming • Tennis • Putt-Putt Golf • Horseshoes • Ping Pong • Volleyball (Horseback trail rides available) 
FOR RESERVATIONS CONTACT: 
English Mountain Retreat • 1096 Alpine Drive • Sevierville, TN 37862 
615-453-0171 • 1-800-633-1281 (Reservations only) 
$50.00 per couple deposit must accompany reservation. 
Deposit is refundable up to 30 days prior to arrival date, less a $20.00 processing fee. 
Don't wait • Limited Attendance 
RESERVATION FORM 
	
❑ Level I 
Chaparral Caller's Clinic - May 30 - June I. 2 & 3. 1994 
	
0 Level II 
Name 	  
His 	 Hers 	 Last 
Street 	  City 	 
State 	 Zip 	  Phone ( 
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CONNECTICUTS 
GREATEST SHOW 
From Hank Katten, Publicity chair-
man. 
The stage is set for the 36th New 
England Square & Round Dance Con-
vention April 22 & 23 at Waterbury, Con-
necticut. It will mark the first time the New 
Englands will be held in the Nutmeg 
State. 
"All is in place for Connecticut's Great-
est Show," stated Al Rubelmann, con-
vention general chairman. 
Convention ribbons can be purchased 
at Crosby High School, the dancing 
headquarters, for those persons who did 
not register and obtain ribbons in ad-
vance. 
For singles, there will be a "Friendship 
Gathering" at the Waterbury Holiday Inn, 
63 Grand St., on Saturday (April 23) 1:00 
to 3:00 PM. Hot and cold munchies will 
be served. The tab is $7 for all the fun 
and food. 
The convention will offer all levels of 
square and round dancing, contras, clog-
ging, progressive squares, introduction 
to country western dancing, exhibitors 
hat's Going On  
In 
Plare Daot‘'% 
selling dance clothing and accessories, 
delicious home-made church dinners, 
celebrity hour and special events and 
lots more. 
A star-studded lineup of 107 callers 
and 50 cuers will lead the dancers 
through the various steps. Forty-two 
models will show the latest outfits at the 
Saturday morning (April 23) fashion 
show, to be narrated by Anna Dixon of 
Reading, Mass. 
There will be a live music hall with the 
Original Country Spice Band performing 
at the Kennedy School main hall Friday 
and Saturday 8:00 to 11:00 PM. There 
will also be a hall for singing calls only. 
Free shuttle busing to the various 
schools will be provided. "It's going to be 




Traditional Dance forthe period March 
1st to July 1st. 
Reference: The American Square 
Dance, Margot Mayo, Sentinel Books, 
1943 
PO BOX 216 GRENN BATH, OH 44210 
   
Latest ROUND DANCES: 
GR 17189 GOODNIGHT SWEETHEART IV foxtrot by Dick & Pat Winter 
No 44 in the SQUARE DANCE PROGRESSION series: 
GR 12244 JAVA instrumental singin call 
Earl Johnston calls the flip: circulate, ocean wave 
New ROUND DANCES to old Grenn records: 
GR 14225 BORN TO DANCE slow TS/Jive/FT by Craig Pierson P-3 
GR 14296 MISS PEABODY BROWN P-3 qkstp by Chuck & Barbar Jobe 
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Featuring: 
Bob Baier, Texas 
Darryl Lipscomb, Texas 
Dave Towry, Missourin 
Bob Malthouse, California 
Two Halls: Plus through C-1 
Squares/Rounds 
July 1, 2, 3 
Friday 7:30 p.m through 2:00 p.m. 
Sunday 
Pre-Registration 
$25 per person for the weekend 
($5 cancellation fee - No refunds 
after June 15) 
+AMMO,. mrwar 
Hawthorne Memorial Center 
Corner El Segundo Blvd. and 
Prairie Ave. 
Hawthorne, CA 
(Just 3 miles from LAX) 
Self-contained RV parking - $10 for 
the weekend (pay on arrival) 
Special Hotel Rates Available 
Please make checks payable to 
Pioneer 8's. Mail to: 
Gene & Sue Willis 
5130 W. 136th St. 
Hawthorne, CA 90250 
For more info call (310) 676-7200 
Formation: Square set 
Music: 'Taint Nothin' or suitable music 
with proper number of repeats--possibly 
a polka. 
Author: Unknown 
Intro: Honor your partners, your cor- 
ners, circle left. 
FIGURE 1 
CALLS: 
a Lady to the right and gent to the left 
and three hands around. 
b. On to the next and four hands around. 
c. Lady to the right and gent to the left 
and three hand around. 
d. Swing in the center and right on 
home. 
CHORUS: 
a. Allemande left, grand change around 
(right and left grand) 
b. Meet your partner and promenade 
home. 
Note: Each couple is active in turn, 1st, 
2nd, 3rd, 4th. 
DESCRIPTION: 
a. The 1st lady moves to the #2 couple, 
while the 1st gent moves to the #4 
couple. The two sets of three dancers 
on each side of the square circle left 
until the next call. 
b. The #1 couple meets in the center of 
the set, join inside hands, the gent's 
right with his partner's left and lead on 
to the #3 couple where they circle 
four. 
c. The #1 lady now moves over to the #4 
couple and the #1 gent to the #2 
couple and repeat as in (a). 
d. The #1 couple meets in the center of 
the set and swings until the call: "On 
Home" at which time they move into 
their original position. 
FIGURE 2 
CALLS: 
a. Top or leading couples (#1 & #3 or #2 
& #4), right and left thru on the right 
(that's over and back). 
b. Top ladies chain on the right (that's 
over and back). 
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CHORUS: 
a. Allemande Left, grand change (right 
& left grand), half-way around. 
b. Meet your partner and promenade 
home. 
c. Repeat figure with the top couples 
moving to the left. 
d. For the calls: (a) top or leading cou-
ple, right & left thru to the right, com-
ing back to the left, etc. 
DESCRIPTION: 
a. Head couples execute a regular right 
& left thru with the couples on their 
respective right sides. 
b. The same couples perform a ladies 
chain with this variation: When the 
lady advances toward her opposite 
gent, extending her left hand to him, 
he takes her left hand in his left hand, 
places his right on the left arm of the 
lady, at her elbow and helps her 
around in a turn. Her partner does the 
same when she returns to her place. 
FIGURE 3 
CALLS: 
a. Head couple out to the right and circle 
four. 
b. On to the next and circle, 
then two ladies chain (that's over and 
back). 
c. On to the last, circle four. 
CHORUS: 
a. Allemande left, grand change (right 
and left grand). 
b. Meet your partner and promenade. 
NOTE: Each couple is active in the 
following order: 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th. The 
promenade in Samsonville Quadrille, is 
a dance promenade at all times. In 
closed ballroom position, the dancers 
perform a polka around to place, keeping 
very close to the floor, in other words, not 
hopping. 
Cruise on the Seaward 
with 
Steve Kopman & Lee Kopman 
Advanced Level with Star Tips 
May 13, 1994 - May 16, 1994 
starting at $349 per person 
Features Include: Accomodations aboard the Seaward for three nights, square dancing with 
Steve and Lee Kopman, eight meals a day including room service, entertainment, port charges, 
private cocktail reception, a musical production, comedy acts, live bands, every imaginable 
on-board sport, aerobics, gambling, duty free shopping, state of the art fitness center, one formal 
evening with the Captain hosting a gala cocktail reception and two informal evenings. 
For reservations or additional information, please send the attached application to: 
Deborah Kopman, 1305 Whitower Drive, Knoxville TN 37919 (615) 691-1580 or 
1-800-251-2027. A Deposit of $50 per person should be included to secure space 
on this trip. Space is limited. 
Names: (1st person) 
	
(2nd person) 
Address:  	 _ _ 
City  	State 	 Zip Code 
Phone Numbers: (home) 	  (office) 
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DANCE OF THE ROSES 
April 15,16,17,1994 
Come one, come all, to the "Dance of 
the Roses," the California State Square 
Dance Convention in Pasadena, Califor-
nia, April 15,16,17,1994. A Trail-In 
Dance will be held on Thursday evening, 
April 14, at 7:30 PM with Terry Mosier 
calling, and Ken and Lou Milligan cuing 
rounds. 
Other special events include singles 
after-parties, a convention after-party, 
and educational panels that will include 
youth. There will be space for all dance 
levels including New Dancers, Main-
stream, Plus, Advanced and Challenge, 
as well as separate halls for singles and 
youth. Round Dancing, Clogging, Contra 
and Country Western Dancing will also 
be available. 
R.V. parking is being relocated closer 
to the Convention Center. This will be 
within walking distance to the old 
Pasadena area, the antique center, and 
other attractions. Information will be 
available at the information booth. 
Remember to wear your leather sole 
shoes so you can glide across the car-
peted floors. Round Dancing and Clog-
ging will have wood floors to enhance 
your dancing pleasure. 
THERE WILL BE NO RV PARKING 
ON THURSDAY NIGHT AT THE '94 
STATE CONVENTION 
DANCING ON RUGS 
A Suggestion from Jim Hill of Palos 
Verdes Estates: 
"Nobody would ever confuse a rug for 
a hardwood floor, but problems involved 
with dancing on rugs can be minimized if 
you have shoes with leather soles. Spray 
the soles with. silicon spray (available 
from hardware stores). Don't do so just 
before you dance, because the spray 
should dry. Otherwise, slippery spots will 
be left on hard surfaces. The person 
should be careful when he walks initially, 
since the shoes will slide easier. 
I keep two sets of square dance shoes, 
one normal, and one sprayed. That way, 




We are often asked at the National, 
when will Kansas host a national. To 
date, no plans have been formulated to 
that effect. But each year, in Salina, Kan-
sas, a super State Convention is held the 
1st weekend of June. This year the dates 
are Friday evening, June 3 and all day 
Saturday, June 4. The Convention opens 
with impromptu rounds at 6:30 PM and a 
Grand march at 7:45 PM. Dancing then 
follows till 11:00 PM with Mainstream and 
Round Dancing to area callers and cuers. 
Plus and Advanced in the two adjoining 
halls and Contra has a fourth area. 
Saturday activities begin with the an-
nual dancers meeting, callers meeting, 
sewing clinic, Mainstream dancing (to 
State Callers), Country Western Dancing 
and a Round Dance workshop by the 
current featured cuers, Larry and Pam 
Wacker. The style show takes place in 
the afternoon, again with plenty of halls 
open for square and round dancing and 
two special dances where singles (or 
solos) may get acquainted with others in 
attendance. 
The evening fun again has the Contra 
Hall open, Plus and Advanced by State 
callers, rounds by state cuers, and Main-
stream in the main arena by Jon Jones, 
featured caller of Arlington, TX. The Pa-
rade of Clubs officially opens the eve-
nings activities with exhibitions during 
the break. All this takes place in Ken-
wood Park at the Salina BeCentennial 
Center where you can park your motor 
home (electricity only available upon re-
quest), stay at the 20 some motels, or the 
convenient KOA. Progress is on the 
move in Salina adding to the clean and 
delicious eating establishments currently 
serving the public with three more under 
construction plus additional motels. 
There is still time to make your reserva-
tions by contacting JW & Helen Rut-
ledge, 1900 Dakota St. Leavenworth, KS 
66048 (913)682-7926) 1994 Square 
Dance Coordinators. Or plan your vaca- 
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SEND ORDERS TO: 
	
HIS & HER SHIRTS 
LANE 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE 
Sylvia Nelson 
3813 ROCKY FORD AVE 
MANHATTAN KS 66502 
We travel to "Specials" 
PHONE ORDERS: 1-800-533-4449 
PLEASE HAVE CREDIT CARD NUMBER READY 
VISA, DISCOVER, MC, AMERICAN EXPRESS 
HER DRESS 
--) 
MATCHING MEN & LADIES SHIRTS BY ELY, CALL FOR 
LATEST COLORS. SHOES BY COAST, 
PROMENADERS, TIC-TAC-TOES 
SIZE 	  
LENGTH 	  
COLORS  
SHIP TO: 
Jade/Black wan ...aze Leaves 
♦3821 S - XL Ladies 	*3921 S-XXL Men 
Poly cotton with pearl snaps 
$35.00 each 
add $4.50 pfh, KS residents add $4.05 sales tax 
Many other styles - call for latest colors 
tion travels to drop by the State event 
peopled by those in the distinctive brown 
and golden sunflower dresses. Our wish 
is to "Dance More in '94" and hope to 




CALLERLAB, the International Asso-
ciation of square Dance Callers, has 
signed an agreement with BMI (Broad-
cast Music, Incorporated) and ASCAP 
(the American Society of Composures, 
Authors and Publishers) allowing the is-
suance of licenses to perform copy-
righted music for square dances and 
related events to any square dance caller 
needing such license. 
The CALLERLAB Board of Governors 
feels that this offering is an appropriate 
and responsible action in light of the con- 
tinuing need for copyright infringement 
protection for clubs, organizations and 
associations in the square dance activity. 
CALLERLAB offers two licenses: a 
license to call up to 50 dances/lessons 
per year or a license to call over 50 
dances/lessons per year. Callers pur-
chasing a music license may also pur-
chase a $2,000,000 liability policy which 
protects them in case of a lawsuit result-
ing from their calling activities. 
License and insurance is offered at 
cost plus a $20 administrative fee. Total 
cost are as follows: BMI & ASCAP li-
cense to call up to 50 dances/lessons per 
year - $70.00, 
BMI & ASCAP license to call over 50 
dances/lessons per year - $101.00, Op-
tional $2,000,000 group liability policy 
premium - $15.00. 
For further information write CALLER-
LAB, 829-3rd Ave. SE, Rochester MN 
55904. 	✓ 
Solid color body with print ruffles on blouse and 
8 gore skirts with 4 appliques, matching belt, 
mans tie. Black, Red, Turq, Kelly, Fuscia with 
coordinating prints. Sizes P, S, M. L. XL Length 
18' to 24' 5109.00; add $4.50 p/h. KS residents 
add $4.05 sales tax. 
NAME 	  
ADDRESS 	  
CITY 	  
STATE ZIP 
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THE BEST KEPT SECRET 
IN SQUARE DANCING 
1.Physical 
A. Keeps you healthy while you exercise - and have fun at the same time. 
B. Keeps your circulatroy system (including your heart) working better 
C. Helps lower blood pressure. 
D. Helps recovery from accidental injuries 
E. Helps recovery from crippling diseases (strokes, arthritis) 
F. Tones up your muscles 
Best of all its aerobic, and more fun than a lot of areobic exercises. 
2. 	Emotional 
Emotional benefits are gained from the fellowship around the square. 
Comparisons between Various Exercise Programs 
Waltz 	 1/2 hour 	1.5 pts. 
Walking/Running1.8 miles in 28 min 1.8 pts 
Tennis 	 1/2 hour 	2.2 pts. 
Polka 1/2 hour 2.5 pts. 
Cycling 	2 miles in 6 min. 	2.5 pts. 
Golf 18 holes, walking 2.5 pts. 
Football 	25 min. (continuous) 	2.5 pts. 
Square Dancing 	1/2 hour 	2.5 pts. 
Aerobic Dancing 1/2 hour 6.0 pts. 
The above statistics are from: "The Aerobic Program for Total Fitness" by Kenneth 
Cooper, M.D., "The Father of Aerobics" M. Evans and Co., Publisher, 1992, 216 East 
49th St., New York, NY 10017 and personal correspondence with Dr. Cooper, 28 May, 
1993. 
In his letter Dr. Cooper states "I encourage you to keep up with your dancing since 
we know that avoiding inactivity, three times per week, will provide great benefit." He 
also states, "We do consider both square and round dancing as beneficial in providing 
health and longevity benefits." 
Regularity is the important thing, at least three times a week. Three 1/2 hour 
exercise sessions are better than one 1&1/2 hour session. 
Did you know that in an evening of square and round dancing, you may dance 9 
tips of squares (16,416 ft.) and 2 rounds between tips (9360 ft.) or a total of 25,776 
feet? (About 5 miles.) Calculations are by Cal Golden. 
October issue of Bow & Swing Magazine. 
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Encore 
by DOROTHY WALKER 
Highlights From Past Issues Of This Magazine 
10 YEARS AGO APRIL, 1984 
"Teaching Rounds," by Lloyd & Elise 
Ward of Eugene, Oregon tells us: Cou-
ples who wish to teach rounds should 
first form good dance habits themselves. 
Good posture is a must- stand tall, keep 
the weight over the legs. Keep a narrow 
base; move with feet passing close and 
under the body. One very good habit is 
to relax and smile. Instructors must know 
and teach steps forming good habits. If 
we let dancers do steps and positions 
incorrectly, they soon become bad hab-
its, which must be removed with diffi-
culty. 
The best teaching tool is an enthusi-
astic instructor, with utmost patience, 
and one who carefully plans each lesson 
to fit each group of dancers. 
Teaching rounds is definitely a team 
situation. The non-verbal partner is most 
important. Usually the woman, she 
should be able to demonstrate plainly 
and exactly what the woman does. She 
should be able to verbalize and be able 
to cue a bit. We feel the woman can most  
effectively spot the problem areas; she 
helps the man by judging if a certain 
pattern needs further stress. 
We close with a few Do's and Don't's: 
1. Do start each class with a fun-type 
mixer or fun hash cueing. 
2. Do change partners in the first few 
class sessions. 
3. Don't teach a difficult step at the 
end of a class session- your dancers are 
more tired than you think they are. 
4. Do use the last ten minutes of class 
to review or "play with" drills or mixer you 
have used earlier. 
5. Do remind dancers of things they 
can practice at home. 
6. Do have fun yourself; if you show 
enjoyment, your dancers will too. 
25 YEARS AGO APRIL, 1969 
Vic Wells of Drexel Hills, PA sent the 
following thoughts, good ones to keep in 
mind as you travel to those vacation 
spots this summer. 
A sense of humor is a desirable pos-
session for all square dancers to have, 
SETS IN ORDER BOOKS AND OTHER SQUARE DANCE PRODUCTS OFFERED BY 
NEW ENGLAND CALLER 
P.O. BOX 8069 
LOWELL, MA 01853 
Basic Round Dancing. 
Diplomas - Sq. Dance 
Rd. Dance, Arch Angel, 
Appreciation Awards. 
Needle notes, Square 
Dancing, The Other Stuff 
Five Year Calendars. 
Handboks for 
Basic-Mainstream, 
Plus, & Indoctrinatin. 
Line Dance Books, 
Line Dance Glossary. 
Sq. Dancers On Slate. 
Books, A-1-A-2,C-1, 
C-2, C-3A. Videos, Basic, 
Mainstream, Plus, A-1, 
A-2. Caller Text 
Caller Teacher Manual. 
Call - 1-800-666-6733 FOR PRODUCT PRICES AND INFORMATION 
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FREE 
ASHTON & CALIFONE AMPLIFERS 
ASIATIC & ELECTROVOICE 
MICROPHONES 
CUSTOMIZED MUSIC VOLUME CONTROLS 
SPEAKER STANDS & TILTERS 




NADY WIRELESS MICROPHONES 
3 AND 5 YEAR CALENDARS 
MAGNETIC & TRAVEL PATTER AIDS 
NEEDLES, TAPS, WAX, MISC. 
POLETHYLENE RECORD STORAGE BOX 
REPAIR SERVICE 
RANDOM SOUND, INC. 
Oscar & Shirley Johnson 
7317 Harriet Ave , S , Minneapolis, MN 55423 
612-869-9501 Bus • 612-869-6168 Res 
LENGTH AND WAIST ADJUSTABLE PETTICOAT 
60 YARD DOUBLE LAYER 
To ..de u smaller jah mow the bloom 
ewer on the ricatir To wale se rarer 
jar miaow Owl ay Lulu- aul *bp IA10 
surd., awe ovA nos nwo inch. bolo.. 
1592 NYLON ORGANDY $42.95 
9512 SOFT CHIFFON 	$39.95 
8500 CRYSTAL 	 510.95 
MATCHING PETTIPANTS $10.00 
Pusan l Pow colon: Whir, Red, Br* Navy, Lt. Yellow, 
Pink, Le. Blue, Natural, Was, Aqua, Ld.c. Purple, Royal, Key, Dirty 
Rose, Meth Peacock Blue, Ratherry. lade, Peach 
Sam 1582 - P S M L 	.%1; 159211500PSML 
VICKI Low cot thermal sump, 2 in 
covered rests Met top green leacher 
wpm, fully !red ..If ad) buckle, chrome 
aplet loathe warder heel shank, full noel 
countee; round co.i ColoneSser 
Black M 5.11, N 6-9, W 6-10 
Rd: 34 6-9 la, N 7.9. W 6 1/2 -9 
Saver: M 6-10. W 7-10 
Whet,r, M5.11, N 6-101(2,W 5 1/2-10 
HI-STEPPER -T7 strap flat AS glove 
Fader omen, elk soles wth gull curson 
smoke her rill make rallung or dancing a 
pleasure. This shoe • absolutely new in 
ocoservoion JO comfort. Sera N M W 5-11 
Colon: Black, Whsk Red 539 95 
StheedGold 343 95 
MAJESTIC The ukomate in comfort 
Tradrand ay* 1- heel glove leather upper, 
fully those !red, chrome leather 
console Colors WM,1 Black Sol 4-12, 
N 5-12, W 5-10 Red, M 4-10,W 5.10, 
Whir only 56.10.  
Western Squares, Intl. 
6820 Gessoes • Se Lam, MO 63116 	1"....."..C.,Y; 
(314) 353.7230 
MESQUI1111 SHIRTS 
'5% pdyass muo. Colors: Mak Rad, Royal Blue, L. Bra, Dory 
Rose, Black. Bevan Noisy. Ur, YeIlthe Pink. Pe.eh, 
Peacock Blue, Grey .  
Sow 15-17 1/2 	 537.95 
Sue: 19-19 	 533.9E 
IA% poly/20% corer 
Colors WhileMate, CrernICIthen, 
LeBleseilt. Flhe 
Sates. 15.17 112 	 $3A95 
Saes 18 10 	 534.05 
RANGER PANTS 	$39.95 shah 
&enroll Ware Snap Prato 
100% Poly, Colon Burgundy. White, 
Kelly Germ, Tan, Black, Red, Co. Ony, Drk Grey, 
Royal Navy, 13they Rose, Powder Mum Brown. 
Saes 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, M, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 42, 
44, 46, 48 
OR Poly/35 % Caroni Colors Who Grey. Bleck, 
Navy, Broom, Blue, Whew 
CHEYENNE Full leather upper A hang. Square 
dance A causal drier for 0.1. Seee I dank 
eastern mole, crepe outoole A heel. Extremely 
onenfortabk Cokes' Black. Whir, Brown Bore. 
Saes - M 7.13, W 7.13 
MR. STOMPER & MS. STOMPER 
Cleric lax Style Oxford. unlined glove leather 
pper, wad heel with coespission 
°erole. Gram shoe for clogging, tap, round 
dancing arkulhooes. 
Mess arm M 2.14 (6.11 with half ores) 
W 7.13(7.11 rich talf area) Colcirs• Block A 
White. 
Loathes rare 5- ION (AA), 4-IOM (B), 
4.10W (D) Halt sea available. Color White 
CURRENT CATALOG • $7 .00 
TO ORDERI Sur ay h, color, we end prom and inch your name, addira. 
007, are, up and telephone number. Mar hid 55.00 for rapping rd 
handling. Miran customers pare cid 5.725% Witt... Feseign shipments 
plere odd 56.00 per AMY Canada, KM.. A ALAN residents add S3.00 per 
AEC. 	 Allow 3-4 Weeks 	to. Dether 
CHARGE PURCHASES: Send card number, name printed on card and 
expranon dose of card VISA and MASTERCARD •coected 411= w. aisa 
CHEYENNE $52 .95 
STOMPERS $12.96 





especially around new dancers. Many of 
the petty mistakes made by new dancers, 
which may annoy us, contain an element 
of humor, and when we laugh with the 
dancers at these goofs, they cease to 
annoy us. 
As square dancers, we are uninten-
tional germ carriers and, as such, are 
either an asset or a liability to our club, to 
others and to ourselves. Good Humor 
and Bad Humor are two mighty conta-
gious diseases, and how we display  
them reflects very effectively on a new 
square dancer. Laugh and they'll laugh 
with you. Cry, and they may never return. 
One of the few things in this world that 
can be shared freely with others without 
depleting the original stock is a sense of 
humor. After all, long faces were de-
signed solely for the use of anteaters and 
horses. Let's not infringe on their patent. 
Remember as you travel and dance this 
summer - SMILE! 	v°  
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gefore we explore our Contra figures for this month I would like to share 
portions of a "Mini-lecture" written by 
Larry Jennings, a prominent Contra 
Dance leader from New England and pub-
lished in his book "Zesty Contra's."' 
"Caller Attributes" 
• Empathy with the dancers; project 
an attitude that the dancers 'inter-
ests are foremost. 
• Relaxed demeanor; suggests that if 
the caller isn't up tight, the dancers 
need not be. 
• Enthusiasm; making it seem that the 
next dance is the most fun, most 
satisfying, absolutely the most re-
warding dance in this time slot. 
• Demonstrate respect for the dances 
you call; this suggests that the danc-
ers should not be indifferent or 
lackadaisical, but dance with enthu-
siasm. 
• Respect and Concern for the danc-
ers; suggesting that they show re-
spect and concern for each other. 
• Treat the dancers with high, but re-
alistic expectations. Avoid patroni-
zation. 
• Charisma; a valuable asset, how-
ever do not let it be a substitute for 
dancer generated excitement. 
• Discriminate between interesting 
and challenging dances and simply 
awkward movements . 
American Squaredance, April 1994 
	 by Don Ward 
American Callers Assoc. 
Contralab 
• Remember, beginners are rarely a 
problem; they came to have fun with 
an open mind. 
Thanks, Larry for permission to share 
these "attributes" with another generation 
of callers. In coming months I will share 
some of Larry's suggestions for program-
ing an evenings' dance. 
Now for some Contra dances that can 
be used in circles with couples facing 
couples. A dance that should be in every 
caller's beginner or one night stand book 
is Bob Howell's "Marching To Pretoria." 
This dance uses only 5 basic movements. 
Formation; One couple with back to COH, 
other couple facing COH. Movements are 
indicated for each eight counts of music. 
1) LADIES CHAIN ACROSS; 2) LADIES 
CHAIN BACK; 3) same 4 RIGHT HAND 
STAR; 4) LEFT HAND STAR (end with 
outer circle facing ccw, inner circle cw) 5) 
PROMENADE THE WAY YOU FACE (6 
steps on 7 & 8) TURN ALONE; 6) COME 
BACK TO COUPLE YOU LEFT (6 steps, 
face them on 7 & 8); 7) RIGHT & LEFT 
THRU; 8) PASS THRU, WHEEL LEFT 
FACE NEW COUPLE (repeat, ladies 
chain). The original music is Lloyd Shaw 
183 "Marching to Pretoria." "Wait till Sun 
Shines Nelly" ESP 132 works well also. 
Don Armstrong's "Contrarotation" uses 
7 basics. Formation; One couple with their 
back to COH, other couple facing them & 
COH, partner is across from you in the 
other circle. 
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.sere U S add 510 Speedy 
Payable in U S Dollars 
Check or MO Only 
Broadcast quOty 	 BASIC 	Featuring BETSY GOT TA 
video tapes Filmed SECOND HALF 	Caller 27 years Member 
in lelevision studio 	(movements 7650/ Board at Governors 
featuring 
	
'995 Callerlab overhead 4 
MAINSTREAM 	 PLUS 
1 
Callerlab sequence 51-67i 	 ,N movements' 
$3995 	 $4995 
1) (men face left, ladies right) COR-
NER DO SA DO; 2) SAME ONE SWING 
(finish with this girl on the man's right 
facing the couple in the other circle) 3) 
CIRCLE LEFT; 4) STAR LEFT BACK TO 
PLACE (end with dancers in outer circle 
facing ccw, inner cw); 5) THE WAY YOU 
FACE PROMENADE IN 2's; 6) WHEEL 
AS COUPLE COME BACK TO PLACE;7) 
THOSE 2 LADIES CHAIN; 8) CHAIN 
BACK; (men face left, ladies right, re-
peat). Music, JoPat 601 "Travel On." This 
music dictates short step or Lloyd Shaw 
200, "Up Jumped the Devil." 
While these first two are easy dances, 
our third offers a challenge to a dancers 
ability to adapt to changing positions. 
"July in Augusta" by Tony Parkes is de-
ceptive so give your dancers a fun chal-
lenge. 
Formation: Couple facing couple 
around the hall, one cw other ccw, lady on 
man's right facing same direction. 1) LA-
DIES CHAIN ACROSS; 2) HALF 
PROMENADE (ladies are in original po-
sition, men have changed places); 3) CIR-
CLE LEFT ONCE AROUND; 4) SWING 
YOUR PARTNER (end facing opposite 
couple, one with their backs to coh other 
backs to wall); 5) CIRCLE LEFT ONCE 
AROUND; 6) LEFT HAND LADY SWING 
(end facing your partners couple, gents 
are in original places, ladies across from 
their partners) 7) RIGHT AND LEFT 
THRU; 8) LADIES CHAIN, COURTESY 
TURN FULL AROUND (now facing a new 
couple ready to chain). Music; "Shame on 
You" UTE UR4 or for a New England flare 
use "Fisher's Hornpipe" or "Glise de Sher-
brooke" on the Ip New England Chestnuts 
2. I just received information that Alcazar 
is closing out their remaining stock of 
these Ip's, FR 204, at $5.00 each. Their 
number is 800-541-9904. 
A special thank you is in order to the 
callers in England, Al Green, Henry Gar-
lath, Ralph Meakin, who are upoating me 
on the use of Contras in England includ-
ing their beginner classes as an easy way 
to include the odd number of dancers 
which seems to be a recurring problem for 
all of us. 
* Larry Jennings address is, 80 Clifton 
St. Belmont MA 02178. ✓ 
BUILD CONFIDENCE • SHARPEN SKILLS • REINFORCE LESSONS 
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ADVANCED AND CHALLENGE 
SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION 
JUNE 16, 17, 18, 1994 
PAVILION CONVENTION CENTER 
(ALL HALLS AIR CONDITIONED) 
VIRGINIA BEACH, VIRGINIA 
STAFF CALLERS 
ED FOOTE 	DAVE HODSON 	ROSS HOWELL MIKE JACOBS 
PITTSBURGH, PA DAYTON, OH GRAND PRAIRIE, TX 	HERNDON, VA 
LEE KOPMAN 	STEVE KOPMAN RON LIBBY 
LONG ISLAND, NY KNOXVILLE, TN W. FALMOUTH, ME 
DAVE LIGHTLY 	NORM POISSON 	BEN RUBR1GHT 
WAUKEE, IA 	 TEWKSBURY, MA LOS ALAM1TOS, CA 
ANNE UEBELACKER 	DAVE WILSON 
VANCOUVER. CANADA 	 VENICE, FL 
ASSOCIATE CALLERS: SAUNDRA BRYANT, VIC CEDER, TODD FELLEGY 
FIVE HALLS OF AIR CONDITIONED DANCING CONTINUOUSLY 
ADVANCED (A-2), C-1, C-2, C-3A, C-3B 
(ALSO PART-TIME C-4 HALL) 
CONVENTION DANCING: THURSDAY AFTERNOON & THURSDAY NIGHT, JUNE 16 
MORNING — AFTERNOON — EVENING DANCING ON FRIDAY & SATURDAY, JUNE 17 & 18 
SPECIAL TRAIL-END DANCE 	 SPECIAL NON-STAFF CALLER DANCE 
WED. NITE, JUNE 15 	 THURS. MORNING, JUNE 16 
ALL HALLS IN OPERATION ALL HALLS IN OPERATION 
CONDUCTED BY STAFF CALLERS 
VIRGINIA BEACH 
• Outstanding Resort Area on Atlantic Ocean - Beach and Boardwalk only 1 mile from Convention Site. 
• Convention Center. All halls air conditioned, terrazzo floors. Free parking. 
• Air Travelers: Convention Center is 20 minute drive from Norfolk International Airport 
(Two hotels within walking distance of Convention Center) 
• Information on motels, hotels, and campgrounds sent when you register. 
SWIM IN THE OCEAN! RELAX ON THE BEACH 
ARRIVE EARLY - STAY AFTER CONVENTION - FOR A SUPER VACATION EXPERIENCE! 
Check hall you will be dancing 
AME 	  in the majority of the time 
DDRESS 	  A-2 	C-3A 
	C-1 C-3B 
C-2 	C-4 
DANCE FEE: $36/PERSON 
DEPOSIT: $10/PERSON 
MAIL TO: 
ED & MARILYN FOOTE 
140 McCandless Drive 
Wexford, PA 15090 
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SD 510 - CIRCLE DANCES AND MIXERS #3 
Called by JACK MURTHA 
- Easy Achey Breaky (line dance) 
- Chasin' Rainbows (easy couple dance) 
- Friendship Ring (circle mixer) 
DIA 4003 - DIAMOND CALENDAR GIRL (calls 1-20 
Called by CRAIG ROWE 
The DIAMOND PROGRAM is designed for use in school classes 
and in EASY SQUARE DANCE PROGRAMS. For info, write: 
JACK MURTHA ENTERPRISES •146 CLINTON ST• YUBA CITY, CA 95992 3055 • (916)673 -1120 
Someone recently asked me why many flyers do not say Al or A2 along with the word "Advanced." 
Because there seems to be some ongo-
ing confusion about labeling Advance, 
let's discuss the matter. 
Advanced means A-2. So if a flyer 
says "Advanced" and nothing else, it is 
automatically an A-2 level. Therefore, a 
person dancing only A-1 should not ex-
pect to find A-1 dancing at an event 
labeled "Advanced." 
Some flyers say Advanced (A-2). 
While the A-2 in parenthesis is techni-
cally not needed, it is helpful for the 
reader in that it leaves absolutely no 
doubt as to what will be called. 
Other flyers will say Advanced (A-1 & 
A-2). What this says is there will be both 
A-1 sessions and A-2 sessions. Unfortu-
nately, this is not what some people 
mean when they make the flyer- they are 
saying that Advanced consists of A-1 
and A-2. Well, naturally it does, so it is  
illogical to say it, especially because it 
tells people there will be A-1 at the event 
when in fact there may be no A-1. 
In other words, "A-1" should never be 
used on a flyer unless there will in fact be 
separate A-1 sessions. Never say A-1& 
A-2 unless there will be separate A-1 
sessions. Likewise, if only A-1 sessions 
will be presented, then the correct word-
ing is Advanced (A-1). 
Some flyers omit the word "Advanced" 
and simply say "A-1" or "A-2." This is 
fine. But again, a flyer should not use the 
phrase A-1 & A-2 unless there will be 
separate A-1 sessions. 
If "Challenge" is used on a flyer, it 
should always be followed by the levels 
of Challenge in parenthesis that will be 
called. So Challenge (C-1 & C-2) means 
there will be C-1 sessions and C-2 ses-
sions. The word "Challenge" can be 
omitted if desired, with merely the desig-
nations of C-1, C-2, etc. ✓ 





by Pete Diven 
Edge wood, MD 
For the past couple of years, I have been hearing how we need a quicker 
entry program into square dancing. Ac-
cording to these proponents, square 
dancing numbers are declining because 
it takes too long to learn to square dance 
and it's too complicated. 
I will agree that we have some prob-
lems, but the lists being too long and 
complicated are not among them. Con-
tinually changing these lists is. It's like 
taking your car to the garage because it 
has a flat tire and the mechanic starts 
working on the engine. That's not the part 
that's broken. So leave it alone. 
Let's take a look at a quicker entry level 
program. Mainstream takes too long to 
teach. Let's shorten the Mainstream list. 
WHY!! We already have a shorter list. It's 
called the Basic Program. How many ba-
sic clubs do you have in your area? We 
also have a shorter list than that. It's called 
the community Dance Program. If that's 
still too long, how about traditional square 
dancing such as the visiting couples 
squares. You can do that in one night. 
Now we even have another group who 
says we should combine Mainstream and  
o
rpotimoutos.. 
TAKE AIM AT ANYTHING 
Plus to form a "one floor, one level" pro-
gram, which has been designed over a 
two year period to "do away with existing 
barriers between dancers and return to 
the days of the undesignated dancer;" a 
program "which needs to be called merely 
"Square Dancing" level." What do we call 
the dancing at Advanced or Challenge? 
For that matter, what do we call Tradi-
tional or Contra? Are we forgetting where 
we came from? This would definitely not 
do away with barriers, but create a much 
larger one. They have already combined 
these lists. They have grouped the move-
ments, rearranged them and renumbered 
them to come up with a very impressive 
number of 62 movements or families, 
compared to 96 on the other list. They 
have, in fact, dropped about 10 or 11 
movements, including California Twirl, 
Dive Thru and Box The Gnat. I guess 
these aren't used enough to warrant re-
taining them. 
One article states that this combined 
list "can be taught in 25 lessons." GET 
REAL!!! Have new definitions been es-
tablished for this list? Has a list of limits or 
restrictions, almost as long as the list of 
movements, been established to allow 
this all to be taught in 25 lessons? Anyone 
with a little knowledge and some common 
sense should recognize this as possible 
but only with certain limits or restrictions. 
samommtliII444) 
CASCADE 
1=1 ECc r E CO. 
C-1001 WANTED MAN 	 by Jerry 
C-1002 SOMETHING (Hoedown) . . . by Bill 
C-1003 PLEASE PASS THE KISSES by Bob 
Bit( Peterson Bob Anderson Jerry Abbey 
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BREAK THE SOUND BARRIERS! 
OUR SPEAKERS ARE ENGINEERED AND DESIGNED TO 
PROVIDE QUALITY SOUND IN DIFFICULT SITUATIONS. 
THE ORIGINAL YAK STACK; THE LEADER IN QUALITY SOUND SINCE 1961. 
THE MOST POPULAR FOLDING SPEAKER IN AMERICA.. 
WE HAVE THE RIGHT SPEAKER FOR ANY HALL YOU CALL! 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! 
DIRECTOR JUNIOR 	HALF YAK 
	
YAK STACK 
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE AN ORDER, 
CALL (203)647-7530 FAX (203) 870-4546 
OR WRITE: YAK STACK 
P.O. Box 361, Tolland, CT 06084-0361 =DI  
The question still remains, how will the 
dancers learn all of these movements in 
25 lessons? 
There is another product of this new 
list. It's called "confusion." Graduates of 
the new 'Square Dancing' level cannot 
dance at Mainstream level dances be-
cause they haven't been taught all the 
Mainstream movements. Graduates at 
Mainstream can't dance at the "Square 
Dancing " level dances because of the 
Plus calls. This is starting to sound an 
awful lot like 25 or 30 years ago when 
dancers in one area could not dance in 
another area because they didn't do the 
same movements. It seems to me that 
creating a new program where programs 
already exist is not the way to perpetuate 
and build the activity. 
I also believe we are seeing another 
example of poor leadership. Why do I say 
"another"? Because I have seen leader-
ship declining for several years. How 
many clubs are having problems finding 
someone to even run for a club office? 
How many clubs hire a caller to teach a 
class and then tell the caller to teach a 
certain way? How many callers agree to 
do this because if they don't, the club will 
hire someone else who will? Callers are 
supposed to be leaders. Let them lead. 
Each movement has an established defi-
nition, voted and agreed upon by a major-
ity of callers. Most also have styling notes, 
also voted and agreed upon by a majority 
of callers, establishing proper hand posi-
tions or skirt-work. Callers, teach the 
movements properly and teach styling 
with it. Then, for the benefit of the stu-
dents, insist it be done properly in your 
classes and workshops by everyone, ex-
perienced dancers included. The stu-
dents are confused enough trying to learn 
and remember how to do-sa-do. Why give 
the student two or three different ways to 
do the same movement while they're in 
the learning process? 
It is wonderful that some Advanced 
dancers support Mainstream classes. I 
enjoy seeing that support. But, if you want 
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to see something that would be funny if it 
wasn't so sad, attend a class where the 
caller does not teach styling. In an ocean 
wave, the advanced dancer has the 
hands down in a handshake. The dancer 
taught a few years ago has the hands 
ready for a forearm hold. Someone was 
taught properly and has their hands up. 
And there stands the poor student trying 
to figure out what to do. Again, confused. 
Ladies and gentlemen, I'm not saying 
that every definition or styling parameter 
is the easiest way or the best way or even 
the correct way, but it is the agreed upon 
way by the majority. Are we so self-cen-
tered that we'll do it our way regardless of 
what the majority thinks or how confused 
the new student may become? 
While we're speaking of classes, how 
many Advanced clubs do you know that 
run Plus classes? I agree that most callers 
have to re-teach a lot of Mainstream and 
Plus movements, but it is still an Ad-
vanced class. Then, why are Plus clubs 
teaching Mainstream classes? Oh, we 
teach Mainstream classes, but when they 
graduate, we drop the level of the club so 
they can catch up. RIGHT!!! These new 
dancers have just been taught the Main-
stream program in 25 to 30 lessons, if 
they're lucky. Now they're being pushed 
right into Plus. They're not really being 
allowed to learn and feel comfortable with 
what they've just been taught. More con-
fusion on top of the confusion that already 
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Beautiful white lace makes this 
an outstanding style! The elastic 
neckline and sleeves are 
trimmed in this special wide lace 
as well asa dainty white edge 
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The matching skirt also 
has the special wide white lace 
ruffle and a dainty small lace edge. 
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they don't need or want so they go bowl-
ing. And we stand around scratching our 
heads and asking why we're losing so 
many new dancers. 
DANCERS - Quit pushing. Let the call-
ers do their job. 
CALLERS - Do your job properly. 
Teach the definition. Teach styling. Teach 
etiquette and courtesy at the classes. 
CALLERLAB AND AMERICAN CALL-
ERS ASSOCIATION - Leave the estab- 
lished lists alone. Leave the established 
definitions alone. Work on caller training. 
Work on teaching leadership skills. Do 
something besides trying to fix something 
that isn't broke. 
It is often said that "Square Dancing is 
friendship set to music." Look around you. 
Listen closely. Has the music stopped or 
the tune changed? Why are our numbers 
declining? 	✓ 
BILL DAVIS SQUARE DANCE SERVICE 
THE EXTEMPORANEOUS CALLER — Second Printing  
The most comprehensive book on sight and extemporaneous calling 
ever written. 140 information packed pages cover Theory of 
Resolution, Formation Awareness, Arrangements, Get Outs, 
Programming, 2-Couple calling & lots more. By Bill Davis. 
$16.95 Plus $1 Post, US & Can. Add $7 for overseas. 
THE ALL NEW 1994 BIG FIVE DICTIONARY 
and Square Dance MANUAL 
This edition has new larger type and is the most comprehensive 
definitions book yet. It contains official definitions of all calls in the 
5 CALLERLAB programs MS through C2 including the most recent 
1994 updates. It has lots of Get-Outs. It is filled with diagrams and 
examples plus in-depth commentary on: usage, teaching, flow, 
formation names, learning hints, and common misunderstandings. 
by Bill Davis & John Sybalsky - $9.95 plus $1 post in US & Can. 
NEW - 8.5 X 11 DELUXE EDITION - $13.95 plus postage 
DANCERS'/CALLERS' NOTE SERVICE 
Covers all new calls, ideas, and definitions. Commentary on square 
dancing. Bi monthly. Per Cal. Yr. - Dancers: $7.50/Callers: $15.95 
ORDER FROM: Bill Davis, 1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale, CA 94087 
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1. Our new dancers probably have 
enjoyed class participation in the activity 
;ince they continued through graduation. 
2. It is probably evident they enjoy 
moving to music and other dancer asso-
ciation or they would be another dropout. 
3. They have surely found the activity 
Dffers a healthful exercise experience 
:hat meets their requirement. 
4. They (for many) enjoy doing some-
:hing where the husband/wife can partici-
pate as a couple. 
5. They enjoy fellowship with other 
members who may be seeking the same 
cutlet as they may be. 
6. They will enjoy and should expect, 
politeness from the experienced dancers 
Dr dub members. 
7. Remember, the new graduates will 
make mistakes which is quite normal and 
quite frequently. 
8. They will probably expect assis-
tance in dance movements but will not 
approve of shoving assistance. 
9. They will receive much satisfaction 
In something well done with other danc-
ers in a square that has a successful 
completion. 
10. They will naturally be looking to-
Nards acceptance by all club members. 
11. They will need to achieve success 
gradually. 
12. They will look forward to a sense 
Df security in their dance execution. 
kmerican Squaredance, April 1994 
13. They probably have found that 
square dancing is the act or art of moving 
to a measured step to the tempo of the 
music. 
14. They have found a reason to get 
together in an activity that is physical, 
active and does not require an alcoholic 
beverage to succeed in an enjoyable 
evening of entertainment. 
15. They have found that square danc-
ing belongs to all ages who want to par-
ticipate. 
16. They will probably observe that 
their dress appearance is important to 
the activity. 
17. They will naturally find that a physi-
ological benefit occurring from square 
dancing is the increased music coordina-
tion and skills acquired. 
18. They will find a basic desire for 
social recognition finds its outlet in 
square dancing. 
19. They will regretfully realize that 
some dancers do not have the patience 
to experience their mistakes or will exe-
cute uncalled for dance movements, 
which may disturb and confuse them as 
they progress through their learning 
process. 
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20. They may determine that the in-
structional class they have just com-
pleted will, or could be the highlight of 
their short-termed dancing experience 
depending on their fellow club members. 
21. They will need courtesies ex-
tended to them by all dancers with lots of 
encouragement, plus many hours of 
dance floor time. 
22. Above all, members of a club 
should realize and accept the fact that  
the club the graduate has selected to join 
should be pleased the graduate selected 
their club to join. 
23. Last, but not least, they too at 
sometime during their square dance ac-
tivities, will realize that the new gradu-
ates who are accepted in the club that 
they have selected, are the life and blood 
of the club and future classes. ✓ 
REEVES RECORDS INC. 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED 
SERVING THE DANCING COMMUNITY SINCE 1966 
RECORD CASES 	 DIPLOMAS 
BOOKS, MANUALS DANCE WAX 
PLASTIC RECORD JACKETS 
RECORDS FOR YOUR DANCING PLEASURE 
COUNTRY WESTERN • POPS • CLOGGING 
SQUARE DANCE • ROUND DANCE 
RECORDS 
We also have records that are hard to find 
and have been listed as not available. 
EDDIE— BOBBIE— ROBBIE—SARAH REEVES 
P.O. BOX 17668 	 1835 SO. BUCKNER 
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Millions more are waiting for their chance. 
Rhyme Time 
Spring Flowers and Showers 
So spring has sprung with flowers coloring 
Our dreary years like rainbows while birds sing 
In celebration of the same old story—
Birth and death, and birth again, not sony 
Though we know that birth means death again 
For singing birds or dreaming, scheming men. 
Now girls will blossom, too, like pretty flowers 
And boys will yearn to demonstrate their powers, 
The playthings of the brainless facts of life 
That keep us going through all kinds of strife. 
Two seasons give us pause for earnest thought—
Spring and fall, whose meanings we have sought 
To justify the pains that most of us 
Endure from birth to death, in-glorious. 
Would I be willing to go through it all again? 
Yes, but not add others to the span. 






Information supplied by Hanhurst's Record Service 
PC/ Box 50 Marlborough NH 03455-0060 
USA ES Canada 1-800-445-7398 Fax 1.603-876-4001 
Foreign 1-603-878-3636 
Sailing, Dennis Levrt 	 OR 43 
Wanted Man (new label), Jerry Abbey 	CAS 1001 
Hannah. The Vamp Of Savannah, GA, Bob Main UR 25 
Something (patter), Bill Peterson 	 CAS 1002 
Star Spangled Banner, Hi Hat Boys ELK 027 
Swinging Dolly/Cindy-Clark (patter) 	 BM 1009 
Big Foot Stomp, Ken Bower 	 C 532 
Joe/Chet (patter) 	 RMR 004 
Chain The Hey (improper contra), Don Ward CMGR 300 
A Lot Less Shoain' Around, John Chavis 	RMR 601 
They Don't Make 'Em Like My Daddy Anymore. 
Renny Mann 	 . 	PR 1128 
Trashy Women, Gary Shoemake 	  C 328 
Wally Butly/Cajun, (patter) Jon 	 SSR 189 
Hocket (patter, flip called) Brian Hotchlues 	MAC 2407 
Dancin' On The Ceiling, Troy Ray 	 Dr 57 
Eastbound and Down. Wade Driver, RR 152 
Mrs Right, Marshal Flippo, 	 C 717 
Someone To Watch Over Me, Buddy Weaver, HH 5161 
Lotsa Beat/Orange Blossom 
Special #2, (Patter) MR 5039 
Hello Darlin', Tom Perry, 	 ELK 028 
Now She's Wearing Her Jeans 
A Little Bit Tighter, Al Horn, 	 PR 1132 
Friday Night. Get Right, Hanky Tonk Attitude, 
Otto Denger 	 RWI-1189 
Even Cowgirls Get The Blues. Fred Trujillo, 	UR 28 
Bourbon Street Parade, Bobby Lepard, 	HH 5162 
Can't Break It To My Heart Dean Crowell, CD 264 
Lazy River. Doug Jernigan, 	 SR 301 
Fast As You, Elmer Sheffield, ESP 190 
Wanted Man, Mike Darling, 	 UR 17 
Feelin' Kinda' Lonely Tonight, Steve Kopman, ESP 907 
I'm Afraid, Jason Dean, 	 BR 274 







H ow are callers selected to do the flip side of a record? It is very desirable 
to have a caller on the record who is well 
known nationally, or even world wide. Peo-
ple will buy the name. However, there are 
some problems connected to using a na-
tionally known caller. First, most of them 
are tied into their own production company. 
If you are able to get a traveling caller, he 
(she) may be unable to come into a studio 
for the voice over-dub when you would like 
to have them, which creates logistic prob-
lems. Also, the producer likes to be in touch 
with his recording artist during the record 
release period, which is almost impossible 
with a traveling caller, because he (she) is 
always on the road. 
Next we can select a regional caller who 
is not a full time caller, and has the time to 
make the record, or a local caller who can 
cut it, and by being on the record, and doing 
great, will then become well know. 
Many callers write, send tapes, or call 
the producer and offer to pay their way onto 
a record. I could only guess how many of 
these there are. If you do send a tape, Ile 
sure the music is that of the label you are  
contacting, otherwise your tape will prob-
ably be ignored. Producers are taking a 
large financial chance when he decides 
what music to use, and which caller to use 
for the recording artist. 
If the recorded music is good, it will 
overcome shortcomings of the callers on 
the flip side. I recall a particular caller from 
down Texas way (let's hear it for Texas) 
who was on a record and couldn't carry a 
tune in a bucket, but a great patter caller; 
the music was outstanding and the record 
became an instant best seller. Had you 
listened to the caller side only, no sale. 
There are many records out with callers 
who are not singers and if the music is just 
so so, then no sale. We do eat a lot of 
records. The bottom line is, the producer 













































Do we earn money? Only a few callers 
on records do, and a very small number of 
producers show a profit. Why are we into 
making records? I think most producers 
really enjoy the challenge and joy of a job 
well done. The callers on the flip side do 
this to become better known, as a matter of 
booking dates, and general business rea-
sons. There are some callers who just want 
to get their name on a record to fill a niche 
in their ego, and to brag that "I am a record-
ing artist." For me at Scope-Big Mac Re-
cords, it has been 27 great years of 
producing records, and this year I celebrate 
40 years as a caller. I started at age 10? 
If you are blessed with a good voice, 
don't mind putting time into the record busi-
ness, and have that burning desire to make 
records, get in touch with a well known 
producer, and who knows, maybe another 
star is born. 
Certainly I couldn't cover last month's 
and this month's subjects in detail, while 
keeping to space limitations, so I deliber-
ately left out some things, so forgive me, 
and I will gladly answer any questions you 
may have. I am writing from my viewpoint 
only, other producers may use an alto-
gether different format in their selection on 
music, caller, or production procedures. 
Listen closely to all the music and callers 
you can on a reputable tape service tape, 
for your own comparisons. Keep 'em 
swinging. V 
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HAROLD AND LILL BAUSCH 
FROM A NOTE ON A NAPKIN...TO 
SQUARE DANCE HISTORY 
I
t started with a hand-written note on a 
napkin, and became 50 years of mar-
riage, and 42 years of square dancing. It 
was November 11, 1942 at a small cafe 
in Schuyler, Nebraska, when Harold 
Bausch asked out "that pretty new wait-
ress," Lillian Fendrick, by writing a note 
on a napkin. It obviously worked, be-
cause they were married on April 3, 
1944. Harold was finishing his training as 
a Navy pilot, and was about to go over-
seas when the war ended. Harold and Lill 
settled in Harold's hometown, Leigh, Ne-
braska. Harold became a postal clerk, 
and eventually the postmaster, while Lill 
was busy taking care of their family, 
which ultimately included 5 children...Ve-
ronica, Janice, Philip, Christina and 
Deanna. 
It was shortly after the birth of their 
fourth child that Harold and Lill began 
square dancing. That was in 1952, and 
about a year later, Harold started calling. 
It was a time when callers still used live 
musical accompaniment, but soon re-
corded music became the stand-
ard...and here's where Harold shines. 
The term square dance "caller" is more 
appropriately square dance "singer" 
when describing Harold. In his 42 years 
of square dancing, he's recorded 42 
square dance records. Lill accompanies 
Harold to nearly every dance. She's al-
ways had a talent for round dancing, and 
now handles the job of selecting and 
cuing "the rounds." 
Together, Harold and Lill have had a 
tremendous impact on square dancing. 
Their square dance tours have included 
48 states, plus Canada and Germany. 
They publish a small square dance 
newspaper on a monthly basis. They've 
started and served ten clubs over the 
years, often calling 25 nights a month. In 
the process, they've taught thousands of 
dancers. For nearly 30 years, they've 
conducted the annual "Dance-O-Rama" 
callers college, and helped encourage 
and train hundreds of callers. 
It wasn't always fun and easy. The 
pressure of working days and nights 
caught up with Harold. When he was 40, 
he suffered a serious heart attack. He 
pulled through, and about 8 years later 
took an early retirement from the post 
office. That was in 1972, when the 
Bausch's moved to Fremont, and contin-
ued their major involvement with square 
dancing. 
Harold and Lill now have 9 grandchil-
dren, one great-grandchild, and more on 
the way. It's a fairly big family, but their 
square dance family is immeasurable. 
Submitted by Phil Bausch 
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Bill & Bobbie Davis 
THE CASE FOR R SINGLE 
ENTRY PROGRAM 
In our view, the main reason for a single-entry program is that it is a logical thing to do. In our November, 
1993 article we reported on the fre-
quency counts made at the National 
Square Dance Convention in June (of 
1993). Recent letters indicate some con-
fusion about the counts. Both the MS and 
the Plus halls were counted and ana-
lyzed separately. In the count no families 
were used; each identifiable separate 
command (or term) was counted. The 
total number of MS commands using no 
families is 130, and the total for Plus is 
160. For example, Centers Run is carried 
as a different command from Boys Run. 
In each venue about 6,300 commands 
were delivered over three days. In the MS 
venue 35 of the 130 commands were 
called once or less. In the Plus venue 39 
of the 160 commands were called once  
or less. Simple logic tells us that we have 
about 40 calls that are de facto dead-
wood. They are out of use. Now, some 
may argue that this is the fault of the 
callers or the venue or whatever. How-
ever, the fact is that a very respectable 
square dance that will entertain the typi-
cal dancer can be called without using 
these calls (terms). Furthermore, if we 
eliminated calls that were used less than 
0.05% or even 0.1% of the time, most 
callers could generate a very enjoyable 
dance. The dancers would not know the 
difference. 
How many calls should there be in the 
entry program? Most agree that the entry 
program should take about 6 months to 
teach. In the Santa Clara Valley, where 
all open dances are the full Plus level, we 
have a series of dances in August in 
which we want the classes that start in 
WESTERN SQUARES DANCE RANCH 
BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA 
Club Dances & Workshops Every Week Night 
Specials Featuring Top national Callers 
Wood Floor — Air Conditioned — Apparel Shop 
RESIDENT CALLER: ANDY PETRERE 
CO—OWNER & PRODUCER 
CIRCLE D RECORDS 
For Information, Write or Call: 
6451 Oak Cluster Dr. • Greenwell Springs LA 70739 • 
Andy & Algie Petrere 
Phone (504) 261-6143 
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Family and Friends 
Welcome 
Includes FREE AIR from anywhere in the US! 
Inside space begins at $2340 for category J and 
outside space begins at $2620 for category F! 
PLUS $100 inside and $200 outside SHIPBOARD 
CREDIT! (must be booked by May 15th) Call for 
other rates and to make our bookin 
All rates are per person based on double occupancy. Add $171 per person 
for .n taxes. All shi board Credits are r -rson. S ace is limited. 
with the 
SILVER BULLETS 
Princess Cruises and Travel Mart along with 
Duane and Gina Silver (square dance callers) have,  
negotiated special rates for this cruise of a lifetime' 4 
September 29, 1994 
for 16 Days! 
January to participate. Thus, we set the 
level of those dances at what amounts to 
the six month level. We teach according 
to the six month level. We teach accord-
ing to our LIST, which is a teaching order 
that includes the full Plus Program and is 
based on the frequency of use of the 
calls. Typically, the level of the special 
August dance is at call number 84 (Relay 
the Deucey this year). Thus, our best 
guess at the number of calls that ought 
to be in an entry level program that 
should take about 6 months is about 84 
calls - no families. 
These August dances seem just like 
regular open dances. Dancers have a 
great time. There is real hands-on expe-
rience here. 
So how about a single entry program? 
It makes a lot of sense from a logistics 
point of view. The National and other 
conventions could have a single, main 
venue. It would be where the bulk of the 
dancers dance. It would be what is now  
called soft Plus. What calls should it have 
in it? 
The analysis of the Plus venue at the 
National, shows that 95 calls were used 
0.01% of the time or more over the three 
day span. So our vote is that the national 
level should have somewhere between 
84 and 95 calls - no families. 
If such a single dance program were 
adopted, what would be the ramifications 
to the current Plus and MS programs? 
The only impact on Plus would be the 
complete disappearance of calls they 
rarely hear anyway. MS dancers would 
have to learn many of the Plus calls. They 
could learn these calls instead of Quar-
terly Selections. However, there would 
be about 45 low frequency MS com-
mands (out of the 130) they would not 
have to learn. What if it took two years? 
Would the effort bQ worth it to get a single 
program? 
Great idea! Who is going to bell the 
cat? ✓ 
TraliVeanal 
Travel Mart 800-741-1668 Apr hint,t, 262d: pr 
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N1 A Y 
S MOK E Y S 
BIRTHDAY, BUT 
WE'RE THE ONES 
GETTING THE 
GIFT 
Healthy, thriving forests. That's what Smokey's given us 
h+r the past 50 years. With your help, we can all go on 
enjoying this gift far into the future. Be prudent with 
matches and campfires. And remember - only you can 
prevent forest fires. It 1 11 I 11 BIN 
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'94 BUFFALO WALLOW 
RE: Line of Fire by Roy Gotta, Febru-
ary, 1994, page 10 
Okay, let's cut to the chase about gays in square dancing. This 
could also apply to the other minorities 
mentioned. The objection to dancing with 
any vocal minority is not an objection to 
the distinguishing characteristics that 
sets that minority apart. The objection is 
to the flaunting, taunting and rudeness 
that some of these individuals seem to 
feel they must exhibit concerning their 
minority orientation. 
Of course homosexuals have been 
square dancing with heterosexuals, 
probably from the very beginning, and 
heterosexuals never knew the differ-
ence. And that, Mr. Gotta (and ladies and 
gentleman in square dancing)  is pre-
cisely the point! We didn't know the dif-
ference because the difference was not 
being flaunted in our faces. 
A square dance is not a political plat-
form from which to launch your particular 
social or political agenda. There is his-
tory and tradition in square dancing, and 
there are rules and codes of dress and 
conduct. We don't allow drunk people to 
impose their "rules" on us. If we define 
"Friendship Set to Music" in terms of 
every special interest group out there 
being allowed to demand we accept all 
their friends, rules and music without re-
gard for our own, then square dancing is 
doomed. Mr. Gotta needs to review the 
10 Commandments of Square Dancing 
and be reminded that they apply to the 
minorities as well as to the majority. 
Happy square dancing, 
Larry L. Dunn, D.D.S. 
Waycross, GA 
Iam another person who wants to put in my two cents worth about dancer 
retention. And in doing so, I will quote 
from Betsy Gotta's article in the Febru-
ary, 1994 ASD where she says, "I have 
always felt that class members were 
square dancers from their first commit-
ment to learn." Betsy, I agree with you 
100%. 
Who's idea was it that a person had to 
be a Plus dancer before he/she would be 
considered a Square Dancer? I don't 
know about you, but I felt like I was a 
square dancer from the day I went to my 
first lesson. I was a club member from 
Day One. There was none of this "When 
you graduate..." or "When you know 
Plus..." stuff. I was a part of the club, and 
I felt like it! 
I danced with the Toronto & District (T 
& D) Square and Round Dance Associa-
tion, and Basic dancers had open 
dances available to them to attend begin-
ning in January of a September through 
April square dance year. (Ottawa, where 
I dance now, has a similar set up.) It 
didn't matter that we took a full session 
HAVE SOME FUN ALASKAN STYLE! 
Plan now to dance at the ANNUAL 
Buffalo Wallow Square and Round 
Dance at the end of the Alaska 
Highway, Delta Junction, A 	..,111511/7% 
May 27-30 1994. LASKA4. 
Caller: Dave Walker 	(*(- • 
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fS1R Cuers: Karen & Steve Wegg 	 • 
Information: 	 00.; 
Buffalo Squares, POB 133, Delta 
Jct, AK 99737; 907-895-4644 
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%1111111011111/§16 
111111 141.11. 
(32 weeks) to learn Basics, and another 
full session to learn Mainstream. We 
were under no pressure to get to Plus, 
and we had plenty of open dances to go 
to before we ever got to Plus. 
T & D's annual Convention (in Hamil-
ton, Ontario, May 12-14 this year) has a 
dance hall for Basic dancers! How many 
American associations can boast the 
same? 
I truly believe that the answer to 
dancer retention is to make them feel like 
they belong - at the level they are, not the 




Rockland, Ontario, Canada 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
For All Of Your Square And Round Dance Records 
Square Dance, Round Dance And Line Dance Manuals 
Square Dance Records•Round Dance Records 
Clogging Records•Line Dance Records 
Samson Wireless Systems•Williams Sound Wireless 
• Williams Sound Personal PA For The Hearing Impaired • 
Call Today For A Free Sample Of Our Monthly Square Dance Tape Service 
Stay On Top Of The Latest Releases. 
Receive A Monthly/No Return/You Keep The Tape/"New Releases" 
Cassett Tape Service / $32.00 Per Year in U.S. / $42.00 U.S. Funds To Other Countries. 
Need Blank Cassettes? Yes We Have Them! Boxes, Poly And Hard Plastic Labels 
Cassettes Are Ampes 617. Lengths are: C-12, C-22, C-32, C-46, C-62, and C-91 
CALL, FAX OR WRITE FOR MORE INFORMATION AND PRICES 
Johnnie Wykoff & Star DBA 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7309, Houston, TX 77248-7309 * 323 West 14th St., Houston, TX 77008 
Tel # 713-862-7077 * Fax: 713-802-2922 24Hours 
VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 
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I01 
4. Grand Star Promenade 	Walk 'Ern Bailk j7. Run The Ch.3.1:e 
Ditrot)nd Rok 8 T*Arirsiet 5 £41.0c Ijme 
O'f.xte Ciiao To A Wavo 	EratocyrtQ 
Grnd 
PULSE
ar o  e Dun cLeL  
CALLERLAB QS 
MAINSTREAM 
Single Circle to A Wave 
Acey Deucey 
MS EMPHASIS CALL 
Pass To The Center 
PLUS 
Connect The Diamond 
PLUS EMPHASIS CALL 






Two For The Show 
ROQ 
Boulevards of Old New 
York 
PLUS PROGRAM 
All eight spin the top 
(Anything) and roll 








b. and anything 
Extend 
Flip the diamond 
Follow your neighbor 
Grand swing thru 
Linear cycle (waves 
only) 
Load the boat 
Peel family 
a. Peel Off 
b. Peel the top 
Ping pong circulate 
Relay the deucey 
Remake the thar 
Single circle to a wave 
Spin chain and 
exchange the gears 
Spin chain the gears 
Teacup chain 
3/4 tag the line 
Track two 
© ASO 
Not a Ca Ile rlab 
program 
ASD PULSE POLL 
EXPERIMENTALS 
Caution: Not recom-
mended for dancers prior 
to Plus program activity. 
EXPERIMENTALS 
(Priority order) 
Trade the wave 
Triple scoot 
Triple trade 
How .mo led or 8 a.w. liowilw kidNiPlakc .‘t4( feel ar 2.45/4/it. 
Being a Junior Achievement volunteer can change 
our  whole day. Not to mention a fe\ \ kids' lives. 
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LAID AN EGG 
OVUM 
SANDVVICII 



































A NEW LINE OF FASHIONS 
Mail Orders Available from these shops 
ALABAMA 
BRANTLEY'S WESTERN SUPPLY & 
DANCE APPAREL 
RA? Hwy. 35. Section. AL 35771 
1-800-828-8091 
'FREE' Mail Order Catalog 
CALIFORNIA 
DORIS'S Crystal Magic Petticoats 
8331 Pinecrest Drive 
Redwood Valley. CA 95470 
1-800-468-6423 
Free Swatches. Flyers 
CAROL'S COUNTRY CORNER 
6520 Platt Ave Suite 623 
West Hills. CA 91307 
818.347-1207 
SHERRY'S DANCE STORE 
2468 Almaden Road 
San Jose, CA 95125 
(408) 267-2333 
Complete Line of SD Apparel 
SQUARE D FASHIONS 
5821 Auburn Blvd . Ste 5 
Sacramento, CA 95841-1207 
916 344-0346 
COLORADO 
S/D RECORO ROUNDUP 
957 Sheridan Blvd 
Denver, CO 80214 
Phone 303-238-4810 
Phone Orders Welcome 
FLORIDA 
OXBOW S/D SHOP 
8650 49th St N.  
Pinellas Park, FL 34666 
813-541-5700 
Everything the dancer needs 
JENNIFER SHOES 
917 Brookhills Dr 
Cantonment. FL 32533 
904-968-4415 
Clogging & Ballroom Shoes 
ILLINOIS 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE 
7215 W Irving Park Road 
Chicago, IL 60634 
INDIANA 
BEV'S SQUARE DANCE & WEST 
112 Depot St.  
Auburn, IN 46706 
219-925-3818 or 925-0639 
24-hour Phone Service 
HAWAII 
FUN FASHIONS FROM FLORENCE 
RR 3 Bon 125. Pahoa. HI 96778 
on the Big Island, 808 982.9276 
Everything for the S.17? Dancer inc 
Hawaiian-made items 
KANSAS 
S/D & WESTERN WEAR 
635 E 47th St S Wichita, KS 
2 blk W of 1-35 Trnk, End 42 
316-522-6670, Closed SuriNon 
All New First Line Apparel 
SHEPLERS' WESTERN WEAR CATALOG 
Worlds largtt selection of Boots, Jeans, Hat, 
Suits. Dresses and ACeSSOliSS Call 1-800-242-6540 
for your FREE catalog. Give operator Code 0 703, or 
write Sheplers, Dept. 703. PO Box 7702, Wichita. 
KS 67277 
LOUISIANA 
JANET'S S/0 SHOPPE 
1956 Cherokee Dr. 
Lake Charles. LA 70611 
(318)855-4470 
Member NASRDS. Visa & MC 
MAINE 
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC 
Rt 115 Yarmouth Rd.  
Gray, ME 04039 
207-657-3412 
Catalog $2 Refund with 1st Order 
MARYLAND 
ANDES S/D & WESTERN APPAREL 
2109 Liberty Rd Phone 410-795-0808) 
Eldersburg, MD 21784 
Catalogue Available — $4 




Detroit, MI 48209 




4017 Central Ave NE 
Albuquerque, NM 87108 
505-255-8961 
MINNESOTA 
SKYLINE S/D SHOP 
9 Skyline Dr 507-345-1900 
Mankato. MN 56001 
Member of NASRDS 
We welcome mail orders' 
NEW YORK 
SKY RANCH WEST. & S/D STORE 
109-111 S Main St. (315-668-2644) 
Central Square. NY 13036 
Complete Western & S/D Stare 
Catalog $1 Credded on 1st Order 
NORTH CAROLINA 
CIRCLE W SA) FASHIONS 
Don & Jackie Wilkins 
193 Winery Rd (Phone 919-327-3337) 
Sneads Ferry. NC 28460 
Mad Services-MasterCard-VISA 
OAKLAHOMA 
LOWELL'S PLACE on Main 
119 West Main 
Moore, OK 73160-5105 
Apparel 405-799-5602 




Wichita Falls, TX 76301 
Square & Round Dance Regalia 
Immediate Mail Order Service 
CIRCLES & SQUARES 
9047 Garland Rd . Dallas, TX 75218 
310 El Main, Richardson, TX 75081 
214-328-8684/235-9707 
SA) Apparel & Monogramming 
VIRGINIA 
TRIPLE R 's CATALOG SERVICE 
PO Box 2340 
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The numbers before the states are the 
month and day of the activity. 
If you would like to list a festival, convention or 
other special dances (two days or longer) 
in the next issue please 
contact the ASD office. 
0401-ILLINOIS-46th Annual Jamboree Greater St. 
Louis Folk and Square Dance Federation Festival of 
Colors, April 1,2, 1994. Belle-Clair Exposition Hall, St. 
Clair Fairgrounds, 200 So. Belt East (IL RT. 13) 
Belleville, IL. W.Driver, T.Roper, E.Sheffield, Jr. R/D 
cuers L& P. Wacker. Contact F.& J.Keeser, 17 Cran-
brook Drive, Belleville, IL 62223-6131, (618)234-7512. 
0401-AUSTRALIA-Northern Rivers Easter Fest. 
April 1-4, 1994. Lismore City Hall. B.& M, McHardy, 
J. Dean, W. Flannery. Contact Wilma at (066)62-6647 
0408-KENTUCKY-Derby City C/W Dance Chan-
pionships, April 8,9,10,1994. Dance Of The roses, Lou-
isville, KY. Contact R. Drollinger (812)282-4651 
0408-A RKA NSA S-Jambore e, April 8,9,10,1994. 
Pine Bluff Convention Center, Pine Bluff, Arkansas. 
Callers and cuers various. Contact W&S Parsons, P.O. 
Box 23242 Oklahoma City, OK 73123 (405)721-5811. 
0408-CALIFORNIA-15th Annual Pear Blossom 
Square Dance Fest. April 8-9, 1994. Lake County Fair- 
grounds, Lakeport, CA. J.Saltel, N.Bliss, J.Murtha. R/D 
P&L Croisant. Contact M.& B. Chirco, P.O. Box 684, 
Kelseyville, CA 95451 (707)277-7629. 
0408-IOWA-Iowa State Convention, April 8,9, 
1994. Dubuque, Iowa. No contact provided to us. 
0408-KENTUCKY-34th Derby City SQ Dance 
Fest. April 8,9,10, 1994. Kentucky Fair & Exposition 
Center, Louisville, KY. SQs J.Jestin, S.Kopman, E.shef-
field, M.Tumer, RDs P&J Lefeavers. Contact J&P 
Worcklage, 3252 Ellis Way, Louisville, KY 40220, 
(502)452-9273 
0408-NORTH CAROLINA- Spring Dance Week-
end, April 8-10, 1994. John C. Campbell Folk School, 
Brasstown, NC, B. Foster. Contact B. Dalsemer 
(800)365-5724. 
0408-INDIANA-Weekend at Potawatomi Inn, An-
gola, Indiana. April 8,9,10,1994. R. Allison, J.Sleeman 
& Millers. 
0408-IOWA-32nd Iowa State Sq & Rnd Dance Con-
vention, Julien Inn, Clarion Hotel, Five Falgs Civic 
Center, Dubuque, Iowa, April 8&9, 1994. Contact Rich-
ard & Sandra Hyman, 954 Patricia Ann Dr., Dubuque, 
Iowa 52003-8536 (319)556-7275. 
0408-MARYLAND-Norm Poisson C-1 Weekend 
with star tips plus Sunday afternoon C-2 session, April 
8-10, 1994, Baltimore, Maryland area. Contact Gary & 
Lennie Rodoff, 9105 Sandra Court, Randallstown, MD 
21133 (410)566-4253 or Cliff & Marlene Boocks, 5903 
Mt. Eagle Dr. #415, Alexandria, VA 22303 (703)960-
4611. 
0408-CALIFORNIA-Western Slope 13th Annual 
Camp & Dance Weekend, Amador County Fairgrounds, 
Plymouth, California, April 8&9, 1994. Callers C.Sipe, 
S. Scott, J.Treleaven, B. Beller, R.Dibble, K.Reid. 
QlilQA cacrirmr 
HEARTLAND STUDIOS, LTD. 
130 WEST ST., GALENA, IL 61036 (815)777-1797 
OBA - CHICAGO COUNTRY AND CROSS COUNIRY RECORDS 









Soon To Be Released 
Stwer/ Marna Gccceres CC 29 
	
My Baby IhIrks She's A idn CC 35 
asmPoorer 
	
ty Jock FloAs 
Rodeo fitcx/ CC 33 by Bcb Moor 
	
Ewan Cor4tcryi Me a Me /Axis,  Rol 
lO Core Mn Atm tote CC 32 CC 36 by lorry IVAN 
t. &xi Cabo 
	
Dun't sea o/ Me CC 37 
Sheikolf? .18 CC 2A by Curt&dle. 
	
Ine C.C. Piclers.lack Curl. Mks 
Sweat Lowall IOW by Sport* Sps.rotte Blush Hatorll ICO2 
by Speech, tinaXAB 
The Hot One 
Margie CC34 
by Jock Berg & 
Elmer Scheffield Jr. 
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ED FRAIDENBURG 
(Calling For You) 
*** 
1916 Poseyville Rd. 
Midland, Michigan 48640 
Phone: 517-835-9524 
*** 
Calling All Levels Thru A-2 
Call or Write for Rates & Dates 
24K Gold-Plated Enameled 
SQUARE DANCE 
JEWELRY 
P. Earrings or Pendant $3.95 
Both for only $695 
plus $1.03 ship. & handling 
(Calif. res. add 6% sales tax) 
Earrings also available 
with clips.  
When ordering specify dress 
color' red, blue or black. 
Send check or money order to 
Charmz-Reaction 
P.O. Box 4208 
West Hills CA 91308 
8183464018 




Dancing is singing with your 
feet, and we put the song in your soles 
Caller Schools & Clinico 
Leadership Seminars 
Caller Training Tapes 
The Basis of Callis Timing 
The Basis of Timing is Music 
944 Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 84403 
Summer-801-392-9078 Winter-602-726-8415 
PROMENADERS 
Clog & S/D Shoes 
Blk & Wht $37.95 
Colors $37.95 	• e 
Gold & Sil. $39.95 




Square Dance & Western Wear Fashions, Inc. 
Eastern N.C.'s Largest Square Dance Shop 
Rt 9, Box 283 • Hwy. 70 East • Goldsboro NC 27534 
CLOGGER for men (black & while) 
CLOGGER for women (white only) 
$38.95 
Brochure available - $2.00 (refunded on first order) 
Check, MasterCard, Visa, American Express 
Rounds L.& R.Meadows, T.& C.Chatfield. For more 
info call (916)644-1795 or (916)644-5100. 
0408-CALIFORNIA-13th Annual PACE Nor-Cal 
Spectacular, Dunfey San Mateo Hotel, 1770 South Am-
phlett Blvd., San Mateo, California, April 8-10, 1994. 
Featuring S. Bryant, A.Uebelacker, R. Howell, D. Wilson. 
Contact Paul Frederick (408)248-4757 or Feri Finkel-
stein (415)949-4355. 
0411-MEXICO-Round Dance Fiesta, Puerto Val-
larta, Mexico, April 11 - 17, 1994. Dance level phases 
4,5&6. Cuers I.& B.Easterday, R.& J.Collipi, B.& 
M.Moore, C.& N.Esqueda, P.& B. Barton. Contact D & 
S Marketing, Inc., 8619 Reseda Blvd. #202, Northridge, 
CA 91324. Phone (818)885-7092 or FAX (818)885-
7098. 
Deadline Feb. 
0415-CALIFORNIA-Dance Of The Roses, April 
15,16,17, 1994. Pasadena Convention Center, 300 E. 
Green Street, Pasadena, CA. Callers & RD Cuers vari-
ous. Contact D&J Standley, P.O.Box 4612, Riverside, 
CA 92514. 
0415-NEW YORK-32nd Annual Sq & Rnd Dance 
Plus Country Western Dancing, Clinton Central Schools, 
Chenango Avenue, Clinton, New York, April 15&16, 
1994. Callers C.Brodeur, L.Dunn, D.Hass, T.Miller, 
B.Stem. R/D leaders B.& J.Saintey, D.Seymour, B.& 
N.Sloincenski. Two stepping/line dance leaders J. & 
D.Arkerson. Contact Barbara & Barney Gibbons, 10 
Cheyenne Crescent, Whitesboro, NY 13492. 
0415-TENNESSEE-1 1 th Annual Spring in the 
Sinokies, Riverside Motor Lodge, Gatlinburg, Tennes-
see, April 15&16, 1994. Callers D.Allison, L.Johnson, 
A.McGee. Rounds J.Allison. Contact LaVeme McGee 
(803)226-2834. 
0422-UTAH-Spring Break '94, Glendale Commu-
nity Sch, Salt Lake City. April 22-23, 1994. T.Oxendine, 
J.Pladdys, S&J Storm. Contact: Pat maltsberger 
(801)569-8843. 
0422-CONNECTICUT-36th New England SQ & 
RD Convention, Crosby High, Waterbury, CT, April 
22,23, 1994. Callers & Cuers various. Contact H.Katten, 
205 West Walk, West Haven, CT. 06516 
0422-MISSOURI-14th Annual Roadrunner Romp, 
Advanced Weekend, April 22,23,1994. Carthage Me-
morial Hall, Carthage, MO. R.Dougherty, J.Preston. 
Contact B. Johnson, 1808 Wynwood Dr. Carthage, MO. 
64836 (417)358-2552 
0422-SOUTH CAROLINA-Annual So. Carolina 
Educational Retreat, at New Heritage USA, 3000 Heri-
tage Parkway, Fort Mill, South Carolina 29715 April 
22,23,24, 1994. Callers various. Contact J.& P. Sea-
graves, USDA Firectors of Information, 8913 Seaton 
Dr., Huntsville, AL.35802 (205)881-6044. 
0422-UTAH-Spring Break '94, Glendale Commu-
nity School, Salt Lake City, Utah, April 22&23, 1994. 
Callers T.Oxendine & J.Pladdys. Rounds by S.& 
J.Storm. Contact Pat Maltsberger, 9306 S. Judd Lane, 
West Jordan, Utah 84088 (801)569-8843. 
0422-TEXAS-The Texas Thangamajig, Waco Con-
vention Center, Waco, Texas, April 22-24, 1994. S.Bry-
ant, V.Ceder, B.Clasper, B.Rubright, D.Wilson. Contact 
Ken & Irene Gray, 3930 Sierra Dr., Austin, TX 78731 
(512)345-0057. 
0422-CALIFORNIA-Royal Rendezvous, King 
City Fairgrounds, King City, California, April 22-24, 
1994. Featuring G.Carnes, B.Davis, H.Fleeman, 
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"JON'S NOTES" 
New Monthly Note Service dkli  
e)011 For The Caller Who Cares 
by 
John & Linda Saunders 
Choreo Basic - C-1, Singing Call Review, 
Contra's, Lines, Partners Review and Much, 
Much More .. 30 YEARS of calling experience 
to share. Don't delay 	 
Write for FREE SAMPLE TODAY...to 101 
Cedar Dunes, New Smyrna Beach, FL 32169 
Telephone: 904-428-1496 
CALLERS— DANCERS 
Are YOU Considering Sponsoring 
A Square Dance Group Travel Program? 
If So, WE CAN HELP. 
We Specialize in Preparing 
Square Dance Group Travel Programs. 
CONTACT US for information 
About How We Can Custom Design 
A Group Travel Program for YOU. 
BLACKWOOD TRAVEL 
RR 1 Box 3, Suite 101 
LowpoInt, IL 61545 
309-443-5061 
Come With Us To 
MISTRALIA 
NEW ZEALAND 
PLUS ANTARTICA (optional) 
In JANUARY 1995 
(Their Summer) 
ASK FOR DETAILS SOON: 
STAN & CATHIE BURDICK 
PO BOX 2678, SILVER BAY NY 12874 
518-543-8824 
Mike's Records 
9356 Natick Avenue 
0 	0 	North Hills, California 91343 
0 	Mike & Millie Sikorsky - Owners 
(818)891-6622 (800) 213-3515 
Square Dance - Round Dance - Clogging 
Orders shipped daily Unbeatable Prices 
We Carry All Labels Unbeatable Selection 
Monthly Thpe Service Unbeatable Service 
The Country's Most Competive Prices! 
D.Rice, C.& S.Hurst. For info write Royal Rendezvous, 
1359 Belleville Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94087. 
0423-NEBRASKA-25th Annual Spring Fest. April 
23,24,1994. Gothenburg, NE. Community Bldg. 1415 
Ave. I. Caller, D&V Tenant, Cuers T&S Vandeventer. 
Contact B.& J. Lauer, Rt I Box 17-B, Gothenburg, NE. 
69138 (308)537-2786 
0427-FLORIDA-41st Florida State SQ & RD Cony. 
May 27,28,29,1994. Lakeland Civic Center, Lakeland, 
FL. Callers & Cuers: various. Contact Roy & Doris 
Anderson, Rte 5, Box 1853-A, Palatka, FL. 32177 
0429-NEVADA-47th Silver State SQ & RD Fest. 
April 29,30, May 1, 1994. Reno-Sparks Convention 
Center.Callers and cuers various. Contact Sil at 
(702)322-0027 or Bob at (702)359-1250 
0429-NEW JERSEY-10TH Annual Deleware Val-
ley Fed. Wildwood Weekend, April 29,30, & May 1, 
1994.Convention Hall, Wildwood, New Jersey. 
W.McDonald, B.Harrison, R.& A. Lock. Contact B&E 
Williams, 2159 Palimino Dr., Warrington, PA. 18976 -
(215)343-2969 
0429-MISSISSIPPI-6th Annual Tupelo Sq. Trace 
Fest. April 29,30,1994. ICC Campus, Tupelo, MS. 
A.Petrere, R/D M&K White. Contact Tupelo Squares, 
P.O. Box 976, Tupelo, MS (601)844-1967 
0429-TENNESSEE-Music City SQ Dance Fest. 
April 29,30, 1994. Boyd Garrett Center, Woodbine 
Cumberland Presbyterian Church, 3016 Nolensville Rd. 
"Story, T.Ozendine. RD B&G Pinkston. Pre-registra-
lion only. Contact R&B Young, 213 Wauford Dr., Nash-
ville, TN 37211 (615)834-2238 or (615)822-1286. 
0429-HAWAII-NO KA 01 Dance Festival, April 
29-30, May 1, Up Country Rec Center, Pukalani, Maui, 
HI. B.Peters, J.McNanee. Contact: Steve Strong, 910 
Wainee St., Lahaina, HI 96761 (808)661-7400 
0429-WEST VIRGINIA-4th Annual Dance Week-
end, April 29,30, 1994. Pipestem State Resort Park, 
West Virginia. Squares B.Helms, B.Hartsell. RDs by 
D&L Hichman. Contact L. Hichman, 2336 Pine Forest 
Dr., Gastonia, NC28056. (704)824-2821 
0429-NEW JERSEY-10th Annual Delaware Val-
ley Federation Wildwood Weekend, April 29,30 & May 
I, 1994, Convention Hall on the Boardwalk, Wildwood, 
New Jersey. Contact Bob & Ellen Williams, 2159 Palo-
mino Dr., Warrington, PA 18976 (215)343-2969. 
0429-NEVADA-47th Silver State Sq & Rnd Dance 
Festival, Reno-Sparks Convention Center, Nevada, 
April 29,30, & May 1, 1994. All levels of dancing, 
Round, Clogging, CW, after party. Contact Sheryl Car-
rick, PO Box 7413, Reno, NV 89510 (702)673-2547. 
0501-GEORGIA-DBD Advanced Week, (No Pris-
oners Takes] CI • tips. May 1 thru 6, 1994. D.Wilson, 
R. Silver. Contact Copecrest Square Dance Resort, P.O. 
Box 129, Dillard, Georgia 30537 (706)746-2134. 
0505-FLORIDA-Ranch House Roundup, Panama 
City Beach, Florida, May 5&6, 1994. T.Oxendine, 
B.Terrel, D.McMillan, J & M.Raye. Order tickets early, 
PO Box 5336, Decatur, Alabama 35601. No contact 
person provided. 
0506-MARYLAND-2nd Annual Square & Round 
Dance Cony. May 6&7, 1994. Convention Center, 4001 
Philadelphia Ave. Ocean City, MD. Various callers. 
Contact Harden, 6802 Parsons Ave. Baltimore, MD 
21027. (410)483.2226 or (410)661-8443. Pre-registra-
tion required.M.S. thru Adv. RD/Cty West. 
0506-WASHINGTON-Apple Blossom Weekend, 
MAy 6,7,8,1994. SQs D.Cochrane, W. Sewell, RDs B. 
Berka. Contact (509)662-0765 or (509)663-4491. 
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RECORD DEALERS 
MAIL ORDER—MASTER RECORD SERVICE 
P 0 Box 82716 
Phoenix AZ 85071-2716 (602-993-9932) 
Square, Round, ballroom, pap labels 
Specializing in moil 6 phone orders 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7039 
Houston TX 77248-7309 
Phone 713-862-7077 
PERRY'S PLACE 
12505 Starkey Rd Suite 1 
Largo FL 34643 
813.535-0254 / 800-882.3262 
All Labels, amplifiers, needles, etc 
PALOMINO 5/D SERVICE 
1050 Toulon Dr 
Marion OH 43302 (1-800-37B-3800) 
SUPREME AUDIOMANHURST'S TAPE SERVICE 
The Prolessonal Source for Square and Round 
Dance Records & Equipment 
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
USA & Canada: 1-800-445-7398 Fax: 1-603-876-4001 
Foreign: 1-603-876-3636 
PROMENADE SHOP 
11909 N E Halsey, Portland OR 97220 
503-252-7673 
New Record Release Tope Service for 
lust $22 50 Yr 8. You keep the tapes 
EDDIE'S AND BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
Box 17668 — 1835 S Buckner 
Dallas TX 75217-0668(214-398-7508) 
SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP 
957 Sheridan Blvd 
Denver CO 802214 
Phone 303-238-4810 
Phone Orders Welcome 
OVERSEAS 
HOWARD MARKS, 1 Ivy Rood 
London, England El? 8HX (Ph 081-539-7967) 
Serving the movement since 1954 
Mail Order A Specialty Member NASRDS 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit Bodge of Distinction loin Today 
PO Box 57 
Westfield MA 01086 
Cost $259 plus 50! postage 8. handling 
BADGES 
A to Z ENGRAVING CO INC (708)526-7396 
1150 Brown St , Wauconda, IL 60084 
Home of the Original ROVER Bodge 
Custom Engraving from your Design, Fun Badges 8. Dangles 
Rhinestone Badges, Mini Purses (assorted colors), much more 
Write for FREE Catalog - Since 1954 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO (614-471-3735) 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps 
From our Design or Yours 
Harold & Roberto Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd , Columbus OH 43219 
KA— MO ENGRAVERS 
PO Box 30337 
Alburquerque NM 87190 
3D Club 8 Fun Badges 
Free Cataogue — Ph 1-800-352-KAMO 
Computerized Engraving by LOWELL'S PLACE 
119 West Main 
Moore OK 73160-5105 (405-794-5774) 
Moil Order 1-800-669-5774 
Many Times Free Set-up 
NOTES FOK CAI EFRS 
MICRO PLASTICS 
PO Box 847 
Rifle, CO 81650 
Engraving Badges For Square Dancers For Over 30 Years 
303-625-1718 	FAX 301625-4323 
THE NEW VIEW 
Bill Davis 
1359 Belleville 
Sunnyvale, CA 94087 
CHOREO BREAKDOWN 
Don Beck (508-1397-9767) 
176 West Acton Road 
Stow MA 01775 
Send for FREE sample 
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquam 
3775 County Rood 92 No, Maple Plain MN 55359 
Notes sent First Class Mail 
Mainstream through A-2 
MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT 
Stan 8 Cathie Burdick 
PO Box 2678 
Silver Bay NY 12874 (51B) 543-8824 
Wrile for free sample 
CANADIAN CONNECTION 
Joe Uebelocker 
1494 Clearview Dr , Peterborough, Ontario K9K 2A4 
Canada (705-742-6368) 
Basic thru Plus, Cl thru C3, Al & A2 sup 
MAINSTREAM FLOW 
For the 'Complete Club Caller 
1735 Deer Run, San Antonio, TX 78232 
Rusty F•nne1-517-490-1010 
Write or Coll for complimaniary Copy 
JOHN'S NOTES 
John & Linda Saunders 
101 Cedar Dunes Dr, New Smyrna Beach FL 32169 
909-428.1496 Basic — C-1, with added Attractions 
Monthly Service Send for Free Sample. 
DANCETIME Notes For Callers (Formerly by Dick Hon) 
Brad Carter 	Ph 217-422-1029 
P 0 Box 3101 Decatur, IL 625 24-31 0 
Write for free Sample 
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'EWE SERVICES 
SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE AVAILABLE. Write for sample 
tape. Palomino S/D Service, 1050 Toulon Dr., Marlon OH 43302 
Phone 1-800-328-3800 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 7309, Houston TX 77248-7309 
Phone 713-862-7077 
FREEI SAMPLE TAPE 
HANHURSTS TAPE & RECORD SERVICE 
MONTHLY TAPE Contains All New S/D Music 
The Continuing Choice of 1,650 Calers 
Serving Calers Since 1971 — A Perfect Gift for Your Caler 
P.O. Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
USA & Canada: 1-800-445-7398 Fax: 1-603-876-4001 
Foreign: 1-603-876-3636 
PACESETTER SHOP RECORD TAPE SERVICE 
PO Box 8246, Chattanooga TN 37411 
1-800-346-4867 	 1-615-499-5554 
TAPES 
AUDIO TEACH & DANCE TAPES BY ED FOOTE. MS & Plus 
taught al-position to dancers who already know the cals from 
standard posilqn. A-1 and A-2 taught with walldhru & practice 
of al cals. Teach tapes emphasize understanding of cals. are 
widely acclaimed as best on the market. Drill tapes, dance tapes 
& two-couple tape also available. Write for literature to: Ed Foote, 
140 McCandless PL, Wexford PA 15090. 
LEARN TO YODEL . Teach tape by Joe Uebelacker $20 U S 
funds !Canadian funds for Conadion orders) 
TODEUNG SQUARE DANCE TAPE - All yodeling singing 
calls by Joe $15 $5 off if ordering both 1494 Clearview 
Drive, Peterborough, Ontario K9K 2A4 Canada 
BOOKS 
BURLESON'S SQUARE DANCE ENCYCLOPEDIA: Over 4B00 
different calls and movements, $25 00 plus $5 00 s/h 1993 
Edition New Type, New Binder Order from American 
Square Dance Magazine, 661 Middlefield Rd , Salinas CA 
93901-1004 Phone 408-443-0761 
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS 1989 Edition, 
Round Dance Basics Book, $8 00 ppd Now includes 10-
week dancer-proven course, dance positions, complete ap-
proved terminology, mixers, teaching hints, plus introduction 
into foxtrot, tango, cha cha and ballroom Coordinate with 
the Grenn record teaching series Order book and/or re-
cords from Frank Lehnert, 2844, S 109th St, Toledo OH 
43611 
POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE DANCE CALLS — 
2 terrific books with descriptions and practice examples for 
dancers and callers' Book 1 (Red), Mainstream, Book 2 
(Green), Plus program and Al & A2 Please specify which 
book you are ordering. To order send $4 60 (including do-
mestic postage) to Supreme Audio, Inc, P 0 Box 50, Marlbor-
ough, NH 03455-0050 or contact your local square dance 
shop! 
A HANDBOOK OF NOVELTY AND COUNTRY-WESTERN 
DANCES by Olie Mae Ray Included in this book is over 30 
country-western solo dances Also, 6 of the top couples 
dances Cost $19 95 per book S/H 3 50 US - $5 50 Canada 
Order from Siddol & Ray Publications, 1017 Williamsburg 
Dr, Charleston, IL 61920 
HOT NEW COUNTRY WESTERN LINE DANCES: Book One 
32 original new dances - waltzes, partner dances, easy, inter 
mediate, advanced line dances, couples' mixer, The Two Step 
- the line dance Send check or money for $5. Bonnie Re-
irnisch, 217 N First St., #1, Dept ASD, DeKolb IL 60115 
COLD FEET II: Beginning Walt: & Two-Step Basics (1994) for 
BEG ROUND DANCERS ($15 95 + $2 50 p/h) & Fancy Danc-
ing 5-Book Set, Phases I-III, definitive reference series with 
771 pp , 575 phot/diag, 709 clearly defined fig/variations, 9 
rhythms for SERIOUS or EXP DANCERS (Set $59.95 t $4 50 
p/h 	ea bk $15 95 + $2 50 p h) Highly acclaimed publica- 
tions by K Anderson. Dance Action, Dept. AS, PO Box 7162, 
Mesa AZ B5206 
COUNTRY WESTERN DANCING. Book I, Line, Partner & Cou-
ple dances Book II, Continues on Book III, Photographed 
Turns!, Book IV, Teacher's Manual, Book V, Line Dances Ga-
lore, Book VI, Partner Dances, Shuffles & Schottisches, Book 
VII, More Photographed Turns, Book VIII Cha Cha, Book IX 
West Coast Swing, Book X El Goebage, Technique & Styling, 
Book XI Hot Line Dances Order by number $20 each in-
cludes pstg & handling, add $200 each outside USA Kelly 
Gelletic PO Box 43425, Las Vegas NV 89116 
EAST LEVEL SOLO DANCES: The Bob Howell Collection. 
Hers you'll find everything to get your toes tappet and hips 
swinging--the music, concise directions for all levels, plus in-
teresting history of each dance Cost: $21 95 per book. S/H 
$3 50 U S - $5 50 Canada Order from Siddal & Ray Publica-
tions for Dance, 1017 Williamsburg Dr , Charleston, IL 61920 
PLUS, ADVANCED & CHALLENGE DIAGRAM BOOKS FROM 
ED FOOTE 5 books available Plus, Al & A2 (both in 1 
book), Cl, C2, C-3A Eoch book diagrams all calls for the in-
dicated program from o variety of positions, also includes 
helpful hints for dancing the calls. Books are 8 1/2 x 11 with 
spiral binding, loser printing provides cleor sharp images 
The most complete diagram books for Plus, Advanced & Chal 
lenge available today Cost $14 10/book includes shpg 
($15 10 for C3A) (Canada add $ 65) Order from Ed Foote, 
140 McCandless PI., Wexford PA 15090 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF UNE DANCES The Slops That COM* 
and Stayed by 011ie Moe Roy Included in this book are di-
rections for over 95 solo and line dances Cost $21 95 S/H 
$3 50 US - $5 50 Canada Order from Siddal & Ray Publica-
tions, 1017 Williamsburd Dr , Charleston, IL 61920 
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING—A comprehensive 117,414 
word glossary-reference manual for teacher, beginners, ex-
perienced dancers Over 2200 ballroom & R/D terms, arti-
cles, desc & definitions Order now $13 50 ppd Fred Haury, 
8810 La Grima de Oro Rd NE, Albuquerque NM 87111 505-
298-5050 
THE CALL'S THE THING—A "how to booklet" featuring 
CALL CARDS and RACK to display at classes and dances as 
a helpful quick reference for beginners and veteran dancers 
Also PIE SQUARES and DIAGRAMMING DECALS, "COM-
PUTER SLIPS" for forming squares by numbers, LINE DANCE 
INSTRUCTION TAPES — AND MORE! $5 t $1 p&h Satisfac-
tion Guaranteed Russell L Hoekstro, 67 Forest Glen Rood , 
Em 321, Longmeadow, Massachusetts 01106 
MAINSTREAM S/D CALLER'S NOTEBOOK - 450 S/D routines 
organized and indexed in modules by basics used Quality 
binding & sized to fit in o record case $10 95 t $1 50 ship-
ping Calvin Campbell, 343 Turf Ln , Castle Rock, CO 80104 
(303) 790-7921 
SINGING CALL FIGURES by Dick Han, Mainstream, $22.00, 
Plus, $12 00; Advanced (A-1 & A-2), $20 00, Teaching Man-
ual, $26.00 (all books ore postage paid) For information con-
tact Martha Han, 513 Bluff St , Monticello, IN 47960 Phone 
219-583-5902 
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VIDEOS CLUB LEADERSHIP MATERIAL 
LEGACY'S CLUB LEADERSHIP JOURNAL— The only square 
dance publication written exclusively for club leaders, has an-
swers and ideas that work! Request your complimentary copy 
by writing CLUB LEADERSHIP JOURNAL, PO Box 766, Plover 
WI 54467-0766 or calling 715-341-6603. You'll be plod! 
RECORD DISTRIBt !TORS 
ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
Continuing Dealer Management Program 
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
USA & Canada: 1-800-445-7398 Fax; 1-603-876-4001 
Foreign: 1-603-876-3636 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, PO Box 7309 
Houston TX 77248-7309, 713-862-7077 
SUNDANCE RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
10331 Lindley Ave 11145 
Northridge, CA 91326 818-363-4454 
Wholesale Only 
PALOMINO RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
1050 Toulon Dr. 
Marlon, OH 43302 
Fax or Call: 1-800-328-3800 WI' Fax or Cal 1-614-389-5919 
S/D PROM X.:TS 
SQUARE DANCE SEALS—Five color, eye-catching SEALS on 
al correspondence, cheeks, etc., are 'An Invitation to Square 
Dandng.' Order from 3070 Summer Ave., 056, Mempds TN 
38112-2450.3 sheets (50 each), $1.00 +5.30 p&h; 10 sheets, $3 
+ 754 pith; 20 sheets, $5.0041.50 pith; (all above shippped 1st- 
class); 100 sheets, $17.5042.50 p&h 
(Samples on request. SASE appreciated) 
SQUARE DANCE/ROUND DANCE THEME COUNTED CROSS-
STITCH PATTERNS. 3 square books, 1 round book, 5 patterns 
each. $5.00 ea.41.50 pstg. per order. State patterns available upon 
request at $1.50 ea..50e pstg. per order. Dealers welcome. Ralph 
& Mary Ann Kornegay, 138 Mohican Trail, Wilmington NC 213409. 
SUPREME AUDIO, Inc. 
-The Professional Source For Dance Audio" 
Largest selection of professional calling 
and cueing equipment, 
records and publications available from one source! 
SUPREME SOUND COLUMNS, 
DIRECTOR, DIRECTOR JR. YAK STACKS 
P.O. Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
USA & Canada: 1-800-445-7398 Fax: 1-603-876-4001 
Foreign: 1-603-876-3636 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
amplifiers • speakers • microphones 
wireless microphones • speaker stands 
1033 E Shary Circle, Concord CA 94518 
Telephone: 510-682-8390 
VARIABLE SPEED CASSETTE PLAYERS Califon, 5230, 7 watts 
of power, variable speed $135 Morontz variable speed PMD 
201 $280 Shipping addfl Other models available Also van• 
able speed dual cassette players, compact disc players, 
phonos Free catalog WORLDTONE MUSIC, 230 7th Ave , 
NY, NY 10011 212-691-1934 
THE 40 GORE SKIRT 
9•  CIRCLE WEDGE - ONE TOOL - MANY DESIGNS!! 
One 9° plexiglass circle wedge, 4 sheets circular graph paper and 
40 GORE SKIRT INSTRUCTIONS BY HELEN. $24.90 plus 
53.50 shipping HMS ETC.,Helen Stairwaa 602 N. Victoria Rd. 
MH 135 Donna, TX 78537 (210)464-9207 
CHOREOGRAPHY VIDEO, SIGHT CALLING VIDEO by Ed 
Foote, well-known caller instructor. Each Color Video about 90 
min. long. Presentations organized and complete. $39.95—one 
tape. 559.95—both tapes. Order Irom Dale Garlock, 2107 Shunk 
Ave., Aliance OH 44601 
VIDEO ALL POSITION TEACH TAPES BY ED FOOTE. Calls 
are taught al position for dancers who already know the calls 
from standard position. Numerous wakthrus of the more difficult 
calls at each Callerlab program, along with brief samples of danc- 
ing, and hints for successful dancing. Understanding of cats is 
emphasized. 4 video tapes availade: Mainstream, Plus, A-1, A(2, 
each tape about 90 minutes long. VHS formal Cost: $39.95-1 
tape; $59.95-2 tapes. Order from Dale Garlock, 2107 Shunk 
Ave., Alliance OH 44601. 
RAR 'Fevornee by Request" by the Easterdays & Blackklords: Vol 
411 Apres L'Entrante; Hawaian Wedding Song; Para Eslo; Rainbow 
Foxtrot; Sugarloot Stomp; TBF Vol. 02 Autumn Leaves; El Coco; 
Dwain in the Dark; Fashinatlon; Lonely is the Name, Memory-
$39.95 ea. or 2 for $69.95 order from Blackford 8178 Gataxie Dr., 
Jacksonville, FL 32244 or Easterday 13023 Gordon Cir., Hager-
slam, MD 21742 
KENTUCKY DANCE FOUNDATION instructional video tape series 
Bob Howell "Live' 519.95 • 52.00 SH 11 'quick teach' dances for 
one night stands and reaeational use. KENTUCKY RUNNING SET 
a traditional mountain-style dance. Includes video and 2 auclio 
cassettes (Dances From Appalachia and audio of Slew Shacidette 
calling the dance.) $29.95 + $2.00 SH. Send check to: Kentucky 
Dance Foundation do Stew Shacidette 460 Long Neecle Road, 
Brandenburg, KY 40108 
TOURS & TOURING 
SQUARE TOURS-(NEW ZEALAND) 
Dancers (couples to Large groups) catered for with dances, sight- 
seeing and any other Interests. 
Itineraries and costs to your requirements. 
Square Tours, C./-1- Norton, 8 Miler SL Rotoruna, NZ 
PhlFex NZ 7 384 4129 
TRAVEL 
SQUARE DANCERS ARE GREAT TRAVELLERS! Keep a com-
plete diary (up to 60 days) of al the places you've traveled, daily 
events, mileage, weather reports, new friends met, expenses, 
photos and much more in the ON THE ROAD AGAIN TRAVEL 
JOURNAL $9.95 $3.00 pliti U.S. On The Road Again Ventures, 
P.O. Box 310, Dept, ASD, Red Deer, AB T4N 5E9, Canada 
RESORTS/CAMPGROUNDS 
NOBODY TREATS DANCERS BETTER THAN COPECREST 
Vacation in the mountains with a week of dancing al Copecrest. 
Our caller staff is outstanding, with al levels of squares. We offer 
superb food, modem ale-conditioned rooms, swimming pool and 
a staff that pampers you! Write Copecrest S/D Resort, PO Box 
129 Dillard GA 30537, or call 404-746--2134 
DANCE CENTER OF THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY, year-round 
32 sessions of workshops and party dances per week Built 
for dancers, owned and operated by dancers. LAKEWOOD 
R V PARK, 4525 Graham Rd Harlingen, TX 78552 210.423-
1170 For reservations and information only 1-800-459-
4525 New residents only/ Bring ad for free nil, and dance 
RIO GRAND VALLEY, Beautiful Mobile 8 RVPark with 
friendly neighborly people Great pool 8. club house areas, 
24hr security with controlled ocess, square dancing 8 lessons 
planned GreenGate Pork , Bus 83 to 374 Loop to Bentsen 
Palm Dr S , Mission TX 78572 (512)581.1932 
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WESTERN MONTANA, Square and Round Dance Voculion, 
June 2 - Sept 11, 1994 11 miles south of Missoula. Notional 
Callers most weekends Special round dance weeks and 
weekends. Camp among the pines on Lola Creek Write or 
call for brochure Ray Granger, 9955 Highway 12, Lolo, MT 
59847, 406-273-0141 
TENNESSEE HEART OF THE SMOKIES SQUARE' UP 
Riverside Motor Lodge, Gatlinburg, TN Feb 25.26 1994 Call-
ers Andy Bond, Mark Foster, Joe Gains, Terry McGill (SD Di-
rector, also lines 8 two step) Contact: Carolyn McGill Box 
239, Norris TN 37828 Phone 615-494-6168 
MAGAZIN ES 
ROUND DANCER MAGAZINE, the choice of the best in-
formed Dancers, Leaders, Teachers 8. Cuers in this RD activ-
ity—since 1957 FREE introductory package Write. RDM 
Intro Pkg RD 1-Box 843, Petersburg, PA 16669-9304 Call 
814-667- 2530 
lUS Sub $20/yr ) 
CRV MEMBERSHIP 
Hume Campground, Parker, Arizona 
Gab:Nada River Adventures Inc. Possible 
Camp Coast to Coast Membership Included 
$2,200 or best oiler - James Briscoe 408-443-43 /1 
HILTON AC 300 A SERIES 2 
Excellent Condition 
$1000 
CM Don 904-477-8588 
SQUARE DANCE HALL 
Successful 7 night per week square dance hal. Beautdul, 
spacious living quarters. In beautiful rocky mountains. Write for 
pictures and all information. Outstanding investment. 
ASD, 661 Middlefield Rd. Salsas, CA 93906-1004. 
No Phone Cals Please. 
INVENTORY 
Square dance, balkoom shoes, and western wear inventory tor 
sale. Wholesale or retail. For information contact Linda's Western 
Wear, 10502 E. Elmhurst Dr., Sun Lakes, AZ 85248 
SETS IN ORDERS 
1969 - 1985 Record Abums 
for information cal: Wnnie Leisler 
(919) 638-2467 
CATALOG BUSINESS SD - RD 
Full service maliorder catalog service for sale. Complete stock, 
mailing materials, current main list of over 10,000 active danc-
ers. Steadly growing 10 year business that can be Joined with 
your current business or worked from home. Cal 1-800-627-0412 
CALUNG EQUIPMENT 
ClInbn P-400 
Call Steve Garrett 1-203-536-8091 
or Dave Hass 1-203-267-2214 
CALLING EQUIPMENT 
Hlton 300, 2 column speakers, one ElectroVoloe microphone. 
$2000 or best oiler. Contact Jeame Briscoe, 255 E. Bolivar St. 
Sainas, CA 93906 or call 1-408-443-4371 
WANTED 
CALLER 
We need a CALLER for a smal dub in SOLDOTNA ALASKA. 
Must have other employment besides calling. For more informa-
tion, write Kathenne Drake, 166 W. Corral Ave., Soldotna, AK 
99669 or cal after 5PM AK time 907-262-59;1 
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE 
38 VARIETIES - BOOKS FOR CALLERS, CUERS, LEADERS, DANCERS & CLOGGERS 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING $4.99 HOEDOWN HERITAGE (History) $3.99 
ADVANCED WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK $10.99 LEADERSHIP-SHAPE (Tips galore) $7.99 
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Handicapped) $5.99 MAINSTREAM S/DANCING (Diagrams) $1.99 
APPALACHIAN S/D FOR CLOGGERS $10.99 MINI BOOK (Definitions of S/D) $7.99 
BURLESON S/D ENCYCLOPEDIA $25.99 MODERN CONTRA DANCING $3.99 
CALLER CLINIC (Variety of subjects) $6.99 MODERN MODULE MODE (Figures) $3.99 
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK (399 page text) $14.99 MUSIC AND TIMING $10.99 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS $6.99 PARTY LINE (After-party ideas) $6.99 
CLIP ART I (Sketches, paste-up) $3.99 PLUS PROGRAM (Diagrams) $1.99 
CLIP ART II (All different) $4.99 PLUS WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK $9.99 
CLIP ART III (All different) $5.99 PROCEDURES MANUAL FOR CLUBS $25.99 
CLOGGING (Basic book) $4.99 SET-UP AND GET-OUT (Modules) $6.99 
DBD & TOUGH PLUS $5.99 SHOW AND SELL S/D (Better Promotion) $8.99 
DIAGRAMED GUIDE TO BETTER S/D $7.99 SOLO DANCES (Single, line routines) $7.99 
EASY LEVEL (0/N/S Material) $6.99 SOUNDING THE HALL (Equipment) $3.99 
EASY SING-A-LONG (Adaptations) $3.99 S/D STYLING (Smoother dancing) $4.99 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA (Basic) $3.99 TEACHING CLOGGING $7.99 
FUNNY WORLD OF S/D (Cartoons) $4.99 TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE (Family) $3.99 
GOOD CLUB MANAGEMENT $4.99 WINDMILL SYSTEM (Image style) $5.99 
GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS $2.99 WORTH OF A SALESMAN (Showmanship) $10.99 
DIPLOMAS: SQUARE, ROUND, CLOGGING 	 S.20 each; 100-515.00 
CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION 	 $.20 each; 100-515.00 
CA residents add 7 1/4% tax 
POSTAGE & I IAN DUNG 
51-54.99 	52.00 pstg 
55-59.99 $2.75 pstg 
510-19.99 	53.25 pstg 
520440 $5.00 pstg 
S31-360 	$7.00 pstg 
$61-$100 $9.50 pstg 
moo 
Due to the proliferation of copying devices, it is Impos-
sible to issue refunds on book orders, unless the book 
is defective 
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE 
661 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD 	SALINAS, CA 93906-1994 
Phone: 408-443-0761; Fax: 408443-6402 (During Pacific Business Hours -8:30am to 4:30pm) 
1 	L N 
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PALOMINO RECORDS INC. 
1050 TOULON DR., MARION, OH 43302 
1-800-328-3800 
1-614-389-5919 (INTERNATIONAL) 
JOIN THE "PALOMINO RECORD CLUB" 
AND RECEIVE A 5% REBATE 
ON ALL *PURCHASES IN 1994!!! 
WHO ARE WE ? ? ? 
TOM & PAM DILLANDER 
WHAT ARE WE ? ? ? 
*A RECORD DISTRIBUTOR * 
(SQUARE, ROUND, CLOG, C/W, POP, ALL LABELS) 
(ATTENTION RECORD DEALERS: CHECK US OUT !!!) 
(COMPARE OUR PRICES AND UNBEATABLE SERVICE) 
A RECORD DEALER * 
(ATTENTION CALLERS AND CUERS: CHECK US OUT !!!) 
(COMPARE OUR PRICES AND UNBEATABLE SERVICE) 
• MORE THAN A RECORD STORE* 
WE CARRY BOOKS, TAPES, CD'S, MICROPHONES, 
WIRELESS SYSTEMS, NEEDLES, VIDEOS, ACCESSORIES 
FOR ALL SQUARE, ROUND, CLOG, AND C/VV NEEDS !!! 
* TAPE SERVICES * 
A MONTHLY SQUARE DANCE REVIEW TAPE (90 MIN.) 
A MONTHLY ROUND DANCE REVIEW TAPE (90 MIN.) 
FAX NOW AVAILABLE 24 HRS: 1-800-328-3800 
INTERNATIONAL CALL OR FAX: 1-614-389-5919 
(41110 it 
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A Division of Supreme Audio , Inc. 
ATTENTION 
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE 
RECORD DEALERS! 
• All Square & Round Dance 
Labels Available 
• 50,000 Quality Records in Stock 
• Fast Professional Service 
• Toll Free Order Lines 
• Continuing Dealer Management 
Program 
1-800-445-7398 
(USA & Canada) 
(Foreign: 603-876-3636) 
ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
P.O. Box 50 
Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
 
